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PREFACE

"Re-Vision," the focus of this issue, was the result of concerns expressed
in the open meeting of the Committee on Classroom Practices in Teach-
ing English held during the sixty-third annual convention of the National
Council of Teachers of English in Philadelphia. November 1973. Teach-
ers attending the open meeting were interested in changes in classroom
practices which came about through reflection on a particular problem
and through the subsequent search for a solution.

Shortly after the meeting. invitations for manuscripts appeared in issues
of Elementary English, English Journal, College English, and in the jour-
nals of many NCE-affiliated organizations. Many journals tangential
to the field of English also carried the invitation for manuscripts.

I3y mid-April, 103 manuscripts arrived from teachers throughout Can-
ada and the United States. These manuscripts were evaluated by Commit-
tee members Oujda Clapp, Norman Nathan, Virginia Obrig, Clara
Pederson, Samira Rath Tallboy, and the cochairmen. In addition to the
manuscripts selected for publication, the Committee also selected brief
statements culled from several others. The writers of these articles and
statements teach in elementary and secondary schools, colleges and uni-
versties in three provinces and twenty-three states.

Since this Year ends our three years as cochairmen of the NOTE Com-
mittee on Classroom Practices, yy.: wish to thank our Committee members
who. through their evaluations and judgments, made immeasurable con-
tributions to these issues of Classroom Practices. We also wish to give
thanks to the NCIE staff, who saw each volume through to completion
in time for each November convention. Finally we express our sincere
appreciation to all our writers and readers, and we hope that you en-
joy the following pages of Ri--Y-IsioN, the twelfth issue of Classroom Prac-
tices in Teacbmg Engl.vh.

A.13, and I3.1 I.S.

vii
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VISION AND RE- VISION

Allen Berger

Last Ike,: nber a ninth grade student named Sheila came to share her
views with tudents and teachers in one of my undergraduate classes.
When she s is in grade six she had come to exchange ideas with students
and teachers in a similar undergraduate class, The questions that people
had asked of her x% hen she was eleven years old were asked again when
she was fourteen, and the conditions for both conversations were similar,
with the exception, of course, of the passage of three rears.

During the conversations Sheila expressed her views on reading and
Writing poetry, book reports and workbooks, spelling and vocabulary,
pleasure reading and libraries, student teachers, learning and teaching.
From Illy own viewpoint it seems that reflecting upon the views of a stu-
dent plays a vital role in focusing and refocusing one's own vision and
re-vision. I.et me share with you some excerpts from the two conversa-
tions with Sheila.

cat.%fli: SIX

would vou tell us lour feelings about poetry?
I like poetry because it's written in so many different waysyou can

really put expression into it. If you were writing about snow you can
write it and pronounce it very delicately and softly, but if you were writ-
ing about a thunder cloud you could put on a very loud and noisy ex-
pression. But in stories I've noticed that sometimes they put Hello
there,' he said fast" or ''the person said fast.'' Ilow would you know he's

I t 1st) to ackmm ledge the cuupvratim of the Edmonton. Alberta, Public St hook
and to express appreciation to undergraduate students Jennifer Bruce, Donna Man-
dreck, Bob Papineau. and graduate student Pat Johnson for help in preparinr, the
tx%o half-hour composite yideotapes entitled Sheila Talks about Reading and :7beila
Talk,- about Education. .\ ...-op of either y ideotape may be obtained free of el arge
for educational imrpise, by sending a blank half-inch videotape to the Audio-\' sual
Media t:entre. Unix ersity of Alberta, ducation Centre, Falitiontf in, Alberta, Can ida.

ix



INTRODUCTION

going to say it fast because they put it afterwards! I don't see how they
expect you to say it fast when they tell you it fast afterwards. So I like
poetry because it's not a story and its gut so many words that you can
put expression in and it tells you at the beginning so you don't get half
way through the sentence and then realize that you're supposed to be
saying it fast.

How did you become interested in poetry?
I was vetv interested in Japanese things, and I had a grade two teacht.r

who was interested in Japanese things too, I like the Japanese typ: of
writing poetry, I think its called haiku, and she told inc of otl ^r type:;
of poetry that were something like it, and gradually I used to look for
books on poetry to try to find if they had Japanese poetry in them, but
sometimes I'd come across a nice one that wasn't Japanese. This just
sort of broadened my interest not only in Japanese poetry.

Il'hat kind of stories do you like?
I haven't really got a favorite story. Some adventure stories I read I

really don't like and some that I readthey're real good! I mean I can't
really pick a favorite story because, well, the way some authors write
them, they can be yechhh, and the way some authors write they can he
real good.

Sheila, do you like to write stories or make reports?
Well, I have trouble getting ideas. I sat there for a full language period

two language periods just trying to get an idea; once I got an idea it
was fun to write a story. Most of the time I don't like writing stories
because I can't really find an idea very well and I don't like picking ideas
out Of books because I'd know it wasn't my idea, I didn't have anything
to di) with it. So I like getting an idea of my own and then writing
stories; otherwiseno, its not so easy for me to write a story.

f. ere you ask..d by your teacher to make book reports?
Book reports. Well, this year we didn't do book reports. Last year we

used to have a contest to see who could have the best book report, and
whoever had would come little prize. I didn't really like that because
the kids worked towards a prize and not for the satisfaction of having a
good book report. liut we do do book reports. We've reviewed book re-
pins and things like this and studied how you set up a book report.

//o do volt like reading?
Aside from school it isn't that Ole(' because an WC do is workbooks. And

the stories we read aren't that interesting. Other than that its pretty nice.
Do you haze reading groups? Do the fast readers go togetbLr, the

.7-,.erav readers go together?
No, we 11cVLT had that. Maybe if you're so good a reader that's all

right. but if there arc readers who are better you can learn something
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from them, Whereas if you group them you aren't going to see any better
readers than yourselfand how are you going to be able to know what
you are doing wrong? The teacher tells you, sure, that's tine; but you
wouldn't really be able to know on your own, and you couldn't pick up
expressions. I think that's how I learned. Kathy used to read fables from
a book and stuff like this and I used to pick up the way she expressed
some of the things.. And that's how I learned, really. When vou'r: read-
ing a book you don't skim through it. It's not just readingit'i. all full
of expressions!

You said something about workbooks. Can you tell me something more
what your teacher does?

Well, I enjoyed our teacher very much because he could liven things
up. Like in readingsometimes we could go outside, and he'd let us draw
while he read us a story. Sometimes he asked us things and let us draw
pictures about the story afterwards. Once we had a story on Robert Ful-
ton. I le told us about it from what he knew, and we got many people's
opinions on this. So he did make reading enjoyable, unless it was work-
books.

11'hat is it about workbooks that you don't like, Sheila?
Well, we didn't have any freedom. We weren't really allowed discus-

sions. and you sat there and underlined what was right and what was
wrong. There's nothing in between. We just sat there doing exercise.;.
The same thing everyday.

Il'as it stuff you already knew?
Yes. You know, that's why I liked the discussions, because I learned

quite a few things I didn't know. But with the workbooks you just sat
the,e. Sit ,lowit and do this.' Simple, but who would like to sit there ail
afternoon, this is right, this is wrung, this is right, this is wrong, over and
over, and that's all We just tried to Lind what's right and wrong; we
didn't try to find why ur anything. lie didn't seem to understand why we
got into an interesting conversation with our neighbors. If he knew, he
wasn't going to let is know.

irlieu you do workbook exercises, do you know what you will get
out of them?

Sometimes there's a little paragraph at the edge of the page, and I do
what it says. If we don't understand. we go back and do it again and
guess that's learning.

Ho-a.. good are you in spelling, Sheila?
Spelling bees. I have to be dragged up, because I don't like getting in

front of everybody, and your whole team says, "Sheila, Sheila, you spell
this word! You have to spell this, Sheila!" On a spelling testthat's what
I like, because people don't know the mistakes you makeyou know
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yourself most of the tituebut getting in front of people, it you go out
on a %hunt) word, well, that soil of spoils your reputation. I don't like
spelling bees at all because you have to wait, and everything depends on
whether you can spell that word, and it you can't evetYbody's moaning,

Sheila, how could you! Why did you do this?" and stuff like
this. That's .1 bit ridiculous! It's only a spelling match. But its hard to
think of it that way... .

Do spelling bees help you to le.irn to spell?
I think I'd have to take into con,ideration the person. For me I don't

think it really helps because I used to go out on some simple words. Some-
times I go out on purpose just to have the relief of sitting down and being
able to do my art and stuff. For some people it does help them learn.
But yy ho %Yams everybody to know you're a dumb speller? On a spelling
test that's good. The teacher doesn't announce the marks. You can brood
over it yourself without somebody 'caving, -I la, You dumb speller!" But
I gu.ss it does help people when they sit down and can go over the sr'l-
ing hook and think of this word that they went Out on, but I think that
its just going to get them 0 dread spelling bees, because everybody
knows what a dumb speller they are. I don't know whether it would help
them learn; maybe for sonic people, but for the majorits I think they just
sort of feel they'll do their best. Don't know how much they learn.

Sheila, do you know what the word vocabulary" means?
Well, I think your vocabulary consists of all the words you know and

use and you know the real meaning of.
I notice you have quite a good twabulary. Did you work at it? Try to

learn new words?
Sometimes when I'm reading something, I like to puzzle my Mont quite

a lot. 1 alk ays love to try and find a word that she doesn't know, and I
used to have competitions with my Dad to see who could get a word, a

envy word, that nobody knew. I do try, if I come across a word that
I don't know, I do try to find the meaning.

Suppose you read a new word, and you bazx no dictionary around, low
do yore manage to read it?

I pronounce it and try to think of the words I've heard. Maybe I've
pronounced it before, but not the same way, and I think abinit it and I
try to find a root word, because sometimes I know the root word but
dun.t know the rest of it, so I think about the root word, and I think
about what it can mean. Or else I wait until my \loin conies home, and
if she's stumped I ask my Dad, and if he's stumped I ask the librarian.

yfni belong to the library, and do you go to the children's library

Yes. rye been the new Icity j library and its quite a nice place. It's
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very sort tot lavishly decorated, Very niee, a id the !neighborhood 1,
!wary I 1 c;111't itIN an that good hut, wen. you know tht: librarians

th17t. at v hnott 1 ou and they're quire whereas it1 tht,
lihnry of them and .s hit' that you can't really get
to kilo your And book,, !nano you do ilavv a

Hider variety but, to me, t ott have trite a It4 trouble looking for a
specific bills.

Sheila, do ,vou like to rtiad cronies?
Yes,
II 'hat kind of nnis do t 00 like?
Peanuts.

other books in tho book$tore?
Oh. comic ook.v. \Veil. 1 do like art' and 1 look at the ways the MUM-

trations .1re draw u. and 1 do read some of them that are funny. My friends
usually read 1chte, so that's the type Of coolie hook I get stuck with.

lope parents do a lot of reading at home? sou have a lot 01
hunk's at honk?

Yes, quite a lot w hole family likes to read, and Dad encourages
us,

//fn..; many beaks a week tell t Old vita'?
Well, that depends how I feel, ;W. w hat hook; we've got around, Like

mat be I read quite a fety books a nowadays in the summer
holidas ni friends have .1 fort and I don't think I've read a book vet
other than cimics and stuff tt hich they've aut at the fort, But in winte.
time w hen there', nothing to do I read quite a few books, but in the
summerti 1e w hen I have quite a few activities I don't read very many.
I read about fire books a Week.

Il'bere loti learn to read? 1)0 you learn to read before grade one?

I dn't think I can remember. Our family read a lot. Sonitimes I re-

'number that when 11 e mot to go to bed would read me some. After
she w gone I'd turn on the light and look at the hook and try to identif
\tuft lit the 11nrds that I could remember. But i don't know really him
much I learned before I got into gr.de one. \lost kids before they go into
grade one can read .1 101 11 n.kls, bur I don't think any child unless theV'Ve
rk ill' practiced at it but s anvthng abinit reading; the may be aide

i,.onounce s ord., but ;hey- don't 1w( oiticil about reading, I don't
think I read things before I went into grade one.

/h,/ 1 all e,, t() kindergarten ciao before you -..;.ent into grilik (lilt'?
Yes I did. Th,.. teacher read to us grate a few :imes and that might've

helped. . . .

% rill ,.lad oppt111111111.5 ii() .111.511.`111.4 1011 7.;:allted irli

31l' nd tir lear11111.;. 1110111,111111g 0111 ?IOM'S or .711.1 thing like
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that, =alAtt ,I;virld you do It) t':%111,1;tt 5f.1 thdt 1011 ledin
t'kill as Nucl.. as )oit t:? Ir )-ott could change mything Iti )-.our

!ill'Atfq#1 a 1 Yttl/n?

1.(1 Ut UP it St:11""111";".t1 "i "I% "II'
Nebot.#1 bii,ti tit ymor ()wit?

1V It. I \'I01 I ctittitt tit. quite it few teiielicrs that re;111
cki tVaChitig Mid had ker %%Mc interest And I'd try ro 1.1ct (hot ti,

re'ac'h loc. I thud, rlicy'd bored, but it I could, 3111.1 it they u-ere
int!, I'd to try to do this,

Sin Its: t4141111 NINO

/ /at 1 ou had an) occasion if) u. rite poets.), Sheila?
1.vs, I Imre. I lil <e the .131).1ocsQ %t\ le of poetry,
Lt /ben. it Yt,% fit poctry Or special author that .1011 **.'4,1

11et';'

en, i dun't if it's in\ but I don't pletty it it's
111,t blank cetsc, tree verse that lust sort of raniles

(it( zo..tten ait% Ilrlelr 1 intrse'i
es, mittiv 11,1iliti, I like haiku.

Iras ;t ?HU ti'lith that gut .1141 iiiteiT161 111 it?
I rc.td .1 hook called /attic Platt, l Runic!. cioddeo. It abta

lark. Jap.mc.c dt,II, about .1 ut,ll hothe, and in it va. sume ;motin about
11,111;11, and i teilli\ liked it. St it's st)1110111111,v that's stud with 1111:.

hke ovatIng?
es, I Illie language :ills a kit,

Irbat part rit rotdriig tike' /'('. t?
I like free reading, and grammar is ititcrotittg, but mintetinto I get the

Ivchng that I don't 1014)1\ \111,1t 1.111 tAliing it fur. I like poems,
,11, 1 till roadinq 'cowl .,.1.iml?

11.1%e sunictliing t. allot itcading Prugratits. That's %% Itch 1htsc
,Hutt, I 'Ale's .1 hos And, occurding tt1 \our theres blue for, lee's
s.i\ the lin% est, then it I;oes elliny to red or \\Iiatever, i dn't
remember the eolur. \e almut itt\% ti itt:(.4)111C ;1 bet°

reI(iV Anti `.ttIll like t111: ,t11,: e tit) losulis Ii1 thuse.-11(% to write`
es%.1\ s, 1111 things 1114C "I1,1t. .111 0101 there'' tither things

\%e do, like free \\ rit1111.
Ir?! WI 11'1114' ,11)(1111 1.`41;711t; 1(4111.44er% 1:711(' 111 sundiory 0 .1

rt.1.1 11't'
\\ t'lI, tk'sr Hitt 111+:111()r t( 11111C11 nit have rvtaiiled. it

tilt reacher the idea .4 the t% Ile of hunks 4111 read, 1,tylie he finer
not .1 hit lour,' about you.

1/.0. pruimitliN cilif)inent (1f /IT b(iik?
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No, 1 neva enjoyed knots reports. I'll rather lust go up anti tell someone

bout a utk 1 read, then 1 411 dln't have 11 tun about paragraph
spac(ngthat's nut hard, hut it sort of detracts from it,

II 7,cir pit/ were bcrc thive cars at40 ,vontebtid) 1 tin aunt work-

biniks and ....hat .% fin thuagbt eJf them. 1.)i) 1-?ne relAtendief Whitt 11)il

tbelIP
think I said they %%ere ellIttlinv or something.

lour infin rimplaint abwit -,;,.tokbritiks wits tbitt roll) NJ
fbc toiirtiinio tri ligurc out hilt got the right answer,

1 still think that. TheY are very unstimulatingtmless theY're a novt:In.

Its reallt stunething, getting yiur vex, tits n tk4iriiik)01;, But you can't

%oti just have to plod through the questions.
I I arc supiwyed ti71.,,nv it particular skill tbr Itni are suplinsed

to lt )(on knew tir ;;;ere red,/ that tills particular part was ti)

aet.elup this particular t;litild that make a diffe rence?

les, it \timid make a difference. I'd try to use that skill to play a kind

of learning game tt ith myself, Old often tte are tid; 1,r example, in

social studies. t e ilia\ he tuld %%e're dcclPitig skills to go around the

hbrarv. we're hardlx ever just given snietln"g, except in math. and told

to do it.
irb.it .loti think of .Ieiling bees nu;;?

forget %% bat a spelling bee is,
for sphug -,;frirdi c(Irrectlt and t otire eliminated if

41

Hie\ 're a %.1ste of tittle. You're only given one %turd. and if you spell

i t right, then that's i t , but let's say a persi just ahead of you gut ;1 t urd

Vint elluldn't hive spelled, and he did spell it correctly but you didn't
so You missed it. I CA 11even I1iitice, vial didn't even lk at the kurd,

think of better .t than spelling bees. . don't like oinipetitiuns eery

Much.
If Ire ;wi,. I'erter s?

Mutual sharunz, passim; the kni ledge on instead of trying to keep

yinir kn ledge to viiurself.
,'ii learn

Ve have vucab cards. 11 e lure to Lind so many %%iirds a week. lou

rite dliwn senteCc; haVe yuCal) card, And

just \I rite d itt n the %iird and the sentence yti found it in, then the

meaning. Ihen vim Tun!: it up in the dictiunay. We have to do that just

the as the cards are dine nt the hbran.
Y WI re.hinit; lea%ure. (..u, ton sat ant tbinc; about that? lust

mut. yew nN .VkiiiC all.l blit; yent ,c;et children

I...) n...14 I fir enjot )n olt?
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INTRODUCTION

Reading. for enjoyment, I think, starts at a %Al% Varlv age. If children
notice that their parents have an extensive library, then they consider
there's something to books. I low ever, if the% 've never been around a li-
brat.% , and their parents don't have man% books, their reading class is just

Other OM: of their subjects, and that certainly won't give them any in-
centive for reading. for enjti loon,

Sticihr, 1.;../.'at usc do toe/ make of the library?
scared of libraries, 1 paid a dirt:LA(111;1r library tine once, and that

just sort of did it. 110410, a iihrar isn't really that happy a place. When
you go there, its usually crowded. Fver% one there is doing a,;signments,
so the atIttoSpilVre isn't CSaCtIV -1.vV itist 4:111e dW11 to {Oil: for book,
I like hool. I like to read"; it's usualk. giq this assignment I "ace
to turn out on NIunda, and its Sundae. But I do go, I've gone down
once or tw ice and went around and linked at the books. I really like
that. I think our 'city I librarc has quite a few activities, like recitals, and
quite a few times they have trios, and they have a children's club.

o,t'el d011t to be a well-educated person.
hoc.; .febol interfcre with that, or does tr school help with that?

School interferes %% ith that. It's hard for me to pay attention when I'm
not interested. hat's one thing I have to force mcsclf to do, and in quite

-a few of my subjects nn span of attention is wite short, and most Of the
things I li( in school I'm not really intereslid in. I'd like to learn about
artists and dancers. I'd like to go to a school of technology; I guess that's
where I'd actually like to go so that I tike an equal amount of
dancing. painting, poetryfree subjects like that. But it seem, like in
school things like music aren't considered on the same basis as math. I
can understand that probably they aren't because, well, to get a job you
diint need to be an artist unless you are going to be an artist, but I'd
like to take !mire, and I don't get it really. Let's take art. I'd like to study
the hist it of some of the artists of the Renaissance and the different
forms of painting and ever\ thing. but most of the students would think
mt w as boring, anal the teacher really has to consider interests; he doesn't
!Talk' like to know that his class is InIck1 and so he's mit going to go inn)
depth for a cimple of students.

.ro% lie % our courNes arc' you allowed to pick yullictbillg you are
intercsted in and do a rojeet? Can lott go ahead oil your frzot at all?

Yu, in one soliject caller. Project Period we're allowed to pick mune-
thing of our n interest. Ve have to w rite a proposal. Some kids have
been helping as Candy Stripers and :none g....vs arc taking movies of the
Miran ..Ind I rkcki Ith a htiV in second grade and tried to teach him
reading. Interesting things like that I really enjoy. I had to write a log
book ref w hat I'd done ith this little boy, and its really interesting. So
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that's one NObjeCt 1% here you're allowed 11 lot 4)1 freedo111.
//frL:' 100ti i ou like to be graded?

urt is tiuttc kg part of it.... I w ould just like to be tested on how
remonbered. I would just like to learn things. L y.Like if I'm really

interested in something I won't forget it. And so being graded varies
ith the te.lchers, I don't really yy orry about my grades; 1 rarely ever

look at them. .\% 'maier doesn't either, so grades are no big deal.
ad-..ice would lou to these people 1;..ho have their final eX4rMS

11C.11 ".:Vek?
Study. lie nice to your teacher.

full hatv student teachers in % our School, rnd do you think they
can do these things you just mentioned?

Yes, we do have student teachers. What things?
Like ;..befit 1 till spoke about communicating with the students.
We get student teachers every year, and it's really difficult for them

because they 're still griping around wondering how to do it, and trying
things nit. and they aren't really given enough timeonce the .'ye found
it, they don't have enough tulle. leak:Mitt; is really- an individual thing
too. Ihey know the student, they know how to comm unicate, but there
are different way s and different students, and student teachers only have
tune to try (nit a few ideas. get the feel of the classroom situation, learn
w hat they w ill have to do to discipline a class. Must of the student teach-
ers really w ant to he liked a hit and they tell you that the first day.

Is that .woo,/ or bad?
Well, it all depends on how they come on. I would probably feel

that way my wit. but taking it from an uncompassionate student's
view : there's this lady up there and she is saying things like I \% ant to be

our friend -I know I 111;11 be sounding mean but that's the way it
happens, that's the V ay it conics on. 1 always think to myself, she's
try mg. . . .

What you .gwe to student teachers? Should they come oil
strngcr? Sbould they try not so hard to be liked?

We've had a student teacher in math, a student teacher in science, a
student teacher in language. and we've also had substitute teachers. I

don't kmiw it substitute teachers are a lot different from student teachers.
It's good if they come on not strong; but interested, and if they know
w hat they 're talking about and if they're well prepared and they're nor
yy ishy-yy.ish. We had one substitute teacher who told us to read aloud,
one at a time, from our Inii)1. bur he said, "I'm not going to ask anybody.
Yon lust pick a time to start and stall reading yourselves.'' This really
made the class listen; they were li'.tening for the break when they could
come in. but they wcre still listening to what they w ere readingit wasn't
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going in one ear and out the other. They were looking. to see who Wah

going to read and they were looking at the pages, and they weren't fool-
111,r an wild hcAti Ow% %%at' ciiriuus.

If .luti could do anything m ou -wanted to make the schuol the very
hot place fur learning that tint could, what would you do?

I would make sure that ever% single teacher that was there knew what
they w ere talking about, could communicate to kids, and wanted to.
That is bout the main thing that I would do.
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Stehicfra invnlved in an
individualized reading prtogr.un

began to design their own
language arts eurrietiluin as well,

1:1;:abctl., Gonzalez teaches at
Aetna Eleinentar School, Gary,

Indiana.

A MOTIVATIONAL

SIXTH GRADE

READING PROGRAM

Elizabeth Gonzalez

Students' remarks such as "Reading is a bore," "Books turn me off," and
"I never read" made me turn to an individualized reading approach at the
beginning of the current school year. The sixth graders with whom I was
to work were from a predominantly w hire middle class neighborhood.
The reading group was comprised of twenty-one students, and all were
considered to he "good" readers.

The first two weeks of class were spent testing and discussing the new
reading program. During these sessions we talked about books the stu-
dents had read, their reading interests, hobbies, and favorite subjects. My
overall goals were that the students would improve their reading, enjoy
a wide variety of literature, be able to investigate areas of their own in-
terest, become responsible for their own learning, and most important,
that they would read, read, read. Procedures were set up for scheduling
individual conferences, and methods were demonstrated for recording in-
dividual progress.

I he first "formal" reading lessons w ere comparatively traditional, in
that reading assiLfmnents were taken from a basic reader and study exer-
cises were assigned. But these activities made available precious time
w Rich w Quad he crucial to the success of the program. Three important'
tasks Wert: ;WO )11p1INhCd.

First, \\ as able to iero in on individual strengths and weaknesses,
likes and dislikes. 'fine w as spent constructing individual reading profile
cards, individual conference reports, and individual r....cord sheets, the
last to be used by the students to record their own progress.

Second, I w as able to gather a wide range of r..admg materials which

ould provide rich environment. FricYclopcdias, atlases, dictionaries,

thesauruses, and inagaiines (Time, .Vatioiial Geographic )

were made available in the classroom and school libran I rade books
w ere readily available from the school's material center and from the pub-
lic library. u hick scheduled a library trailer twice a month at the school.
Also available \1 etc hundreds of paperl.acks that had been accumulated
from private sources and Scholastic Book Service Clubs. Children's inter-

2
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ors and reading levels were the criteria used in selecting books for the
elassnmin collection,

Third, teaching and diagnostic materials were collected from a variety
of sources. and a suggestion box fur various activities was placed in the
classnHnli.

Students began selecting books front the classroom or library for their
reading assignments. I set up a reading unit on biographies since several
students had shown an interest in them. After a group introduction to the
biogroph\ , each student set out to select one of his choice. Students and
I met for individual and grimy) discussions regularly. At :Imes we formed
small discussi,m groups for sharing books and ideas.

Something unforeseen occurred. Not only were the students involved
in choosing their ow n reading, but they were designing their own lan-
guage arts curriculum. After reading a biography of Mark Twain, two
girls involved the rest of the group in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer.
Students discussed the characterization of 'Font and I luck, then went on

compare them w ith bin s of today. The girls created an original script
of their favorite episode and presented it to several sixth grade classes.
1.\\ o other girls. after reading invincible Louisa and Little Women, wrote

a script and later compiled a vocabulary list in the form of an analogy
exercise w hich was osed by the entire group.

Some student, made comparisons of biographies written by different
people. One boy. for instance. compared two biographies of Crazy llorse,
Mond discrepancies. and launched his own research. Using several sources,
111C1111111U a Simi\ descendant, he drew his own conclusions and presented
.1 report to the group. I le is now investigating the circumstances that led
to the recent Indian uprising at Wounded Knee, South Dakota. Other
student,. \\ orl;ing together. compared the biographies of Abraham Lin-
coln \\ ritten by Carl Sandburg and Sterling North.

frer reading a biography of Jules Verne and his book Twenty Thou-
land L 'der the St.a. rukivnt wrote and presented to the class a
delit;htful science fiction story, complete with illustrations. The biog-
mph\ of Langston Hughes uneiNcrcd feelings in a would-be poetess;
her activities had a rippling effect and several other students began writing
p.,etr\ . \\ \\ have a pi,ec, and Author's ct)r.ncr.

Biographic, prompted other activities. One student, after reading Pro-
listened to the score of L'aindot. Reading The Story of

Kitt{ and Ills Kni:41.'ts naturall\ followed. As a result of reading
obow claro 11.1rtun. the origins of the Women's Liberation movement

pursued. \ sportsminded oungster researched hockey after read-
ing Thula liocke pla er. ankl I Men Keller's biography spawned an
interest in writing Braille.
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The program has been in operation for three months; several students
have shown lit their selections and behaviors that they are responsible
for their own Laming. several have show n a keen interest in selecting
their ow n rea materials and pursuing their own interests, and several
are ninth ire leir selections.

The program is not a panacea for teaching reading. 'There are many
problems: accurate record keeping is time consuming, planning is done in
the wee hours, and much nuire time Is needed for individual ciinferences.
Some students need more guidance than others, but as they become more
secure in develiping their own sense of respmsibilit, they trill be moti-
vated to become totally involved.

the rewards are great and the future looks promising. Observing a
previously uninterested child initiate his own learning situations, watching
him !earn how to learn, sharing his enthusiasm as he reads a favorite
passage thee more than compensate for the extra hours devoted to

and preparation.

Anne U. .t1,:dr-Crine. BILINGUAL
Unn.colic 11""tre'll LITERACY

It seems most advisable to teach Northern adult Indians literacy skills
native LimziLige when dies first enter school. (:uthrrently, they

should also be taught oral priiticienc% skills in Fnglish. Once they have
become literate in the vernacular and fluent- in spoken English, they
should then be taught to read and w rite English. \t nen the students
master literacy skills in both English and their mother tongue. theoreti-
call% the emphasis in the curriculum Lindd be put on either one of the
languages.

One might object that the bilingual education process; is hint); and eostl% .
It should be pointed out. however. that the bilingual education odel
gives the Indian students better ehances to succeed m school; moreover,
the self-image of the Indians +ill be restored through a recognition of
the language and culture of their ancestors. I his positive self-image, .1,
well as literacy in the native Iltuoi.Igc. can only help to increase tilt!

antoniim% of the Indian communities w Inch, ill turn. w ill create a more
harmonious intotrition of the Indian minorities into the larger Canadian...

L'olltc\t.



Providing a and open
clivironnient a range
of alternative activities allo,wed

studoits to find tbeir
individual levels of

accninpli,411/t.nt.
0.6ristripbt.t. Potte,erty Nat'l., at

!rest Brookfield leinentar
Sebool. Ii'est Brookfield.

Massaelusetts. Christopher B. Dougherty

CHANGING

THE APPROACH

Ellen Gow and

Vhen classes began last fall, it looked like an educational "sure thing."
Our class sizes w ere normal; the home and community environments
w ere, fur the most part. pleasant. Our students seemed bright and able.
Each teacher in this departmentalized grade five and six system taught
his or her ow n specialtN. Out of six periods per day. one was set aside fur

inning and preparatif l'he staff was nut bugged down with police
Fach section of grades five and six a hmogeneos group. It

all seemed ideal.
Ily early February, w e w ere pulling our hair out in chunks.
\lam. problems were straining our resolve--the boredom that came

from repeating the same subject all day long and the difFeulty of working
in a lump of time with the -bright students,- then having to alter that
approach to teach the -slow er learner..- We felt that we weren't reach -
iii of our students in each forty-five-minute segment. I.ong range
lessons had to lie ended too man times at crucial points because the class
tune had run out.

Vs ithum ealizing it. we had moved toward a change all along. In an
effort to breathe hie into the reading program. we had spent most of the
class mune\ on paperback books for a small but growing library corner.
Students possessing at least basic skills w ere lured into reading their own

iuks during class time. Reporting was simplified and replaced with a
short personal eonfer,nce. with testing n.inunized. We were attempting
to establish a means of success for each child, to create a system where
each student could work independently. \Ve w ere looking for motivation
and interest; w e w anted an atmuNprere that would instill student self-
direction and responsibility . Our classrooms were adjacent and connected

a heretol(ire unused door, and we decided to 0)1111)111C classes, With the
fifth and si\th graders in the sa:ne rooms.

We decided, to implement a contract method that had been used the
ear befiire. Lich \bifida% the kids were given a choice' sheet and .1 blank

5
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contract, They chose the work that they would do during the coining
week and signed their names to the contract. These choices were supple-
ment...kJ ith mandatory spelling ork, mandatory reading-. and the option
for extra credit those two YY ords are w orth million to those kids with
less than average motivation).

One section,of the choice sheet dealt specifically with reading, either
tree reading from the class library or stories from basal readers. With
these, plus the later addition of magazines and newspapers, each child ac-
complished a certain amount of reading each week, and this was checked
during the class time. The second sectiun dealt specifically with English.
I he mandatory spelling work coincided with crossword puzzles, syllabi-
cation. use of words in sentences, hidden words, and practice in writing
each word correctly. .lso included were ideas for creative writing such
as started stories, news reporting, poetry, technical English work, and
personal interviews. The final part was a language arts hodgepodge which
included collages, thorium's, puppet shows, pantomime, short plays, and
an assortment of other high-interest choices.

Before lung, our rooms w ere divided into a library area, an individual
area where students could read and do research or work at the tape re-
corders and headsets. and an activity area for group work, television view-
ing, filmstrips and slides. proiects, and more verbal activities.

Our first actual week was a horror. We went home every day suffering
from sore throats. headaches. and varying degrees of exhaustion. Gradual-
ly, suggestions made by students were imp7.9nented and clearly under-
stood values were enforced. By the second week, even with 3 o'clock
exhaustion, we were enjoying it

The children who were able to function w ell before the change con-
tinued to function well. The real surprise. however, were the students
who seldom were successful: they were finding their own levels of ac-
complishment. Brighter students were helping the slower students. Some
yt ho never said a word were actually heard to laugh during their work.
The person who had previously climbed the walls bet.ause he had finished
his work long before the others was able to play chess or checkers during
his free time. Fur the first time students actually asked if they could stay
in and w irk and even pleaded to take books Lome.

We supplemented the Fluzlish choices by starting a poetry workshop,
ty Inch lasted fur two weeks with eight to ten students from each grade
Live section. We w ere able to study many aspects of poetrhaiku,
limericks, free verst., and sonic of the techmealaks as well. We aho
started a maga/me and news broadcast program.

But, more importantly. %Out we also started was a growing relation-
ship w ith the youngs,:rs. 1 hose w ith problems began to talk privately.
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We had time to listen to a child with a joke; we had time to settle argu-
ments and help with real learning problems. Some days are still a disaster
and there are still problems. Its and large, 114)w-ever, we and the children
are learning and enjoy ing our stay in our combined classes.

ir,bkin anti INDIVIDUALIZING
lt:.11`1. IS NEVER DONE

thcbion Stitt

Classroom teachers w hn become involved in individualized learning
programs. open elassroom techniques, or any pro with a child-
centered design know full well that certain demands are made on the
teach:r that are not a part of the teaching task where inure traditional
methods are emplo ed. This holds true in the university classroom as well.

Professors recogni/e that students, even at the university level, have
different compe:encies. espeneoce backgrounds, and needs. They recog-
ize that lectures and csaminations alone cannot provide the information
and esperiene students need to prepare them for teaching even though
lectures and cum. can he viable learning esperiences if well-designed.

Some 'erg 1),Vsll' decisions about the scope and sequence of content
offered durm,s the course have to he nude. Presentation of the more
the irotcal information must be carefully planned. The effort to create
a lo !lance betW cell theon. anti practice, between the need for fund of
know ledge (a- 3 more bask' practical overview of realistic situations,
means that the priotcssor must reesamine his methods and materials
onstantk .



Barren. utilitarian layyrmons
are tun enjoyable living

ellOrUillnentN for Mug Snide MS
or teachers, It s for making
the classroom a more lively,

personal place are suggested here
b1 Roberta I). Rile). assistant

professor of English and 1.'duca-
thin. Valparaiso L'lliversit.I. and

Eugene C. Schaffer. Temple
University.

REVISION ON SITE:

A ROOM

OF ONE'S OWN

Roberta D. Riley and
Eugene C. Schaffer

Few fantasies are inure enjoyable than dreaming about the house You
are going to build or musing ab(nit the apartment that you will furnish.
The selection of a chairsay a green velvet bean bag for the living room
offers a chance to make your inner life visible for friends and visitors.
Contrast this involvement. sensitivity, and intentional selection with many
classrooms you have seen. If your experiences are similar to ours, the
monotone walk thirty-odd pieces of crippled furniture, and "mop and
glo" floors are barely inviting. The ideas we would like to share are
tentative and may suggest ways for making your classroom your OWT1.
Most of these suggestions have been tried in classrooms. and the practical
liature of the suggestions we hope %%ill encourage you to look at the
environment you and your students share.

Bathtub Couch. These couches are an inexpensive recycling of the old
bathtub with legs. Plumbing suppliers, junkyards. and houses marked for
demolition often ield ()Id bathtubs that can be converted into humorous
and inviting reading couches with the aid of brightly colored throw
pillows. Put the tub near painted orange-crate bookcases and till it three-

itirths full with throw pillows. The tubs are surprisingly comfortable
and Yet-% secure.

Hammock. \lake your own hammock. How to Make Your Own Ham-
mock and Lie in It by Denison Andrews k an excellent guide. I lammocks
have the advantage of easy put -up and take-down for changes of activi-
ties. I fang the hammocks in corners of rooms. between sturdy bookcases,
or in cloak rooms. Strong hooks can be anchored in the all for safe
hanging.

Flail (.1.-..firs. Buy ten rounds of pillow stuffing and pour it inside a
colorful sheet aftvr you have sewn up the sides. \\Then the stuffing is in
place. stitch the sheet closed. forming an enormous pillow. Fhis pillow
can be shaped into a chair, lounger. or mattress by any child. Some other
ver% easy chairs can be created from unusual items. Cushioned chimney

8
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flues make tine footstools or seats, Tree stumps can be a natural setting
flir sitting, and ear and milk.% seats add character tu a room.

)1,1 Furinturc. On an old nss or 9s ; 2 rug la out a living room of over-
stufed chairs, lamps, and tables, Make it a comfortable place to read---
like 11()Ille. It ou're teaching literature historical periods, furniture
apprupriate to the time can involve students in imagining the era,

Tbc Set up a sect' in of the room w ith a bookshop atmo-,
sphere--chess tables and a wide variety of books--..and give it a clever
title: Second I land Ruw s, I fardik Bookie. or The
Rook Rack. .1sk used and rare -hook dealers to cum,. 1-, talk about the
huuk business. Writers could read aloud and share their craft in this
atmosphere. I his cornet' is a perfect spur for classroom games and small
gruup Llisussiuns.

:onifnrt isn't the nnk advantage to be gained by altering the eniron-
ment. Privacy is often left out of classrooms. The suggestions listed below
reflect kl .1\ s It/ increase privacy.

Pipe DrallIALIC and sewer pipes are difficult to obtain, but if
uu can procure one, place a niattrvss and a light bulb inside and you

have an eninmment reniniscent of reading under the bed covers with
a flashlight.

hip Fhis is a place Inr imaginatitin and se,Insinn Small gnmps
can \\ rite ph\ s ur 111.111 urpriNes fur the class.

th.11 (.!tbs. I Emo:nor plastic curtains I:uni the ee.ling around a

curlier of a ruum can Make a small gruup private and ;noniate,
C(41,171'111,111. Sine ,)-.Inizer students delight in budding

house. fur their wurli area. Castles and torts front mailing tubes, re-
frigerahir hoses, or pi\ woud are free standing qructi res fur the student

tu get .1\\ fru111 the In class.
\\ 11.1t e.m it do to enhance uur classruunC: 1 he esamples cited are

a partial ,election from schuuls we hive Sl'en. ideas are allable 111 firni-
tore inaira/ines. uursell linuk, and vuur uwn hunk-. rhere ars!
man\ .uurccs ti tap. l'u cseellent gindus are Vllnadie Furniture and
funwurc Can t1.7h1.. Outh h\ James I lenn("-.t\ and Victor Papanek,

Be.ides liciri r illll and rem-Jung. decuratmg classruum ma\ have
iither lit:11ent1AI dicers. Students Ina\ see chnul. differentlk as a result.
\tivvt Icarnint; and achievement Ina\ be reduced. School tasks,

liecume inure eniu able.
Vio.111\ both teachers and learners have the uppurtunit to espand their
po.(..cpi-I. \\ hag 111.1lies Ilp furniture.

Otierint!. alternatil. cn IrniMILTI our students can be just .1 start.
uye them places to be cumfurtaldc, private, and secure and, in tune.

!h,.-111 their imn in,.; ..pace. nicasurcincnts, or-
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ganiiing ni,tterials, And attention ti) details \\ III priroltit, v\puri.
CI1L'v for theta as Well as sense of .14.'Cltlp1ishnlvtlt ill developing
their im ,1111/41 ill% Mir '1(11%1k:111N 111 1 IIIng .1 piece tit
the school.

1(1) Oilitert. PERSONALIZING
THE CLASSROOM

ioritrirc aid St.tic
L'oii;.ersto

shapini.t at least, in the classroom \%e could determine not to
cros%d ourselves. Students could esercise constructive control over their
environment. hence over themselves and they learn, Nnd even ;t spirit
of class 0)111111unit\ it evolve... 1 %.,ts 4.Acited, but would the stun
tient S 110 It only the room \%vreit't ;it) sterile, If onlv it belonged more
obvi(nisls to the students.

Proceeding on the oat-gottashosy-'eni theory, I de-
cided to spend the nest weekend huniani/ing that !mutt. Acon.dingly I
,olielteki the services of sever11 students from ins. classes and of the art
te.11'her, I he room bcvat to fill sc nth mobiles, paper tiocers, kiriftAvouti,
And shells. hoards hoisted bright borders while colorfully yin-
hroidered burlap curtained the first section of glass panels that. looked
into the hall, , sealed cartons at Punch 'S; t irm% 110% seeds

pHed "11 \%inkl() ICklgVs. .Ilona t)Ile l'i11'tt)11 of CleliS dis-

ph\ mt.!' their red. sellmv and green, \Viten e finished our sork that
Sattirdas afternoon, se left the room in that inviting stage of being
-almost transformed." i lop:fulls. on \londac the students %you'd be
intritItied c cc hit the sa\% and would join in to complete the transforma-
tion.

1 he hplIntalICULIS enthusiasm of the students \\ .Is even greater than 1

had dared anticipate. tVe not only discussed \\ ays to nialke the room more
Attractive hilt %e also discussed I()\% the room might reflect student in-
terests and even lio\% it inmlit reflect that this \\ as an hitdisli class. I lyre
are smile of the ideas \ \e incorp(Irated

I. lertariums in jars, origami, and macrame brought requests for dein
onstration speeches and process papers. Fventuallc e posted a list of
f 111111;s

,tudolt, Anted to km," 11, to do, , inch in turn prompted more
proieets,

)ne of our tco hulletin boards focosed on special interests at the
students, 1..ver t \1() or three students chow a topic such as students

id ( students and foods, student., and fashion, or students and hair
.1,1e.. I he gathered information from their fello\% students % Inch the\
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ilisplaed On the bulletin board in combinations of photographs, slit:Whys,

poems, short stories, essays or collages.
3. The second bulletin board eventually evolved into a kind of weekly

newspaper. Students signed up to cover sports events or to report On
club activities, Our class selected a teacher of the week, and a student
would sign up to interview that teacher and post the story on the bulletin
board. Similarly, any of our students winning honors were "written up
for the board."

4. A small table in the corner the room inadvertenth became the
resting place of various odds and ends discarded after demonstration
speeches, old pictures taken from bulletin boards, items in need Of repair.

One of the students, having just read "The Dump Ground" by Wallace
Stegner, decided that this table held a rich source for composition ideas.
Dubbing his discovery "Table Topics," he set about deliberately collect -

lug odd articles and crowding them onto the table. Sometimes he paired
items; at other times he worked with a haphazard arrangement. Ile not
only produced several short stories and a poem inspired by his Table
Topics but he intrigued others also, particularly the artists in the class.

With a few simple modifications in our classroom, students had learned

that they could manipulate space for desired effects, that they could
project their interests tangibly in an environment. As a result, class dis-
cussions were livelier and compositions were no longer voiceless. Rut

even more important, at least in our class we no longer felt victimized by

a stark, sterile, hostile environment.

Patricia M. Kriebel. INNOVATING
llf)1.1c11 Elementar1 Scbool, ADDITIONAL WORK SPACE

.11.1plez.:wod, Jersey

\lore than a year ago, I requested and drew up plans for an enlarge -

went of my elaNstuum to utiliie an empty corridor outside my room. Be-

cause uf tire laws, no furniture was in the halls of any school, It

seemed a shame to waste such beautiful space when I was in my own wing
of the school, since no one else used the ; by 241 ds. corridor. Because
the w all of nip classroom Was a structural one, it could not he broken
open; instead, the door was removed from my room and an entire new
wall ,,,as erected at the end of the ball where sic wing began, \iv old

door was inserted in the not tt all. This. OIL h. complied with tire laws, be-

cause now the Oirrldor Ih:Canh' part of Inv classri mm. and I could put
table... chairs, and \%ork centers in it. l'he walls were lined with bulletin
board, to help keep thy k-orridor arum.; arm (irk and tapestry weaving
by the children now make the hall
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INNOVATIONS IN

ELEMENTARY

READING AND

LANGUAGE ARTS

Glenroy C. Garden

Behind the 1918 vintage 11wa..s of Fast End Elementary School in Drum-
heller, Alberta, there lurks a school with quite contemporary ideas and
methods of operation. The main curriculum area in which the school has
innovated and experi 'tented is in the domain of communications skills.
It Nt as felt line V ears ago that a itl&C1011% application of some modern
edilcational ideas might help us realize better reading and language pro-
grams for all students, An sidstic staff guided by an enlightened ad_
ininistrator went to work on the proWetn.

Must of the two hundred students of the school come from within the
city of Drumheller (pop. 6000, but about one-third are brought in by
bus from outlying small towns and front farms. Although the school is
old it has heed upgraded in many ways, including carpets and adequate
light control in classrooms and the addition of a modern library wing.
the basement has been renovated into a number of special purpose rooms.

I he school works in the -multi-unit" model. (iradcs one, two, and
three form one unit, while four, live, and six form another. One teacher
in each unit is designated unit leader, and together the two leaders and the
principal form the Instructional Improvement Co11 mittee.

l he schotd is blessed with an advantage ltich many lack. With only
twelve teachers and a centrally located staff room, teachers can spend
quite a lot of time in Lach other's company before and after school and
during breaks. A lot of interaction related to teaching takes place in these
informal meetings, and the spin-off in terms 14 facilitation of program is
Lrwriihnis. It must he conceded, however, that the school dues have one
major disadvantage. (irides one and two are located in another building
across the road, and these teachers are mit able to share in all the informal
meetings.

Fitly ill Pr I, after hearing a good deal of t.,11: on different modes of
teaching and schemes of individualizatiun. Principal Cseorge kashuba

12
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invited teachers to formulate ways of implementing some of these ideas.
Much formal and informal discussion went on and a number of expert
opinions were sought before any firm decisions were made. The staff
eventually opted k against the advice of sonic experts) for a scheme of
more hoinogkneous grouping for the reading program.

The school was divided into three sectiom, One section was grades one
and two in their detached building. Teachers identified some students
with learning problems and others who could progress faster than others
in their grade and modified their reading groups accordingly. All children
from grades three to six were given the Schonnel Word Recognition
Test and ranked according to score. The grade two and three students in
the main building were then divided according to achicx einem on the
test, and teachers decided amongst themselves who would take the stu-
dents with the highest scores, who the 1.w est, and who the middle groups.
Grades four, five, and six were also ranked according to score, and
teachers listed their preference for the level of class they would like. The
names of two extra teachers were added to the list, The principal devoted
his administration time to teaching, and one teacher gave up his prepara-
tiom time. This gave some sown for manipulation.

The group of lowest scorers was kept at ten, and it was also possible

to keep the next group smaller than a regular class. The attempt to de-
crease the studentteacher ratio) was central to the original intention. A
special group of high-scoring grade four students was identified and
taken aside for enrichment activities, and tilt group of top scorers was
also considered eligible for an enrichment program. The other students
were evenly divided into classes according to their achievement on the
Schonnel 'lest, regardless of whether they were from grade four, five, or
six.

There was general satisfaction with the wa the program worked in
101'! -72, The students most in need of help received more personal atten-
tion, and w ith the reading levels of the groups somewhat closer the teach-
ers w ere bettei able to meet students' needs. Students adjusted quickly to
the new situation and soon became pros at gathering up their hooks and
pens and I, ''ng for another room. Everything possible was done to de-
emphasit; ho 'act that grouping was made according to achievement so

that m would be attached to those doing the more fundamental
tasks,

The e ,:riment of narrowing the range of ability in each room was
thought so successful that it was extended for the next Year, Reading,
language arts. spelling, and handwriting were all lumped under the title
"Communications.- and students were divided up in a similar manner to
tho year before. Sadlv. the teacher who had given up his preparation time
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no longer had his preparation period at the appropriate tin:, and so the
pupil-teacher ratio moved up somewhat. There was satisfaction with the
Communications concept, and the program moved on virtually unchanged
into the present rear. Unfortunately , classes became larger; an attempt
was made to keep one class small, but it was difficult to do so significantly
without overloading other classes.

%%lien the reforms started, a "new" report card was introduced. It
sought to evaluate each student in relation to his own abilities rather than
in relation to his peers. Each course was broken down into about three
categories for which a student received Commendable, Satisfactory, Im-
proving, or Needs Improving. Presently there are separate report cards
for divisions one (grades 1-3) and two (grades 4-6) The division-two
report quadruples the categories but reduces the ratings to Satisfactory
and Needs Improving. The division-one card also has a large number of
categories but rates students according to a six-point scale. The introduc-
tion to the cards makes it clear that the school's philosophy is to evaluate
a child's growth "as an individual and not in comparison with a group."

Students are tested against standards other than their own ability. The
Gates MacGinitie is given three times a rear and the Canadian Test of
Basic Skills is taken br students in grades four and six. Parent-teacher
interviews are held twice a rear, and teachers are willing at these times
to interpret achievement test results.

Recently a school board member looked into a classroom and saw only
a handful of children; a fey were editing a film, some were completing
a writing assignment, and a couple were reading books. Where were the
rest? Well, some were in the grin performing for another class a play
they had made up themselves; others were in a corner somewhere plan-
nll; a film; some were in the library; and others were painting posters.

Sometimes a class will take a large amount of time to work on a grand
project such as a talent show. It is a mammoth effort to conceive the
format, complet,: the advertising, organize the physical conditions, ar-
minis the P.A., have the video recording systelll ready, work out the
program, prizes, and profits, and a thousand other skill-building activities.
Plans are currently being hatched for a newspaper which will involve
every class in the school.

From one point of view the changes were effective because they were
conceived and implemented by the teachers themsclves. From another
point of view, the changes worked because of the *way in which the
principal acted as motivator and facilitator. What th,: East End staff has
done is to provide an enriching and creative yet relaxed and relatively
low-pressure educational environment which is much more conducive to
the self-actualization of the students and the teachers involved.
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instructitm. Jack Cassidy

One %t tinders %% hv the concept of individualized reading is not put into
practice in more classrooms. \lost teachers %OH attest to the effectiveness
of the individual conference and individual selection of books. tN'hy, then.
are individual conferences based on individually selected books so ab-
sent from the curricular scene I he ans er to that question falls in three

overlapping. categiiries:

I. Teachers Ito attempt an indkidualized program find it hard to
mlnage. Allocating at least one hour a day for individual confer-
ences IN difficult if a teacher is to keep up \%ith other curricular
demands.

2. It is irtuallY impo,ible for teachers to read all the various books
the Liniuren have selected. and many teachers suffer guilt feelings
try ink; to discuss intelligently books they haven't read.
\b1st teachers tied it difficult to teach reading skills using trade
honks that the students hay e selected.

.\t the John R. Downes School in Newark, Delaware, the principals
and teachers were very much concerned about the lack of time fur
individualized reading. in their school day, Hie reading program they
',sod \ as. in their opinion, effective, but it made no provision for indi-
yiduali/ed reading. Furthcrinore.. there was little time for the teachers to
supplement the reading program with individualized reading' activities.

Hut the John R.: )._cm nes School is fortunate to have a large pool of par-
ents ready and .11,1c to help in the school. The principal was concerned
that these volunteers were nut being used to the best advantage. With the
help of Dr. Jane Porter from the University of Delaware, an organin-
nowl plan w as formulated to give children more opportunity for indi-
viduali/cd reading using volunteers from the community, thus the
Cafeteria Reading- Program as born.

l ssentiall% the plan involves having volunteers report to the cafeteria
t. o or three day, a \t eel; for three or four hours each morning. usually

15
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ill teams of five. Students from various grade levels, usually starting with

grade tat,,, report to the cafeteria for a specified amount of time (usually

fort% -five minutes to an hour t%% ice .1 %%eel:). 1 volunteer helps them se-

let :1 book or, it they have finished .1 book, schedules an individual con-

ference %k ith the student, One section of the cal...teria is used to spread out

the books, another is used for individual conferences. Two volunteers
help stiph nts find appropriate books, another two are used for individual

conferences. and a fifth volunteer supervises and helps those students

re IdIlltr sl tlen.1% . There are Its11,111% ;i0 moce than thirty students in the

cafeteria any one time. and thew consist of students from three differ-
ent classes and mama different :eading levels.

11%* having the students r. port to the cafeteria according to reading

groups. the teachers have fewer students in their rooms and are thus bet-

ter able to individuali/e instruction. The students reporting to the cafe-
teria .ire also afforded an opportunity to share reading eNperiences with
children from other classrooms and grades. l'his sharing is usually done

%% hen the children are in the process of selecting. their books.

i Ile boohN for the mdividuali/ed reading program are donated by Sttl-

delih. teachers, and parents. the Dow nes School bought the
orn,inal paperback collectitin, but these have been supplemented over the

ears.
Scheduling volunteers for the individuali/ed reading was a major prob-

iem..\fter some trial and error a plan of joint responsibility was formu-
lated; this was facilitated by the appointment of a volunteer coordinator.
Hie school principd is re.sponsible for scheduling the students into the
cafeteria and for appointing the volunteer coordinator. The volunteer

coordinator is responsible for recruit, g participants from the c(imunitv
and scheduling them for appropriate days. Fiv: volunteers a day manage

the program. but at can operate successfully with as 10 as t1 o or three.

\lore important than the scheduling of the Volunteers is the training

Mat 1 provided. 'flits training is done by the district reading consultant
and falls into the follo%% ins areas: 1 I the role of the volunteer, (2) read-

ing* levels and interest levels, I t I titicstioning (4) record keep-

ing. and (..;) classroom 111.111.111;L:111ellt.

pilling the first parr of the training, Volunteers bcconte familiar with

;he rules of the school and 111th the various school personnel. Nlore im-

portant, however. they become aware of the importance of their function

in helping a child select a book and in listcrhiiu to him share his eyeri-

enees with that Iwo!, 1l arnith. spontaneity. interest, and positive rein-

forcement on the pal( of the volunti...er are stressed during this part of the

training.
During the second section of rite training volunteers receive some infor-
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mation concerning reading levels as they are applied to books as \veil as
some brief means fur di:41.111111ml. 1t hether a partielflar !I: Is Oil a

ind.pendent, nlst riletn:11,11. or frustration level. vulunteers
are led to recugnite th.a .1 child's interest ma: oerride any predetermined
reading level. If a child is interested in a bOuk, It maY nut matter whether
It ;it Ilk frustratiun level or independent level.

Questiumng techniques are crucial to the success of an individual con-
ferenee. and vulunteo..., ;ire n;,,de aw are of questions to ask to delip all
eumprehension skills. Volunteers are given specifie questions to ask cun-
CernIng Main Ideas. inferences. )(14111ellts, thelnes, stilletlees, Sp:-

skills, During thiscitie facts, persunal interest, vocabularl . and study
sessiun, vulunteers are trained to stillitdate a students oral rereading in
respunse ttI specific lilleNt111S.

I\ CO keepin:2 tan the part of both students and volunteers is an inte-
gral part of the training. Volunteers have furms to record individual con-
ferences w ith children; these record forms are then put in the teacher's
mailbu., Students aku keep records of all hunks ;cad,

Lastk , volunteers are given 'sonic instruction oil proper and appropriate
disciplinary techniques. Many volunteer prugrams fail simply because the
vuluntecrs .Ire nut able tu nazintain adequate control.

Ill advailtages of the Cafeteria Reading Prigram are many. First, it-

gives the student, a chance tu share their reading e\periences with inter-
este,I adults. I his. as the pn,punents of individualized reading have
elalnled, is prubabl% une of the best felt-Lifts of individualized readaig.
Hie fact that the interested adult has prubablY had inure time to read the
book than the average classroom teacher is an added advantage of the
program. In addition, the classroom teacher with smaller numbers of chil-
dren is able to further individuali/e instructiun fur those remaining. in the
classruum. I he vulunteers. 111 .addition tu nuking a significant cuntributiun
to the schuul's reading prugnin, bccume familiar v. ith children's hooks.

I best mdicatiqs uf the of the program are Its InnLleVity and
Its e\ten,IVeness. 1 he program Is now in its fifth year of operation.
Originalk implumented ith just third 0.raders, It nuw includes students
Itiun 'ritics thruugh live. IVaillatItMs If-I-MI teachers, parents, and
students as tim the effectiveness 'It the progiani Lan hest he summed up in
Inc wurd -(iRFA I.!
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RECONSIDERING

THE LANGUAGE ARTS

Lin via ge arts supervisor of tbe
Rabw.r.%, New lase%

Selowly. Neil Ellman

As in many school districts throughout the country, reading scores in
the Rahway Public Schools have declined during the last decade. Spurred
by community pressure. the Board of Education declared that improve-
ment in reading instruction should be the district's first priority. In addi-
tion, the district had experienced racial unrest, and the pressures for
educational reform became enormous. Unfortunately, community pres-
sure was not matched by community support for the funds necessary to
implement significant changes. I'hus, the availability of Title VII, Emer-
gene% School Aid Act ESAA) funds enabled the district to support
111,111V of its directives. Without such funds, efforts to improve reading
instruction and reduce racial isolation would have been minimal. With
such funds, we were able to develop hot only new programs but also
highly innovative ones.

Separate elementary and secondary school programs emerged. What
unloved in the ninth grade was m- a "reading" program or a "human
relations.' program at all. If reading is one of the language arts, and if
the language arts are based on the common element of communication,
then an integrated approach to language study would be most effective in
dealing \ith reading deficiency. By emphasizing communication as its

prou.try ,ontent and interpersonal interaction as its primary method, the
study (if lingua: le could also be the basis of efforts to increase interracial
coupe ration.

The program is designed No that each ninth grade English teacher is
scheduled for a maximum of four classes, each containing no more than
tentv students. Cafeteria duty and other onerous building assignments
are eliminated. Eacli reacher spends a period each day tutoring and super-
vising students in the I rub, the resource and learning center. All teachers
are assigned a common preparation period during which they plan jointly,
share professional concerns, nieet publishing representatives. take part in
group process training activities, view presentations prepared by their
colleagues. and socialize. Even simple socialization is important, for the
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effectiveness of the program is enhanced by the cohesiveness cif the pro-
gram teachers. During the common preparation period, inservice training
is provided b% the language arts supervisor, outside ConSUltantS, or the
program's three supplemental personnel --a reading specialist, a speech-
drama specialist, and a school psychologist. For example, in response to
observations made by classroom teachers, the psychologist has -conducted
seminars on such topics as ''the effects of early bereavement on adoles-
cents" and "nonverbal intelligence testing."

Inservice training is only a small part of the work of the supplemental
personnel. The psychologist deals with students with serious emotional
and adjustment problems. Students are referred to her by the district's
Child Study IcaM or by the teachers themselves. liowever, the psycholo-
gist is familiar to all students. for she frequently works with teachers in
the classrooms to analyze and deal with problems of discipline and group
process. Frequently, too, her expertise is called upon to enhance the
curriculum. The reading specialist works with individuals or small groups
taken from the classes. It is underst(md by all teachers that a student who
cannot function well in the classroom is better served by receiving in-
tensive remedial instruction. The speech-drama specialist has developed a
series of two-week workshops. During the course of the Year, each stu-
dent must register for any one of such workshops is readers' theater,
Miff( wisation. group discussion, voice improvement, acting technique, etc.
Fur the course of the workshop, the student reports directly to the
speech-drama teacher and not to the regular English class.

All of this is in addition to regular classroom learning experiences,
hich are highly individualized and dependent upon small group activity.

In fact, small gr(nip work is both a method and an area of content, for
one of the aims of the program is to increase understanling of group dy-
namics and, eunsequently, to devekp cooperative leadership behaviors.
The other most obvious fearure of pedagogical method is that students are
encouraged to learn by doing. They are continually reading, writing,
speaking, improvising. role playing. recording, videotaping, filming, plan-
ning, diseussma, budding, and so forth. In each case. they arc given a
series of choices rather than one required assignment. When individual
learning problems are uncovered, they are dealt with immediately by the
teachers. preferably ithin the context of the regular classroom.

Classroom instruction is supported by the I fub, a large room to which
students ma% he sent i or Volunteer to go) for variety of purposes. 'There
they may utilise the audio- and videotaping equipment, reading ma-
chinery. learning packages, high-interest paperbacks, games, or simply
take adeancage of the privacy and relative quiet to complete their indi-
vidual or group activities. The I nub allow s the classnioni teacher a great
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deal of flexibility, and the teacher can always be confident that students
in rlus area w ill be supervised bx a program teacher.

.11thout,b the teachers themselves volunteered for the first %ear of the
program.nuost had been trained or were experienced in teaching xx hide
classes, and the new progr.pn represented a challenge. The teachers spent
four weeks in a special summer worksh(ip conducted by consultants from
a local college.

Hie spirit of the new program is more difficult to desoribe than the
structural features, but it is just as important. The relationships between
teachers and students, students and students, teachers and teachers, and
even between teachers and supervisors !Live changed dramaticallyand it
is this chat has been the first achievcirnt of the program. Problems do
exist, and changes are continually being made; but we believe that we
have begun to see real signs of success: a student who expressed the desire
to he an Fnglish major in college tsonietl'ig she had never thought of
before); a student who ''hated" reading lit now reads everything he
can get his hands on; a teacher w ho, for the first time in her career, feels
that she is really meeting her students' needs; a teacher who looks forward
to being observed; and a supervisor who does not feel that he is merely
loi through the motions of trying to help reluctant learners and equally
reluctant teachers,

Cbick.zdel, AN ATMOSPHERE
St. 11.1rV.i I I OF TRUST

I 'dm;

Few people, espL.Lially somew hat inse _ore high school seniors, would
exprvs, am thing meaningful w ithinit trusting the individuals and teacher
that make up the class. I 1l anted to Solltel'o\1 convince 111V students that
their thoughts, ideas. thuories. dreams, and hopes w ere not foolish or
luvenn. I telt that if there w ere a sharing of these inner things ith the

e xemild reach a %1/4 atersiled. I knew the trusting had to start w ith
me but I was not \aCtIV sure \% hat approach I w mild take.

Perhaps I could read Ntline 14 tux pCtr the very personal stuff, al-
tilt itigh I felt I v .is gambling by exposing nix soul to them, I %Vas nut sure,
tit self. xe Nether I lean% "trusted.- I often spoke about in wife and child

ith emotion to nix- students. sit I Was reasonablx sure the% thought I

\l 1111111,M.
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IN HIGH SCHOOL

READING CLASSES

John J. Hasson

Vhat is the best way to help young people in a high school remedial
reading class where there exists an extremely wide range in pupil perfor-
mance? I had a theorY that it would be far easier to individualize instruc-
tion with the help of student aides. In the spring term of 1971 two events
occurred which made it possible to test that theory: the guidance depart-
molt offered the services of volunteers from the education department of
a local college, and the principal obtained permission to start an after-
school activity the Iligh School Homework Helper Program. College
volunteers and high school tutors were thus made available to all reading
classes. Now, almost four rears later, the school is still using student aides
in the reading classes, and the procedure has been inure successful than
previous methods used in the school.

The college volunteers were students in the Department of Education
of Queens College. They served in the remedial classes for ten two-hour
sessions during the term. These young men and women offered services
that are rarely available to slow readers. They sat down with the pupils to
discuss problems of the past and plans for the future, and they were fre-
quently able to convince the high school pupils of the urgent need for
reading improvement. In these interviews they would sometimes hit upon
a major interest in the life of the youngster. Together the college tutor
and the high school pupil would move to the school library and return

ith or more bowls or magazines for home reading. At their weekly
visits. the college tutors would inquire about personal problems and per-
sonal progress. Some of the pupils responded extremely well to their
friendly tutors; there is also little doubt that the classroom experience was
humanly satisfying and educationally valuable for the college students
themselves.

In the Ibiniework I lelper Program, as it is conducted in a number of
public high school, in New York City. pupils needing help in mathematics
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or in reading report to school either before or after their school day for
tutorial assistance. The tutors are other pupils in the school who have
show n special abilit% in various subject areas. The tutors work under the
supervision of a licensed teacher and are paid $1.60 per hour for an eight-
hour w eel:. !'het foinework 1 lelper Program has been successful in help;
ing large numbers of highly motivated pupils overcome their difficulties
in specific subject areas.

In this esperimental readies:: program, an attempt was made to reach
pupils w ho were in great need of special help but who were usually un-
willing to seek that help on their own time before or after the school
day. Film w ere the pupils assigned to remedial reading classes because
the\ were reading two or more years below their grade level. Arrange-
ments w ere made through the I lomew (irk I lelper Program to give tutorial
help to a group of such pupils in their regular remedial reading classes
during the school day.

I-he high school tutors provided by the I fomework Helper Program
served ver useful functions in the classroom. Sometimes they worked on
a one-to-one basis with nonEnglish speaking pupils. Sometimes they
helped in the distribution of individualized reading assignments. (In a
reading class composed of tenth year pupils where the reading ability
ranges from the second grade level to the eighth grade level, there must
be individuahred reading assignments if students arc to be helped at all.)
Sometimes the tutors corrected the reading assignments, encouraging the
pupils when they did w ell and pointing out the source of the problem
se hen mistake, were made. Nleanwhile, the class teacher was freed from
man\ of the mechanical details of classroom operation and was able to
uperviNc the w ork of Inith pupils and tutors, offering encouragement and
ANNINt.IfIce t(m both groups as they worked.

I his pilot program has now been in operation in one school for almost
four e ears. 1 eeo results of the project ;Ine particularly notable. First, a
large number of ponds in these classes have been enabled to meet one of
the requironents for high school graduation in New York City, namely.
the attainment of a reading grade of 8.0 or higher. All pupils who at-
tended classes with some regularity reached that goal, although sonic few

uuoLf,ters needed more than one tern% of se ork to do so. Secondly, in
the first five-month period of reading instruction the median gain for
pupil, attending more than 40 percent of their classes was 1.7 vears.
CompirThle results have been obtained in subsequent terms.

Before starting the espcoment four years ago I had read Robert Rosen-
thal'. ryclihthilll in 11%.' i.hymoin. i as curious about the relation be-
tA ten teacher espeetatiun and student achievement. Some of the experi-
ence, in the classroom in the last four vears would seem to support
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Rosenthal's theories. It is now my assumption that any child who is not
visually handicapped, or emotionally disturbed, or mentally retarded is
capable of becoming an average reader. loreovvr, although children do
show wide variations in their ability to acquire academic skills, none of the
pupils in mt. class could be classified as "stupid children." The main differ-
ence between above-average readers and below-average read rs is that
above-average readers like to read and do read and that below-average
readers do not like to read and avoid reading whenever possible. Since
reading is far less frequently necessa v in our age of television and elec-
tronic communication, more and more pupils are falling below the reading
norms established in previous generations. I am convinced on the basis of
in experience that a moderate amount of practice in classroom reading
exercises can help any student improve his reading scores to an acceptable
level.

Isabel! it'ilkerson, DEVELOPING A GOOD
Rio American High School, RAPPORT WITH STUDENTS

Sacramento, California

Such terrn as "empathy," "rapport," and "affinity" all imply a positive
relationship on some kind of equal basis. If such terms are to describe
student-teacher relationships, then it is essential to abolish the traditional
authority figure or parent role that teachers tend to adopt once they step
behind a desk or podium. But it is equally important in doing this to he
sure that the roles do not become reversed, so that students become
authority figures and the teacher plays the part of an ineffectual patsy
in the name of liberalized education. This can be avoided if the stage is
properly set and the roles carefully thought out ahead of rim(

First of all, in setting up a classroom, it is imperative to place everyone
on an equal physical level. I tied the circle to he an ideal arrangement.
If there are thirty or more people in the room, which is normally the
case in a high school English class, I arrange the seating so that there is a
complete circle of desk chairs. I then arrange a second, tiuter semicircle
in such a way that I have a good view of all the students. I take a seat in
this circle, leaving my desk and tt ork area behind me free so that I can
keep necessary books and supplies within easy reach. This seating arrange-
ment enables me to he seated at the same physical level as my students;
yet, psychologit.ally, I still maintain a focal point from which I can
assume a leadership role as the situation requires it. the circle has still
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tither advantages, No One can bide in the back row, No one feels left out
or isolated; I Can Maintain eve contact easily with all students. I never
assign scats. Students sit w here they Ish. This h nut as as
it 1113y Went. Once a student has chosen a particular spot, he tends to
remain there. Since I ain not very good at remembering names, I find
that I learn them more quickly this way than I ever did when I dully II d d
u1)011 st: t Ilg charts.

Setting the classr,wm st4g4. in this manur is. mkvvcr. ply the begin-
ning. It merely serves to pave the way toward a new interpersonal
tionsbip between students and instructor, In addition to establishing a
relaxed, friendly physical environment. I UT to create a teaching partner-
ship by reviewing in proposed lesson plans with the students. After all,
since it is they and not I who will profit from the class, they should have
the right to make decisions about what they wish to learn. I ash students
to comment in writing on proposed lesson outlines, noting things with
which the% are already fam Ir, things which they would rather not do,
and books or materials thi...11 they !Live already covered as Well as
suggestions On further supi e..ientary materials, Before finalizing my
teaching plans, I go over studcas. comments carefully and try to incor-
porate as many of them as I can. Suggestions which I cannot folh)w for
one reason lir ;mother 1 try to discuss individually with the student in-
volved. This gives me an opportunity to become better acquainted and
to establish with that student the realization that I am sincerely interested
in what he has to say.
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THE WEEKLY

ACTIVITIES SYSTEM

Carol Huebner
and Gayle Jasso

Our of the frustration w hich grows from teaching students who do not
w ant to learn but refusing to pass them for doing little or no work grew
the rvahiatuin that the ne\t school year had to be approached in It totally
new way. All 14 our teachers and colleagues taught in a traditional man-
ner. but we found the daily lecture with occasional class time for home-
work too restricting. There was never enough time to include all areas of
English. let alone have persunal contact with all students. The attitude of

mall in tile ellssro,nn certainly was an indication that the traditional
method had failed. Students were bored and apathetic. They hated En-
glish. \Vail low reaiinv scores and a low tolerance for homework. few
students could ever hope to have a "successful experience,- There had to
be .1 different way.

Under .t hot. sunny sky on a sandy beach, the aetit.ities system
a. born. o concepts are basic to this system: .111 areas of Eitglish are

included. and skills are practiced within measurable units of time. As
originally conceived, a tillarter is broken into weekly sections, each week
its ote n entity w ith a beginning and an end. During each week two types
of w ork are dune: unit ork ( whatever the teacher "teaches ") and

weck/ aerizio. . two- or three-day block is reserved for unit work.
with a similar block reserved for activities. 'The activities themselves arc
.kill huildin` etercises listed in a packet provided students at the begin-
ning of the ear. These activities are grouped according to the skill they
emplms!te: V(wabularc Development, Grammar, Reading
Comprelicnsilm, and Graphics.

Composition includes such activities as describing pictures objectively
arid strbjeCtiVel, writing dialogiles and inonidivies. using footnotes, re-
Vio li g nit arguing une side of an issue, using business letter form,
analy/ing newspaper headlines and articles, writing a last will or a page
of sonic historical figure's diary, taking dictation, and building paragraphs
around bits of sentences. Vocabulary Development includes games such

as Scrabble and P.iss.u.-ord, vocabulary cards, homonym lists, and career
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terminology lists. Grammar includes grammar worksheets, Nvorkbooks,
and programmed materials. Reading Comprehension includes SRA boxes,
study skills workbooks, and quizzes on student magazine articles, Graphics
allow s for artistic e\pression through snippiiu and pasting in response to
music or through creating a collage, a coat of arms, or i description Of
one's day. The specific activities are not as important as the concept; a
Llisardekt grammar text or someone else's idea for a three-week unit can
be the basis of a new activity, and nothing need be expensive.

We found several basic rules to be workable. Every activity in the
weak activities system has equal pint value, although the teacher can
decide what length is a fair requirement for each ability level, To en-
courage experimentation, it is advisable to limit the number of times an
activity can he dune within a week or perhaps even within a quarter. To
this end a teacher may also limit students' choices, particularly during the
first quarter while the teacher is learning about the students and they are
learning how to du each activity, Many activities, especially those in Com-
position, may be rewritten for a better grade. Activities done for extra
credit must be approved in advance by the teacher and are not counted in
place. of required activities, thus preventing students from avoiding unit
assignments or trying to make up for poor qudity by doing vast quantit.

Every Monday rile chalkboard contains a list of the work for the week,
rooting which days are \void: periods, how many activities are due by
Friday, and how many points are possible. Also on Monday the teacher
must read or post each student's accumulated points, indicating overdue
work. It is import.ant that consistent ground rules be decided upon in
advance, at least fur a semester, so that students can rely upon fixed
limits within which to exercise their freedom of choice,

Once we created the system, the problem of recording student work
immediately became obvious. Since the students do different things, the
grade book's format also changes. Possibilities range from having a sep-
arate grade sheet for each student to keeping one grade book filled with
scores labeled with assignment codes. With this initial problem solved, the
creative teacher is ready to release herself and her students into a system
limited only by her own imagination.

Phis simple framework of a unit plus weekly activities works very
w.11 in a general English class, allowing for the delightfully haphazard
acquisition of knowledge and providing both supplement and reinforce-
ment of unit assignments. I however, we have found that the weekly ac-
tivities systen is equally successful with remedial labs and English skills
classes, These classes utilize a more intricate structure of contracts, pre-
and posttests, progress charts, student folders, and individualized grading
scales,
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Since the language problems are more severe in remedial dasses, the
course is organized around skills to be improved rather than around units.
Students Inuit reach objectives based upon the %veekly activities and
other individualized materials, while formal instruction is kept to a mini-
mum. Fewer activities are assigned, and more time is spent on each one.
Instead of accumulating a variety of supplemental information, the stu-
dents master skills through the weekly activities. Aside from a few
grammatical concepts, the only area which a lab class studies together is
literature. The one or two periods a week spent reading and discussing a
story or poem bring the class together as a group, and the students' oral
responses give more life to the printed page, something which is important
for poor readers.

this more structured use of activities, detailed record keeping is
mandatory. Students are tested to determine areas of weakness. Individual
lists of activiti,:s arc devised with students, and they chart their progress
in a folder. The disadvantages for the teacher with large classes are
obvious, but w e have survived, Once the program is established and rec-
ord-keeping techniques are mastered, the benefits far outweigh the
drawbacks. In fact, no matter how we have integrated the weekly activi-
ties system into our courses, students remember most the work periods,
and they speak of English and weekly activities synonymously.

This positive response from students has encouraged us to continue the
weekly activities system. They enjoy exploring assignments and topics of
interest to them. They like their freedom of movement within the room
as well as their freedom of access to the no longer mysterious gradebook.
They appreciate variety in the weekly routine. Equally significant is the
fact that students who have never before been able to earn good grades
in English now have a fair chance to succeed. In short, they like En-
glish.

And we appreciate the change in our relationships to students. The at-
mosphere within the classroom has become friendly and constructive,
with many of the old discipline problems never occurring. It's not that
the most dangerous gang members hurry joyfully into the room crying,
Goodie, it's weekly activities day!" \o such luck. But they do sit down
and wait with some interest to see the choices for the week, and we know
that we could, if we dared, defy any of them to search the activities
packet and find nothing of interest. The gap between student and teacher
diminishes when the teacher is hugging, admonishing, rushing from desk

to desk, trying to keep thirty-seven china plates spinning fluidly on top
of their sticks. Original frustrations have been replaced by new ones, but
after five years of experimentation and hard work, we find within the vast
boundaries of this system solutions to the problems we set out to solve.
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I don't know w Inch w as iii insist compelling reason for searching for
alternatives to the traditional classroomy aversion to students visibly
biired. in decision to disassociate myself from tracking and ability group-
ing, or, simph. the phi sical situation of Inv classroom. I shared a class-
rosin). divided k a row of low cabinets. with the ninth grade English
teacher. In their idle moments the students occupied themselves by
throw ing over erasers, hook.. pennies, and missiles ingeniously shaped
from w ire and metal in their sing) Classes. 'hi reduce the chaos caused by
the inevitable face-saving retaliation, we took the plunge one day, moved
hack the L.:11)610s Instant open elaSsroonl.

I don't Mean to seriously imply that mere physical arrangement can
create the (pen classniiimfar from it. Hut once we had gone this far, the
ninth grade English teacher and I decided to go even further and design
a new curriculum to go w ith our new space. In spite of niv students'
reactions to tinding themselves face to face with ninth graders (-I dunno
w liar 'cher tryin' to do. but it air't gonna work!-). we enjoyed the feeling
of freedom the larger (pen room gave us and wanted to capitalize on it
by extendint, it to our curriculum.

Mien it Caine to designing the curriculum. we did what I guess most
teachers wild do in a similar situation. We drew on our backgrounds,
w hat ' e knew of current educational research, and. perhaps most im-
portant, on our own feelings of w lut worked with our students. During
the past year e had observed that our students seemed most content
i.e., more w thing to sit down .111 at the sane tulle) during those free read-

ing periods hen the\ could choose their reading material from our
grow mg classroom collection of naperhaCks. Fortunately, many leaders
m the ticld of education had show n that the communication skills of
English could he taught in virtually any frame of reference. Holstered by
this apparent move :Mal- from the traditional position of English as Con-
tent that niusr he mastered at a given grade level, and strongly influenced
by men like Fader and I lerndun, we decided to make what we had
formerly called "free" reading the center of our Ft grain.
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The 'lob of building a paperback library that could serve as reading
material and textbook to some three hundred students was not an easy
one. In the process I lost my remaining naivete as to how materials that
really w ork can be gotten into the classroom. VV or the first year we could

nut use an state funds; they w ere designated exclusively for tetbooks
that must be selected from an approved list, Our North Georgia county
is small and not prosperous and the county could offer little help. We
tried an afternoon film program using low-cost rental films to earn moiler
for books, but in the end w e simply knight most of them ourselves. I
mention this logistics problem because it is usually the first question I get
when I describe the program to other teachers. The idea of spending
one's own money for materials maY be anathema to many, but we wanted
the books badly enough and believed in what we could do with them
strongly enough to go ahead and buy them. Besides, the money we spent
%% as tax-deductible. 'Editor's note: the reader is cautioned not to accept
at face value the foregoing statement about an allowable deduction, The
IRS in Illinois, at least, claims that a teacher's purchase of class sets of
trade books or instructional materials is not a deductible expense unless
required as a condition of employment by the employing school district;
on the other hand, a deductible expense may be sustained if the purchase
is clearly donated to the school district.

Well indoctrinated l,y a fairly traditional reacher -education program as
to what is supposed to go on in an English classroom, Inv graduate
schoolinduced conscience paled at the thought of having my students
spend all their time reading. Besides, I had spent too much time studying
ilargaret Early's stages of growth in literary appreciation not to worry
about how my students were going to get to that exalted third level of
"conscious delight."' and the research on studying grammar seemed too
contradictory not to have at least sonic of it in the classroom. Ind coo :d
I really leave out history of the language, invtholugy, semantics, and sonic

study of rhetoric:: Not to mention the media study that every well-
dressed classroom should wear::

To reconcile what I was beizimung to feel was good for my students
with those beliefs I could not quite shake free of, we began to set tip indi-
vidualved "units" to cover all the phases we were going to include in
the curriculum. By setting up individualized units that might range from
suggestions for reading, writing, and discussing to page-by-page assigning
of work to cover, w e felt we could accommodate both the students who
worked best in a structured situation and those w ho seemed to flourish

'Svc 11.trearcr 1..;r!.. "~tasks of ( ;rim ti; in Liturary .1pprcciation,- prima!
49 ( \ lark], low,: I'd-Ir.-.
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in a nonstruetured one. We organized the program around thematic,
reading-centered interest units like horror and the supernatural. initiation,
alienation, mystery, sports, etc. Lich of these units contained a brief dis-
cussion of the theme of the unit, some interest-catching hook blurbs, a
bibliographi , and a list of suggested projects using films, filmstrips, rec-
ords, photographs, tapes, and overheads. The readings included novels,
short stories, poems, plays, and essays on all levels, so that the units could
be chosen purely on interest,

To complete a unit, we planned for the students to explore the theme
in reading and other media, to discuss readings and themes with us and
w ith other students working on the same unit, and to express their own
creative interpretations of the theme through writing and other media.
We also included language units, grammar units, semantics units, and
composition units. As I discovered my students' particular problems
through their work in the interest units, I could channel them Mu) ap-
propriate grammar and composition units. .\s the students were ready for
more sophisticated treatment of literature, they could move into units that
emphasized the elements of literature as well as the ideas. The biggest
advantage of individualized units, as I saw it, was that no student would
be faced with reading material that bored him or with covering skills he
had already mastered.

Based on this design, the students would be spending most of their
time reading. browsing at the bookshelves, working on projects, and writ-
ing. either singly or in groups. '('here would be no grade divisions, Every
student was free to choose among the units, and the other teacher and I
would work with those units we felt we knew best. We would spend our
time working with students individually or in groups, discussing and
guiding our students' reading and writing.

As the year went on, the program began to shape itself to the students
and to the reality of the situation. For my part, I found that with re-
sponsibility for up to thirty-five students each period, I could not always
discuss their reading and writing as I had planned. Many times they
read books like Clockwork Orange or Siddhartha, books that I espe-
cially w Quid like, to have followed up, with no follow-up at all, They
frequently wrote papers with glaring errors that went unmentioned by
me. The students enhoved the new-found freedom of wide reading, but
many of them did not want to he hound by theme and so read more
freely than I had planned. Some of them did nut want to discuss their
hooks to the extent that I didthey s1111111V wanted to he left alone to
read. Uley also rejected, for the most part. any formal study of the ele-
ments of literature, grammar, or rhetoric. Because we did respond to our
students, we now have a program in which students are diuiimg more read-
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ing and writing, but less formal study in grammar, rhetoric, and the
elements of literature than ever before.

I do not want to give the impression that I relinquished my rule as
teacher in the classroom and let the students dictate the content entirely.
Simply by forcing them to remain within the language domain, I was
exerting authority and structuring their learning experience, but I think
that by the time students are in the ninth and tenth grades, they certainly
should have some responsibility for setting their own learning; goals. The
students know what their parents expect from them, they know what
society expects from them when they leave high school, and they know
what their eleventh grade teacher will expect from them. Based on this
knowledge, the students should be capable of making their own choices
and accepting the consequences of their choices. Also, the activities which
the students rejected most strongly are those that arc being most seriously
and strongly questioned by educators today.

From what we have observed of our students' behavior, we believe the
program has been successful. When given a selection of books ranging
from Ask Ale If / loll Now to The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test
and time to read them in class, students who had never read before began
to enjox reading. With students free to move around the room and to talk
and with the high emphasis we placed on motivation and interest, our dis-
cipline problems were greatly reduced. (I heard recently that when asked
about the low reading levels in the Atlanta city schools, one teacher com-
mented that it was because she had to spend so much time telling her
students to sit down and be quiet.)

Considering the lack of much formal study, we have also had some
surprising results from the program, During the past year we have seen
our students' reading tastes noticeabl improve. Many of our girls, for
example, began by selecting book after book about teenage love. tVhen
we could we discussed the hooks with the girls, pointing out the frequent
shallow characterizations and stereotyping. but we did not criticize the
girls fur reading the books and in many cases simply left them alone to
read. Gradually, however, the girls began to select books of greater sensi-
tivity and depth, books like .Ify Antonia, A 1:arez;:ell to Arms, Jane Eyre,
Wuthering Heights, and even, in one instance, Pride and Prejudice.

Another surprise, at least to us, was that even without instruction in
grammar our students' writing has Unproved. ( Because our students were
spending so much :imne reading, we finally introduced a minimum writing
requirement. We tried to till the room with interesting writing situations,
but left the final decision up to the students.) Some of the glaring errors
have disappeared, but it is in sentence structure that the improvements
have been most noticeable. Perhaps the improvement is the result of
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individual attentionit is harder for a student not to listen %Olen you
point out an error on a one-to-one basisbut I am inclined to think this
k another effect the wide reading has had,

We :ire now searching for some means of formally evaluating our
program, but before we can di) this we have to know what can be
evaluated and what is important to evaluate. There is growing conviction
that wide reading will increase reading level even without corresponding
instruction in "skills," and our recent statewide testing indicates that there
is at least a possibility that this is happening for our students. At any rate,
t',is is one of the simplest areas to test. We cah also test fairly easily the
composition skills of our students, but what of the other areas, the in-
tangibles like "appreciation" that we have stressed for so long in our
classroom? Is it even necessary to have a test score to validate our students'
experiences with books? When a student takes home a book like The
Catcher in the Rye or Lord of the Flies to read on his own, !MA not the
book have some very valid meaning for him? And if Frye is right about
the unconscious element of literary symbolism, is it necessary to force the
student to consciously identify the symbols for them to have their effect
on hint? Obviously I have posed questions I am unable to answer and I
am speaking of only one of many nebulous areas. We have much work
ahead of us if we are going to conceptualize and measure goals like these.

Roberta Wiener. OPEN CLASSROOM
1phi University

Do vou have an open classroom? If vour room is exemplified by op-
tions, alternatives, and respect fur individuality, where the curriculum is
flexible and various subjects and skills are integrated and the focus has
shifted from the teacher to thL learner, where each child's uniqueness is
respected. then YES!
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CREATIVE WRITING

THROUGH

VISUAL LITERACY

Add Ward

Recently an elementary school teacher came to me for sonic suggestions
on how to use Media to spark creativity among students. Joyce Jarvis,
teacher at the I lens' Barnard School in Providence, Rhode Island, was
extremely interested in pooling resources and trying out some new ideas.
THE PRoBI.F.M: I low to motivate second graders and help them improve
creative writing and storytelling skills. THE soix-rtoN: Get them involved
in some visual literacy projects which make use of simple media.

Instead of embarking on a grandiose scheme, we started on a simple
scale and then progressed to the more complex. The visual literacy
projects we tried met the following objectives:

1. Given a Snapshooter camera, the student will shoot one picture of
an object and will write a creative story about it when the print
has been processed.

2. Using a Photo-Story Discovery Set, the student will sequence the
pictures and then audiotape a narrative.
Given a w ide assortment of magazine tearsheets, the student will
select at least twenty pictures, sequence them, and write a creative
stor% about them.

4. After planning on storyboard cards, the student will shoot twelve
slides. ,When they have been processed, the student will tape a

anative.
After viosing a joitan tilm clip commercial, the student will tape
or write a creative story suggested by the film.

.`..napshooter Camera. The plastic Snapshooter camera is an excellent
mechanism for introducing; students to photography. Although the cam-
era can he used only outside on sunny days, there are numerous advan-
tages. For one thing. the Snapshooter is inexpensive! It sells for only $1.50
if purchased in classroom quantities. 52.00 if bought singly. It is also
simple to operate; even three and four year olds can use it without prob-
lems. Because of its simplicity, students can have success with their first
attempts. complicate things:: Save f stops, shutter speeds, depth of
field, and other considerations for later. Instead, concentrate on choosing
the right subject, standing with the sun behind your shoulders. and
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holding the camera steady. And presto, excellent prints or slides from the
camera of a second grader!

Simplicity is important in a beginning visual literacy project. Give stu-
dents a t(pie they can handle w ith ease. To shoot one close-up of an inter-
esting object is certainly within the realm of a beginner!

Pboto-Story Discovery Sets. *1.!;e second exercise involved sequencing
cards from Photo-Story Discovery Sets 1, 2, and 3. Three students were
handed sets of twenty-nine, twenty-six, and thirty-eight cards and were
told, "You can arrange these pictures in any way to make a story. There's
nu right or wrong way. When the pictures are arranged, you can tape the
story, using this cassette recorder." The children sat on the rug and
spread out the cards before them. They were advised that one easy way
to start would he to separate the cards into groups (each set can be
broken dud n into several smaller stories). With enthusiasm and great
interest, the children sequenced the photo cards and then audiotaped the
stories. When the tape WAS played back, the whole class gathered round
to listen and look. Three more youngsters arranged cards and the process
was repeated. Amazingly, both sequence and story line were quite differ-
ent each time!

.11ag,uzine Tearsheets. The second graders were given large quantities
of magazine tearsheets and were asked to select at least twenty pictures
each. "You can put the pictures together to make a story," I explained.
"Arrange them in an order that makes sense to you and then paste them
onto a roll of paper. After that, You can write a story to go along with the
pictures."

When these projects were completed, youngsters used the opaque
projector to show their stories to classmates. Each child placed his roll of
paper in the projector and showed the pictures one by one as he narrated
the story.

Slide-Tape. In this activity, children first planned their work On story-
board cards. seeing the pictures "in their mind's eye." Then they went
,utside in small groups to shoot siides. Each child was armed with a
Snapshooter ckuncra, a flint cartridge, and sketched-in storyboard cards.
The photography session was extremely popular because children viewed
it as the most unique and personal visual literacy experience.

16,,i» film Clip. Did you know that many television stations will gladly
give you old irmini commercials:: These discarded and (Mt-dated film clips
can lie an invaluable source of ideas fur creative writing and creative
storytelling. In this exercise, children viewed film clips several times and
then wrote imaginative stories about them.
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A COURSE

FOR PRODUCERS

Bernarr Folta

kven though I favor heterogeneous grouping in elective programs, I
developed a special course for those student; who lack basic skills in

reading, writing, and speaking. It was more than a "holding course" for
remedial students. It's what I would term "a course for producers." The
rationale underlying the design of the course was this: before students de-
liberately develop themselves as skillful readers and listeners, they must
first sense their roles as producers of language. And for the remedial
students, the acquisition of that "sensing" can best he achieved through
the devehipment and evalqation of concrete cc milnunication products,
such as visual-verbal compositions, booklets of w ritimzs, cuttings from
plays, short television productions. slide-tape presentations. and learning
kits designed for imparting information to children in the elementary
schools. Div major anus were to make the students more sensitive to
audience response and to help the students conceptualize their roles as
successful communicators.

I began by emphasizing the concrete. During the first week of the
semester, I lientOntitratell how to drymount pictures and neatly trim them.
TI' It I had small grtmps of students put together visual compositions
which had to include at least four &mounted pictures and a one-sentence
caption. Each student had to add his signature to the display. I followed
this up w ith four other assignments combining visuals and writings. In one
the students had to find a picture of a person with a serious expression,
ylue the picture onto a 5s8 card, and below the picture write a line of
humorous dialogue which added ir:.!.y to the visual event; in another,
they drymounted a picture of a setting and beneath it applied Richard
Young's TRI tagmemic design to three-sentence paragraph. thus leading
the reader to discoveries on two levels; in another ;lies made a picture-
lift transparency which they showed v the i ead.ng one of their own
writings and playing background music; and for still another, they se-
lected three pictures to help convey the setting, characterizations, and
events in a short narrative they had written. The short visual composi-
tion tasks were a good way to begin the semester: they facilitated group
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" ork. the% could he dun, .iort amount of time, and they provided
"co ncreteness."

\Iv not move u as to in, eoducc a series of language games fur charades,
l'eas of students \\ ere asked to act out simple rhyming words, conerete
wordslbstract words, job words, titles, and given events. At first every-
one seemed a little reluctant to pia\ the games, but a few brave souls acted
out their parts and got the class rolling. Everyone participated, and at
one point they wanted to conduct a formal debate. By modifying formal
k'elate procedures, everyone had an opportunity to participate. It was at
this stage that the students assumed more leadership in directing the events
in the class.

Following the debate, we read aloud scenes from twelve plays and
selected two of the scenes to act out for a television taping. Students ap-
pointed their uun directors, actors, and stage crew and were off! But
one group went oft too tar. Iiceause I let the two groups practice in
separate rooms, ogle group had a difficult, time pulling it together. Too
man\ distractions. I lv.ever, the other group did quite well after several
tapings. The ne\t time I try the play rehearsal of scenes. I won't let my
idealism get the best of me: I will have the students select scenes from
one play instead of two and I will require all rehearsals to be in the One
classroom I can observe.

Near the end of the semester, students were asked to prepare a thirty-
second "I" documentary for TV taping. Using at least one graphic and
two objects, the students had to prepare a tape that served as an introduc-
tion of themselves to an audience of people their own age.

Scripts had to he written and followed for all the TV work, Other
major kritten assignments included a sequence of short personal narra-
tives and one expository. writing. The audience for the latter was am
new student, and the class product in this case was a booklet of writings
on interesting lint sometimes hard-to-find places in the community. Al-
most half the class came to Whig /I one Saturday niorning to add the finish-
ing touches to the booklet: they typed, &mounted pictures, collated
pages, sketched, and hound the hook. In the following week, the class
presented the bu,iklet to our principal as a gift to the library.

s a sequel to the first semester course, I taught a nine-week elective
course called "Communicating with Young Children." .Many of the
remedial students wilt) had been in my first semester course were also in
this course, but a number of average and above average students were
also m the class. Both ty pes of students worked together in developing
Luning kits for children in the elementary schools. The students had a
number of rigorous tasks to perform: research a limited area of study. in
NeienCe, local history . or poetry ; specify learning objectives for the kit;
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%%:ritV finit"}"gC k"" test, .311 AIM% VI. MO feedaeli
MIVCti PrtPark. VisUals 11 at'eulllp.ink the lesson; prepare ;t picture-lift
transparency and a thin% seeund tape to intruduce the kit; and then go

Int" the elell!ent.lt! find +tut him the children \+urked %ith
the mateti,ds, students also prepared a shdetapc presentation and three

fulluwap activities for a secnd kit.
I'm confident that I .1111 in the right &rectum ith in\ (irk

for remedial students. but 1 idsu realite the need fttr refinement, Stu
dents like 1)avid keep nut' nailed t the tasks that lie ..thead. David is tune

of thuse terribly sh kids %liu uuld ell tit( out in the hall at the be-

inning of the semester and ask. "Du uti relit\ think ;mvone in there
really likes me:" \ear the end of the semester, David asked tu give a
speech to the %% hole class. I IC \%ahted to niuneate the students tu du the

fteSt pssilde jut) itt %riting fur the class huklet, lie talked fur twenty
minutes. khen he finished, the %% little class applauded, 'I'\\u students

David's hand. \\1101 i Appruached ),Ivid, i e looked it hie with itiv
and said, "I)1( (in hitim that this is the first time in ni% life that I

realised 1 113d a spirit . . Nu, a soul Nu, du %in, realise this is th
first tunic in mv life that I had tilt' strength to stand op hefure a group in
people to give a speech and nut feel afraid;"

11,trb.yr,7 Cif),Idard. VIDEOTAPE:
t1"1',,:;'4' 1.1 %"1 8`..0"i1.11 A BOON TO TEACHERS

sehm,/.Sbelbursw
.tfassaebusetts

A recent noun to the elassruum teacher, Ian especiall to the teacher

ut -alnlit students, is that underful machinethe videotape record-
cr. I he uungster need nut face the terrif% mg hurrrs f the stage and
those critical-e\ ed audiences; he can peril right in the classruum, with
his feiiinc the lukers-un, \\liar s.iving fur his pour deflated
egu! 11c can be a ham and nut (ink get ,1\\a %ith it, but he praised for

it.
One ver e\perien,.. .Indents enim ed was .1 elass enact--

mew of a inind-hul.zgling %(...terit called tbc (if tbe 1 pelf)

Kid. .1 lie class (-we and taped the \\ link script, \\ Inch einisisted f pre-
liiiiinar scenes of the ()Id 1l est (shuts truth filmstrips and actual scenes
from the area), the actual ph\ t cuntammg a harruuni scent', 1

1,111eini!" girls, anti .1 siltiutunt I, .1111 shill\ [MI 111)r4,es racinv fur-
ward and hack tu the theme frum the Leone Ranger.
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videotaped their fm,,,/ mttnr- A.,,ikaisfs.ria,

cidiF ma .1: wk. enthapastii. COMMERCIAL
rcsponse altar 110641141 1111-
1»t,Ved !be ld.w.ofini arm).

spl..crc tor tb rest of )car.
nellitis 11,thzewski totl..ec lit

ti'. (:01h.L:i. at Eilleatton.Irr.g1.1
Start' napon. (No. Dennis Baciaczewski

By a pervrse process I hate never understood, new teachers almost
1%% a1 s seem to get the classes. Perhaps it is a type of hazing. Like

man% schools. ours \\ as ability grouped: bright kids with bright kids,
average kids ,,ith average kids, and slow kids with slow kids. The first
few years section numbers were assigned in rank order. If there were
ten ninth-grade sections, 9-1 %%mild be the brightest and 9 -It) the slowt:st.

A few humanistic teachers, however, opposed this method of assigning
numbers being damaging to students' self-concepts and stereotyping.

lobbyint; brought bola a Change in policy; section numbers were
randoink assigned.

The plo% %%orked for about ;I half daY. 1K the time the 9-2's came to
MS Class that first afternoon of school they %yert calling each other -re-
tardo- and informing me they were -dummies.- I tried to assure them
the% ere not. but the% knot better. Iter all, they had been together
for eight sears.

The administration had nude minor provisions for the 9-2's. We had a
slm% mrholog% mid a +los grammar book and 3 SR reading. kit. The
stories in the anthidlig% \\ ere childish, the grammar book was boring,
and the SRA reading kit \% as the saute one they had used for four years.

I lie kids %ALT,: active, verbal, and a%% are. They also could not or would
not read or \\ rite. When %%e talked or had discussions they were eager
and interested. When I asked them to read. rite, or work in the reading
kit the% turned sullen and a lIttlu hostile. 1.11111gs began to get worse. I felt

dun bound to follm% the curriculum and spent more and mire time

pressing them to %%ork. I he in turn became more disruptive. The battle
\\ as on.

The 9-2's %%ere not inner city or minority students. They were mostly
middle class kids %% hi) lived %% ith both parents, dressed well, and seemed
to emit\ most creature comforts. Their fathers %%ere either skilled trades-
men or small businessmen. \ni,ther common denominator was a total lack

reg-rd for school. I he% %%ere mune% oriented and proud of it. 1Iost
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had part-time john. John had three: a morning newspaper route, an after -
sclu job in a supermarket, and a weekend job in a pizzaria. At fifteen,
he had $6U(R) in savings, \like liked to tell me that his father went to the
sisth grade and made $20,0 a \Car. 11011 much do you make, Mr. B ?''
My answer did not elevate Inc in their esteem. I began to think they
might be right.

Serendipity struck in late January. It w as nor long since Christmas
vacation but a long time until spring break and still longer until June.
It was near the end Of a particularly trying Friday and I blurted out,
"I'm tired of trying to teach you anything, What do you want to do?"
Dave usually had a quick answer and he wasn't at a loss this time, -Why
don't we make a TV show, Mr. II?" l laufzhed and so did the rest of the
kids not saying -yeah, yeah.- soon the hell tang and they were gone.

That evening 1 thought about what Dave had said. The class wouldn't
do what I wanted to do; maybe d should try their idea, The school had
a videotape recorder, donated by the Boosters Club for the use of the
physical education department, that was not used very often. We couldn't
do a regular TV show; I had neither the technical expertise nor the con-
fidence in the 9-2's. But why not do commercials? They are only thirty
to isty seconds in length, are familiar to the students, and they might
even be educational. That weekend I put together a tentative plan to use
commercials and their production to show the class the value of that
subject we call Englishwords: how they are used and how they are
interpreted,

The next day the VTR was in the classroom and the class was soon
clustered about it. When I told them we were going to make some TV
commercials, their response was one of disbelief. The first day was spent
playing around with the VIR with everyone having a chance to ham
it up, The nest step was to introduce sonic terms which I later found out
were elements of contingency management: ''If you want to make com-
merciak then you'll have to, .. 2' The agreement was to not just rehash
current commercials or make new ones up but to also learn about Cfnn-
mercials: what 11131:CS a good commercial. why do companies advertise,
what techniques arc C0111111111Y used, and what are the different types of
commercials.

Our first step was to study esisting commercials. We were able to
study commercials in the print medium from several magazines lying
around the room. The students' television viewing also took on a new
perspective. In a few days they came to several conclusions about the ad-
vernsing industry. Their major conclusion was that it doesn't matter
what vial are selling, but h1 von sell it. They mum were able to break
most commercials into five general categories: ( 1) everybody is buying
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it so You should too, (2) this is not for everyone, just the chosen few,
( 3) this product will change your life, (4) the anti-commercial, and (5)
the humorous commercial. The -dummies- were awfully perceptive.

On the fourth day we had a visit from a reformed advertising copy-
writer friend of mine. Among other things 1w informed the students that
many products in the same category, soaps for example, are manufactured
by the same ConlpinIV. Ve were also told that the most expensive item in
the manuf., ire of liquid soap is the plastic bottle, about cents per
unit. The 9-2's were excited! This was real. and not at all like English.
Ten students returne1 to continue the discussion after school.

On Friday we got into a discussion about the relative value of adver-
tising. My materialistic students wt:re quick to mention that without
commercials we would not have TV. or at least free TV. They were also
able to realise that every time they bought something, they were paying
for thegadvertising of that product. I wai startled when Jamie brought up

question: IS Crest the number one toothpaste because it
is the hest, or do a lot of people buy it because commercials tell us it is
number one?" They went home for the weekend with instructions to
think of a plan for next week.

Mondax 's class started out in turmoil, with ideas coining from all parts
of the room. The one they liked hest was to have a competition. They
decided to break into four groups and make four commercials about
rime nix thieal products. The judging would be done by me or whoever
I chose. Automobiles, airlines, and other large products were rejected
because of space, time, and financial resources. After much haggling
3111ung the students, three products were selected: Zit Skin Cleanser,
Sparkle Toothpaste, and Uncle Fruit Cereal. The class would have three
days to prepare and rehearse their commercials. Friday would be shooting
day.

This teuld be inure than a fun assignment. Each group had to write
script for all three product:,. The writing had to be organized, concise,

and w ell planned because each commercial had to be exactly thirty sec-
ond:, in length. They also had to do all the art work involved in producing
the coninkrci.ds. This from a class w ho groaned w hen asked to write a
sentence.

First hour was an all ninth tzrade study hall. i was able to convince the
principal and study hall monitor that this would be an ideal showcase
for the 9-2's commercials. it would give the -dummies.' a wide audience
and a chance to show off before their peers. it was decided that the ninth
graders in study hall would serve as judges, and the principal would
provide first and second rites for all three products. The 9-2's were
ecstatic.
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Friday went smoothly. All twelve commercials, with a few retakes,
were slut during classtime. Neither I nor the class had ever laughed so
hard.

Monday came and sixty ninth-graders w ere clustered around an
eighteen-inch television set. l'hev had all been given paper ballots and
would see each commercial twice. The study hall students were instructed
to vote for the commercial that most made them want to go out and buy
the product.

Zit Skin Cleanser provided the closest contest. A clinical-looking stu-
dent who produced charts showing that green-eyed, left-handed blonde
girls used Zit more than any other leading brand was edged out lw a
group who pleaded with consumers to stop buying Zit or else there
wouldn't he any kids with pimples left. Sparkle Toothpaste was won lw
a group of three boys falling all over a girl who had just brushed with
Sparkle. The show stealer was John as Uncle Fruit. He appeared in a
pith helmet with bananas in the band and a safari jacket bulging with
oranges, apples, and bananas. Uncle Fruit cereal was called "The sweetest
cereal in the world. It tastes like a candy bar."

Ve had certainly experienced the best two weeks of the year. For the
first time we were together rather than in opposition. In two weeks we
had worked on all four of the language arts: reading magazines and
newspapers for advertisements, listening to and evaluating TV commer-
cials, writing scripts, and rehearsing and performing the commercials.

More important, however, was the carry-over. For the rest of the year,
the 9-2's were noticeably more interested in English class. While we did
nothing as dramatic as the commercials unit, the spring passed pleasantly.
No, they didn't start reading Shakespeare in their spare time, but they
did become more critical readers by comparing two newspaper reports
of the same incident and evaluating inferences. They didn't get excited
by creative writing but they did become interested in writing clearly and
precisely for effective, accurate communication. Neither did they start
watching educational television, but they did begin watching with a
critical eye. English, and I hope school, had become meaningful for the
9-2's.



A Student-initiated project in
filmmaking demonstrated that

these slow learners were not slow
but bored: they needed a

program based on their strengths
rather than on their weaknesses.
Stanley I. Zebu/ teaches in the

Department of Litteation,
it'ashington State University.

CORRECTED VISION

OF SLOW LEARNERS'

LANGUAGE ABILITIES

Stanley J. Zehm

On a spring mimling, when distractions abound for both teachers and

students, I had just settled Inv class of "slow learning" seventh graders
into six groups of five students when the principal walked into the class-
room. The students, now busily engaged in the creation of riddles they
hoped would stump their classmates. were so involved that no one noticed
the principal, who did not fail to take note of the students and their
noisy activities. After he had concluded the business he had come to see
me about, he gestured toward the class and asked me, "Isn't it a bit noisy
in this class?"

"Yes." I replied, "Isn't it wonderful?! Real living language!"
Six months before this incident occurred, I too would have been horri-

fied by the noisy class of slow learners. At that time I demanded that my
slow learners sit up straight in their desks; I demanded absolute quiet so
that I could carry out the necessary tasks of administering spelling tests,
reading words-words-words for dictation, and preparing those endless
till-in-the-blanks ditto sheets in grammar, reading comprehension, diction-
ary skills, and, of course, correct English usage.

My ability to control slow learners was recognized by many people.
I was admired by my fellow teachers for being able to keep my students
from "climbing the walls." I was given commendations and high evalua-
tions by my principals for my abilities to keep my slow learning sections
"task oriented." i.e., quiet. I was even appointed to committees to develop
an English curriculum for slow learners in our district,

Fortunatels , after three years of uninspiring. counterproductive in-
struction in English language arm my myopic vision of the "slow learner"
was corrected. No physician, phychiatrist, or ophthalmologist was re-
sponsible for the correction of this condition. My new vision was given to

me by those same students I had considered incapable of doing anything
on their own initiative.

One autumn afternoon, my fifth period class of slow learners entered
the classroom just as I was putting away ( hiding) some expensive super-8
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movie-making equipment. This precious stuff had been used b niv previ-
ous class of "gifted" 'seventh graders. The incoming class of slow learn-
ers were quick to spot this machinery before I could get it hidden away.

"I low come we never get to do fun things like your other class" they
asked. I mumbled some lame excuse to the effect that the equipment was
purchased with special state funds for MGM students and was meant for
their use alone. The MGM acronym did not hide from my slow learners
the cruel reality of the sorting situation. "I low come we don't get state
funds=" they asked. "We're gifted to&"

On the next day and during the following weeks these students were
to prove to Inc just how gifted they really were, I was more than sur-
prised the next day when four students in this slow learning class each
brought in super-8 movie cameras. These enterprising students had also
collected dimes and quarters from their classmates and had purchased
four rolls of film. "You ain't got any excuse now. Mr. Zehm." they chal-
lenged me. "We got our own equipment and now we're ready to make
our own movies!"

And ready they were! The oral language they used in class in plan-
ning their film was animated, articulate, and very task oriented. Gone
were the epithets of derision and defeat, the "dummy," "stupid," "idiot"
tags that slow learners commonly hurl at one another. To my astonish-
ment and disbelief, they were actually cooperating with one another.
The enthusiasm they generated in writing their movie scripts was an
exhilarating dimension never seen in their business letter dry runs and
similar writing activities. They had never used their reading skills as in-
tently as they did now when they needed information about filming and
editing techniques.

Their final product, a documentary they entitled "When Nobody
Cares," mar have had flaws, but it gave evidence of originality, sensi-
tivity, and awareness of visual language. The final product, however, was
less important than the process these students experienced. They proved
that they were neither deprived nor dunces. They worked on their film
after school and on Saturdays, involving parents, the school counselor,
and the vice-principal. -Success,- F.milv Dickinson accurately observed,
"is counted sweetest by those who ne'er succeed." This fact was likewise
known by my students. Their need and desire for success fortunately had
not been completely suppressed. The success-oriented approach to lan-
guage arts we stumbled upon not only began to change my students'
vision of themselves for the more positive, it also changed ow vision of
their abilities and of may rule as teacher.



,S.tudents respond well to filmic
literature; this group project FILMING

in crStneating an original film
dentS deVelOPing AN ORIGINAL

their own plot structure and
selecting and piecing together SOAP OPERA

tl.'e best visual content.
Robert G. Hagen, Jr., teaches

ll'arc High School, Ware,
Massachusetts. Robert G. Hagen, Jr.

After spending a week trying to discover how to explore every aspect
of an emotion and then record it on film ow idea), my ninth grade
students decided that they had a better idea. They ttianted to do a spoof
with a soap opera format. The logic of this decision is obvious to anyone
who has done improvisational drama with high school freshmen: they are
naturals at Creating and enacting farce. But in addition to a slapstick ver-
sion. they decided to write an original dramatic script, film it, then use
the original script as a basis for the comedy. The two would then be
spliced together.

Through a teacher-supervised class discussion we arrived at some com-
mon element!: of 1 soap opera and listed them: a doctor, a wife he leaves,
a nurse he leaves his wife tor, a serious disease, an orphan, a happy ending.
Each member of the class was asked to write a plot and include the ele-
ments in a logical sequence. The plot was to be a brief outline devoid of
literary or technical details. The students were asket: to try to envision the
plot as a film.

The following Monday there were thirteen scripts. I decided to let the
class reason how they would arrive at a final script. I suggested that every-
one could contribute what he considered to be the best part of his script
and hopefully the tmterial could be meshed into one workable script,
or each student could read his script and the class could democratically
choose the best one.

To guide the students in evaluating the scripts, I drew up a checklist
which considered many of the same things we had covered when dis-
cussing books: quality of content, development of characters, setting, and
interest. The class decided to have each student read his script, have the
other members of the class comment on it, then use the evaluation sheet
to score the script in the various categories with a one, three, or five.
The script with the highest total would be the original script. I suggested
that when considering the plots they frame their suggestions not only
from the standpoint of content, but how the plots would look on film.
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The transition from printed words to pictures has its problems, and my
role at this juncture was to help make students cognizant of this fact.

It was also decided that under the rubric of areas of responsibility
were eight categories: sound, costumes. props, sets (including lighting),
cameraman, actors, actresses, and a director. Costumes, props, and sets
were combined so that the three people responsible for these areas could
work together. Since not all the duties would run concurrently, people
who had little to do at any point would become extras, take light read-
ings, secure permission to use a certain area for filming, check to see if
the locations were suitable for filming, help with props, make signs, etc.

The assignment for the following week was to consider how this basic,
raw script could be transformed into a visual story, The week was spent
discussing professional scripts and handling cameraszomning in and out,
palming. doing tracking shots, two shots, etc. These technical terms were
used only after someone had performed the process; then everyone had
the opportunity to try the new trick.

Looking at actual examples of shooting scripts was the next step. The
school had copies of Marty, which served the purpose .wcII; and Robert
Lambert, in his article "See the Movie. Read the Script" in the October
1970 issue of Media & Methods, includes excerpts from The Seventh Seal,
Easy Rider, and The African Queen as well as a comprehensive "scriptog-
raptly" of classical and modern tilmscripts. Since notes and directions must
be committed to paper, these demonstration scripts provided some good
points for discussion and cleared up sonic pioblems.

Now about three weeks into the unit we were ready to determine the
locations and camera directions that would transform the original script
into a shooting script. The locations were inserted in the left margin and
the camera directions in the right; the final script, with the exception of
sonic director's changes. is shown in the diagram.

Writing the shooting script was the most fun, consumed the most time,
and elicited the best comments of any phase of the unit. From then on it
was a Matter of collecting the props and costumes and rehearsing (a
videotape system was used, which not only allowed the actors to view
their mistakes but acquainted the cameraman with the capabilities of a
camera . The comedy version was written immediately after we had com-
pleted w rising the dramatic version and before we filmed it. The same
original script w as used for the comedy, but the personnel changed; so did
the locations and so did the concepts of handling the different scenes. The
final products were obviously related. but there was nothing like a one-to-
one relationship between scenes in the two versions. The comedy was far
easier to write and film. and had there been the time or inclination for
doing only one film, the comedy would have been the one to do.
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A title kit with ceramic letters stuck on the chalkboard served for
title and credit frames. The budget didn't allow for mud', wastage of film,
so the editing and splicing processes ( Kodak makes an adequate splicer
for ten dollars) were relatively simple. We were able to view the film at
a cast party during the last week of school.

Mariana Clausen, A FILM UNIT
Iliddic School, FOR EIGHTH GRADERS

Tenafly, New Jersey

I applied for a grant to be used in developing an eighth grade unit on
film viewing and analysis, contrasting literary values in film and the writ-
ten word.

The resultant four-week unit presented to all my classes (some 110
students) used some twenty-five short films, cartoons, and two feature-
length productions. Some were film versions of short stories we studied,
like Shirley Jackson's "The Lottery" and 0. Henry's "The Last Leaf."
Others were cartoons like "Unicorn in the Garden" by James Thurber
and "'I'lw Tell-Tale Heart.' by Poe. One of the features was "The
I taunting,- which was also studied in its original novel form.

Introductory work on filmic terms was kept at a minimum. We
skimmed the basics in one or two class periods. From then on, a rather
free approach to the films seemed to work, one of exploration rather than
dictation. The films were presented without comment, and the follow-up
discussions were .relatively unstructured. NI'e began by commenting on
the more visible, tangible aspects, then progressed sometimes to the
thematic bases of the film, the techniques, acting, philosophy, etc. 'What-
ever came up was grist for our mill. In addition to a follow-up discussion
on each film, students often wrote opinion papers overnight. Our ap-
proach never deteriorated to the "Let's show a film, it takes up time"
philosophy.

All the films were shown in the classroom, except for the two features,
which were done in the auditorium. The classroom situation turned out
to he far preferable for cncentration and discussion. The short films
fitted into the time schedule for regular classes, which was another factor
to he considered. I tunefully high-interest films were chosen. Some missed
fire, of course, and were not reordered for the next year.

For its second year, the film study was enlarged to include the whole
eighth grade. and next x-ear we hope to embark on a 6-7-8 program en-
compassing the entire middle school. The films planned will cross subject
areas and grade levels for the beginnings of an interdisciplinary approach.
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polished manuscript on the first
try. (./,arks nuke describes WRITER WRITE?

involved students in the
process of czvInating and

revising working drafts. lie is
associate professor of English

at Plymouth State College,
Pb mouth, New Hampshire. Charles R. Duke

I was an "end man" for suite a few years. I drilled on parts of speech,
usage, punctuation, and sentence fragments. \Iv students studied and
struggled to imitate model passages front the works of 1.1emingway, Stein-
beck. and others. I bemoaned the fact that students were unimaginative,
that they plagiarized every chance they got, but I continued to believe
the answer lay in more drills, more models, more red ink, and a crack-
down on grades. So it wentstudents angry and bewildered, teacher
frustrated and punitive.

It is quite likely that 1 would still he teaching that way had f not come
in contact with an individual who had decided that something had to be
done about the teaching of writing in the schools. It was just by accident
that the opportunity came. I was teaching in a small high school in New
I lampshire at the time. One d.,%. an elementary teacher called me aside and
asked me if I would like to look at the proofs of a hook on the teaching of
writing that she had received from a friend. A hit jaded by now after
having looked at many writing texts, I hesitated; after a hit of urging,
however. I tucked the loose-leaf manuscript into my briefcase and trudged
home. That weekend I hauled the manuscript out and began reading.
The vet.% first sentence hit me-1 low does the writer write?" Simple
statementyesbut on that hid never examined before from the
%%Titer's point of view. Atter all, I was a teacher of writing. not a profes-
sional writer. Well, just how does the professional writer writer What is
the process that he follows' Do all w riters follow the same process? With
questions like these floating through my mind. I read on. "Writing is
exploration discovery of meaning, discovery of forumand the writer
works back and forth . . . so that he can discover what he has to say
:Ind how say it inure efficiently." Come to think of it. there is some-
thing to that idea of discovery, I thought. 'Thus it was that I began my
acquaintance with the idea of process in writing, thanks to the work
of a professional w ricer. 1)1111.11(1 Murray, in his exciting A Writer Teaches
Writing loughton Mifflin. 1958).
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Although one might suspect that this book became my Bible, such was
not the case, As Murray points out, no absolute laws exist for writing and
no absolute laws exist for teaching it. But what is important and crucial
to the success of any teaching of w citing is an understanding of the writ-
ing process, It is here that the teacher of writing can perform his most
valid function, for by helping the student to see the idea of process, the
teacher opens a new world of freedom to the student writer and along
the way destroys a number of myths that have hampered the student's
vision of what writing is all about.

Naturally, one does not discard old tricks overnight. It took me some
time to absorb what Murray was suggesting and even longer to become
strong enough to accept the fact that the student has to he allowed the
freedom and time to work through the process. Gradually, though, my
emphasis in class turned from dealing with the end product to dealing
with how the w riter discovers an idea and then carries it through into
written expression. Alv students and I spent much time finding subjects,
looking for the necessary information, searching for the best form of
expression to suit the subject; but most of all, we talked about their
writing. Now w e emphasized working drafts, each a bit more polished
than the last, but nevertheless always viewed as working draftswriting
in progress. Nothing w as sacred. We had become engaged in the writing
process.

To wrench away from using the red pencil was traumatic, but I sur-
vived, and my students began to blossom into writers. Gone was the
thought that Mr\ piece of writing was "done" when it was passed in.
Ni w we took the time to look at each piece of writing as a step in the
process of discovering w hat it was we wanted to say. Students worked on
drafts, submitt' them for discussion. timik them back, revised them, sub-
mitted the pieces again. The idea of process became more and more a
natural part of their writing- activiR .

We talked about pro" great deal, which led us to new experiences
and insights. .\ local potter came into class and talked with us about how-
be creates a w ork in clay; we were amazed to discover the similarities be-
tween the process the putter follo.s and the process a writer uses. We
!ktelled as I .C011arli Bernstein showed us how- Beethoven wrote his music
( Leotard Bertweitt on Beethoven, Symhony No. t in C Minor, op. 67;
Columbia Records). We could hear the various drafts, we could hear
the changes. the shaping and developing of the theme. As Bernstein told
us. -The man rejected, rew rote, scratched out, tore up, and sometimes
altered a passage as many as twenty tines . . . a Hooch' record of a
tremendous inner battle.'' Suddenly, we had a far better grasp of what
the writing process w as all alunit.
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low flues this knuwledge tit prucess translate into classriin action:
I ht. t 31 It In 111 .1 11111111a of %%,Ivs, uun the si/e
of the class, the envirunment, and the interests and abilities uf the
dents. \I% basic classruuni appruach is quite uen-ended. \I the first
meeting itt the class, I introduce the students tu the idea of w nting :IS :I

prtieeS anti (incline fur them w hat w ill he happening in the Class. In must
eases, a student's time In ,1N. \\ill divided 3III()1Ig three areas: 01

arneipatiun in activities aimed at increasing his consciousness of the
raing prucess; 1 2) the reading. and discussing of %vriting---buth fiLit tit

his ow n and uf his classmates, and l ; ) the development of his 1t\\ 11 manu-
scripts.

Frequentk the student 111 he ativek enraged ut %%411'1.111U on his .,u 1'l
v, ruing during wurkshup time, Students create their uwn (irking en-
viruninents, stifle b% placing their deNIS 111 elqUerS, Whel'S 1/V turning their
backs In (idler students. and still others (irking in small groups,

urhshup periuds include shrt cunferences hetw students
.11111 IiiL sunivtims lasting (nk- a minute ur sit, other times
takin g. tifteen minotes, Small gruu 111SellsSit/IlS bring together those stu-
dents esperiencing cummun problems, w lute ()tilers work on their own.
%tell emphasis is placed (pun helping each uther, and this includes the
teacher, %du) w rites frequently and brings ins etturts 1) class. No grades
are assigned tu individual first etfurts; instead, a student w ill submit his
paper fur gruu discussion and then take it back fur a ro% rite; other
times papers are submitted directl% to the teacher for discussiun.

It is in this latter case that we tint( the greatest change. No hunger is the
teacher reading just fur mechanical errors; instea.1, he is loking fur wa% s
tu help the student discover inure Amin his subject. tu make his voice
clearer. tu enrich the testure ut details. In almost all eases, th,. teacher
w ill read tu tied the central problem in a paper; once that is lucatcd, he
discusses it w ith the student and begins tu suggest pussibilities. but unl%
Timm:A a questiun process, nut an answer one, "\\ do sa% that die

111.111 Is strangc:" dun't hnuw ver\ much abnt building .1 pig pen--
Can (Ill show Ills' N iii hAs to he dolls.:" StIch tillestions liegio the ncevs-
sat.% th:doUtte between the student and an audience and make him aware tit
his respnsibilit% ill the w riling But impurtant factor hvr....
that the student is nut cunfrunted thuusand prulems 111 at ()nee--
sumething we might have Limit: in the past. Ntm he 'tackles Wine 111,110r
r(Ible111 he (irks till this and w hen he has solved it, he moves

tu the nest. I his is just another wa% (II ;

()I writing.
N.) tests uf skill are required because every piece that is written

()Oers impurtant infurniatiun Anna the individual's rugress. It eventually
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sonic form of grading is necessary, the experience can he nude a worth-
while one because most writers, at one time or another, wish to receive a
definite response from an audience. However, the student is allowed to
select what he feels represents his best w ore: up to this point; it is his
responsibility and no one else's to determine what he wishes to have eval-
uated. After' ,.. has made his choice, he submits it along with a self-evalua-
tion in whit . he discusses what he feels his strengths and weaknesses as
a writer are. The teacher evaluates thoe materials in detail and then sits
down in IVIce with the student and discusses the results; plans are
made iointiv about w lut the student will continue to work on. Such for-
mal evaluations nu% occur several times during a semester or only once,
depending upon the situation, but teacher and student arc in constant
communication about the student's writing regardless of how many for-
Mal evaluations are held.

Beinv, aware of the writing process does not make writing easier, but
it dues help the student to bring reason to what he may have viewed as
an impossible, even insane, undertaking. We must remember that if we
thought that every time we taught a lesson we were going to be graded on
it, if every time we opened our mouths we were going to pass or fail, we'd
probabl% stop teaching and stop talking. The same is true of writing.
Rarely is a first effort the final product; rarely arc we sufficiently attuned
to all the aspects of w rifle!) expression that we can produce a polished
manuscript on the first try. Knowing that students are engaged in a
process that all writers experience goes a long way toward giving them
the confidence they need to look for ways to express themselves in writ-
ten form and nukes the teaching of riting a pleasurable and exciting ex-
perience.

Wasbingtmr, Jr., PARTICIPATORY

a.rk L'illersitY TEACHING

The teacher must not ask his students to do anything that he does not
do himself. When his students attempt to solve a problem, he attempts the
same thing; yy hen they yy rite, he writes; when he evaluates their work,
he asks them to evaluate his work. I have seen a class of poorly motivated
students take an hour of class time to work on an assignment with some
enthusiasm because the% saw their instructor's enthusiastic involvement.



ms,,,,,,i, in compovition ,..,,, HOW TO PARALYZEOf ten inhibit rather than
facilitate student writing.

Robert G. Kraft identifies THE NOVICE
ftVebIllg praellet'S Willa+ may in
effect prevent the expression of WRITERstocilts. OW), thoughts and
feelings, lie teaches at Eastern

Michigan University, Robert G. Kroft

In a recent book by Lawrence Thompson called Robert Frost: The
Years of Triumph, there is a section about Frost's teaching at Amherst
College in 1917:

In his section of the freshman composition course Frost was eager to
convey his belief in the huersonian concept that good writing in
either prose or poetry grows out of having something to say. He
urged the freshman to write brief compositions based on their own
observations and insights, and he expected that the students would
relish this freedom to fashion their own descriptions or narrations
out of their own experiences. When the boys seemed at a loss to
know how to follow these general instructions, he blamed their
previous instructors. . . Frost was also annoyed to discover that so
many of these young men who had nothing to say seemed to have no
capacity for thinking with any originality and were tha.efore
to have their professors do their thinking for them.

Not a whole lot has changed since 1917. Students are still at a loss to
know what to do win freedom, and there still isn't much originality
from them. .And I think Frost is right in putting the blame on us, their
teachers.

I once asked my composition students to write about "The Misuses Of
Language Today." They did it badly. I crossed it off as one more bad
assignment without really knowing. why it was bad. Later, it occurred to
me that I had paralysed them. I had given them a "theme" to write, on a
very specific topic, with a specific title. Many of them did not compre-
hend what the phrase "misuse of language" meant. They came to me and
asked, "What do you want, sir;" One asked if a misuse of language was
"like a lie.- I said something like, "Well, yes, among other things, but
there are taller ways of misusing the language without actually Iying.
I.ike overstating, which is what protestors do." They looked a little per-
plexed and w cnt home and wrote badly. Some of them found some canned
ideas about what advertisers do, but it was deadly boring stuff. I had it
coming. I had given them a subject about which they had no real thought
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or feeling. 1 hey were asked to write not on their subject but On mine.
The logical question wax. then: "What do you want, sir?"

We not only give asNiqnments about which students have no thoughts
and feelings, but we use such words as "theme," "introduction." "thesis
sentence," "conclusion," "comparison-contrast technique." These academ-
ic jargon words are alien to most students. I low can a student think of
doing something fun and exciting if he has to write a -theme." which

must systematically develop from a thesis sentence with an introduction,
body. and conclusion.. nd hand in an outline first.

But it's not only the words. It's these very concepts. introduced at the
wrong time, that can be deadly. No real writer has ever written with such
directions: a writer writes only because he has some ideas which have
grown our of his experience. Ile has strong feelings about that experience
and the strength of these feelings is reflected in the expression of his ideas.
']'hat's what gives them vitality and impact. Yes, what he writes might also
have a nice introduction, some kind of body, and a conclusion. A "theme"
it will never be.

It might have those things and it might not. lbat depends on whether
his espression is suited to some nice neat form in the third person. But
he might want to start with a piece of dialogue, an anecdote, a personal
experience. And there will be no thesis sentence in that. In fact. it may
not have any of tho things I have taught should be in an introduction. It
may not have a de. r statement of the problem it intends to deal with. It
filar say nothing about the scope and limitation of the essay. There Mal,'
not be any plan of procedure, or any statement of the thesis. The paper
might just start in some lively way and might just stop on a quick one-
liner.

The point isand we as students of literature know this--the form of
a written piece grows out of some strongly felt ideas. The writer seldom
takes a preestablished form or pattern and then pours his ideas into that
mold. Someday a student of yours may write a good sonnet, but only if
he has given his language long and loving attention. "Themes': arc not
likely to have been a loving experience for him.

I think 1 can get away with savingwithout knowing how all writers
workthat w riters in the first act ransform their thoughts and feelings
into words and pour them on a page. They Are giving birth, in a way, to
somethinu. in them. I hey're not t1,0 concerned vet with how the baly is
going to 'look to the mother-in-law. After it's all out there they can look

at it and start to worry about the relatives.
A writer takes a look at ' hat shape has emerged out of his thoughts.

I le judges whether it might hit the readers better if he rearranges here.
cuts this there, and it might occur to him that it better have an introduc-
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tion. might decide that it already ends nicely and doesn't need a con-
clusion. If somebody asks for outline, which is unlikely, he might look
again and say to hiln Self, "Well, what direction did I find it going in':"

When he is a practiced writer he may tied that he is automatically
doing all those things at once. I le's already thinking about his mother-in-
law while still giving birth. I le can't help it. And he's sparing himself
sonic work later.

In addition to our intimidating assignments and language, there are
other ways we paralyze students. The most paralyzing and toughest issue
to deal with k grades. If you give an assignment with all those directions
and expectations and then punish students for not doing well, or even
tell them that they have nothing special to say, that they are just "aver-
age." they may decide "what's the use." All their emotional energy for
writing may hiss away on You. Don't take them on the first day to the
top of the mountain and ask them to ski down. Even if you don't punish
them when they fall, you'll never get them on the slope again. As they
go along watching, listening, and practicing, they'll find our what good
skiing is and they'll tell your just how good they are. Don't fool with
grades and other godlike judgments about their work until they're well
along, strong. and can take it. At first say only positive things.

And avoid all that academic jargon. Recently I got a piece from a girl
about a boyfriend meeting her parents at the door for the first dine. The
parents are trying to make conversation:

"Do you plan to go to college?"
"Yeah."
"What do you plan to take up?"
"My stereo. Ty and blue jeans."

On the way out of the house the boyfriend says, "You know, yOUr par-
ents are cool. I can really talk to them." If I had asked this student to
write something with terseness, oppositions, irony, do you think she
would have written this I doubt it.

One final paralyzing force. Be careful about using models. All of those
elaborate directions amount to a model, and they're paralyzing. Also dead-
ly are articles with heavy academic writing containing awesome vocabu-
laries. If your writing k heavy and polysyllabic and your vocabulary is
awesome. you are deadly as a model. It's always a struggle to keep stu-
dents from imitating you anyway. But be careful at the early stages even
with models of good. lively prose writers. No nutter how often you say,
"Don't imitate; be yourself." the reaction may he, "I'm sorry, I just
can't write like Norman Mailer." The best model is the work of some-
body in class who has written something !prising, even though its
personal and homely. To that a student's response is inner inure likely to
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he. "Oh Yeah, I can do that." it you can get any student to sac that about
an% thing he V ants to learn, you're on the way.

Herman .4. Estrin. WRITING SCIENCE BOOKS

N.`.wark (:"11`'.g' "1. FOR CHILDREN
Engineering. New Jersey

does a surveyor do? kVhy can you build sandcastles? How are
dams built= What happens when you flush the toilet? The answers to
these questions are found ill a series of children's books written br tech-
nical cc riting students at Newark College of Engineering.

In the engineering w riting course, students must learn the importance
and the means of reader adaptation. Since civil engineers must write
communications to all levelsto executives and supervisors, other engi-
neers. technicians. and the lay publicthe students were taught the tech-
niques of audience adaptation. Then the instructor introduced scientific
writing ,.:eared to children. Initially, his students studied the content, for-
mat. vocabulary, and writing style of professionally written children's
books. The student-authors focused on such writing techniques as subject-
verb-object sentences. parallelism, judicious use of repetition, the use of
color. graphic aids. and white space.

In producing their manuscripts, students found themselves answering
such questions as: I Is are bridges built? What is under the street? What
makes the water dirty? Sonic students attacked such complex and intangi-
ble subjects as gravity. in "Ouch. Gravity I f arts," and optical illusions, in

Pricks Your Eves Play on You." Other books told about travel, the
solar system. traffic jams. magnets. and pollutants.

Sonic engineering students felt that elementary school children had no
concept of the various branches of engineering and of the duties and the
responsibilities of an engineer. For this reason the student-authors wrote
guidance books to inform children Amur the engineering profession and
to arouse their interests in becoming engineers. Since the Engineers Coun-
cil for Prntessional Development is interested in guidance information,
these books u ere submitted to the Council: "Big Bridges. Little Bridges,-

File Engineering Free." "Eddie Electron:. -The Surveyor." and "A
Retter Wa, for Garbage." The Council agreed to publish these books
because they are SpeCitiC. concise. attractive. and inspirational. In addi-
non, the Council agreed that these student-authors knew the up-to-date
facts about the engineering profession and that their hooks were not only
farnial but also sincere and enthusiastic.
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Marie E. Kelley

On the first day of school, students filed into Inv room for the debut of
my two-credit semester course in creative writing. I soon discovered they
had one thing in commonthey enjoyed writing. Evaluating the works
which students submitted at the beginning of the course, I found short
stories set in outer space and on ships in the middle of the ocean, with
characters and conflicts patterned after grade B television late movies and
mysteries. I found poems full of pretty rhyming words put together in
regular rhythmical patterns. When I asked these students what experi-
ences they had had to motivate these works, the typical response was,
"Nothing really exciting ever happens in my life; I just like to let my
imagination run wild."

If Inv course in creative writing were to result in enjoyable learning
experiences for both teacher and students, I needed to revise my plans. I
had expected that students would come to me with a wealth of raw ma-
terial for writing, and I had planned to concentrate on developing their
writing technique and style. Now I realized that the course must lead
them to respect their own experiences and to transform them into artistic
works. Picasso said, ".Art is a lie which makes us realize the truth." The
first writiNs of my students demonstrated all too well that they under-
stood the concept -Art is a lie. . . But where was the realization of
truth::

Searching for a solution to the problem, I discovered William Faulk-
ner's statement that a creative writer must have experience, observation,
and imagination. This statement provided a framework for the revision
of the creative writing course.

the students needed to value the truths in their experiences before they
would feel confident to use them as foundations for their writing. All had
experiences; they needed structured learning activities to help them
identify and reflect upon these experiences. But identification of these
experiences was only the first step; they needed to transform these semi-
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nal ideas into creative discourse. Students studied the award-winning writ-
ings of students collected in issues of Scholastic's Literary Cavalcade
magazine and thought about what experiences might have motivated the
stories and poems. Students kept daily journals in which they reflected
upon the ordinary and sometimes extraordinary happenings in their lives.
Because some students clung to their desire to write fantasies and science

fiction stories, we viewed the film The Story of a Writer, which explores
the experiential bases for several of Ray Bradbury's science fiction stories.

As students began to grapple with the experiences they had identified,
activities designed to strengthen their observational powers helped them

to enrich these experiences. 'riting on field trips inside the school build-

ing and on the school grounds, students practiced seeing common objects
and occurrences from various perspectives. They became aware of details.

They closed their eves as fellow students guided them in concentrated
explorations of the w ()rids of sound, touch, smell, and taste.

As students practiced opening their sensory powers to the world around
them, they began to use analogies to develop creative perspectives. They
were then ready for learning activities which would help them expand

their imaginative powers. A favorite activity was the listing of various
uses for common objects. To introduce the activity, I collected common
and uncommon objects from my kitchen drawersa corkscrew, a soft-
boiled-egg opener, a plastic juicer, a pastry cutter, a golf tee, and various-
ly shaped lids and dishes. During timed intervals, I stood in the center of
the room and held these objects in different positions. )nd students rapidly
recorded uses for them. As students shared their lists, their respect for
others' originality deepened. \lost of the items stimulated collective lists
of between thirty and forty uses. Throughout the remainder of the
semester, individual students voluntarily brought items for additional
listing activities.

Cross-sensory activities strengthened students' imaginative powers even
further. Questions like the following helped students to transform sensory
experiences: What color is the wind? %\ 'hat does green taste like? De-
scribe the smell of hate. What does a siren feel like? NVhat sound does
the color yellow make? Similarities between objects and people were
brought out as students answered questions like these: Are you more like

a hammer or a nail? A rock or a cloud? An ocean or a river? An island

or a continent? What fruit or vegetable are vou most like?
As the semester progressed, students began to see their experiences

from various perspectives, using creative vision to tell "lies" which re-
vealed universal truths. The issue of wk ther or not the students become
published writers is not important. What i., important is that they learned

new ways of seeing and sensing which may enrich their everyday lives.
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One girl. who came from a "low-ability- English class the previous
year, demonstrated her deepened vision with the following poem:

Window Pain
I look out my window

and I see everything's changing.
my swing glides gently with the wind
but w here is the freckled -tared child
that used to run and laugh,
picking dandelions and chasing
butterfly dreams?

I look out my window
but now I see no further
titan a reflection on the glass,
and w hat seems to be an
imagination looks back at me.
She isn't laughing as I wished
she could, and I see she's
growing up, for the tears, and it
doesn't scent right the way she suffers.
and suddenly I remember... it is
only a reflection.

Robert A. Lucking. EVALUATIONS ON
Ciik'crlitY of Nebraska CASSETTES

Probably all English teachers have muttered to themselves about the
need to talk with students about their writing instead of scrawling unin-
telligible abbreviations and phrases across their papers. Reading students'
papers and recognizing basic problems requires very little time, but writ-
ing supportive and directive comments is an extremely tedious job. One
alternative is simply to rape- record comments on a cassette tape after
reading the paper. In three to five minutes, the teacher can provide more
helpful and personal direction than could be written in fifteen minutes.
Comments diree Led to several students can be placed on one cassette,
with the appropriate counter numbers marked on the outside. This way, a
limited number of tapes is required.. playback unit or two with head-.
phones can then be left in the room for continual and prompt feedback.
These rapes also provide other students with a model of writing evalua-
tion. so they can learn to aid one another and examine their own writing
effectively. This method allows for a flexible framework of participatory,
enjoyable learning guided by a humanistic feedback system. If students
can learn parallel parking, they can just as quickly master parallel struc-
tures.



Students leant to know low their
audience genuinely responds to
their work, yet are frequently

embarrassed by or distrustful of
comments made in class. Donnell

Hunter, English department
coordinator at Ricks College,

Rexburg, ldaho, describes a
S011iiOn to this problem.

THE HONESTY

OF ANONYMITY

Donnell Hunter

Two experiences in creative w.riting classes convinced me that I needed
to find a better way to produce honest criticism in class discussions of
students' work. The first occurred when I writhed in my chair while
Miss Ricks read aloud my short story which floundered around in a mire
of self-pity. Even though she tried to compensate for this by next reading
my most successful story, and even though she never revealed my identity
to the class, I still writhed and I knew she knew who had produced the
fiasco. The second experience occurred when, as a teacher, I discussed the
best poem I had received in my creative writing class. In spite of an early
warning from its author it you ever read any of my things to the class,
Ill just dieafter alerting the school nurse I decided to take a chance.
It was just too good to ignore. While we discussed the poem, the class
first misunderstood it but later caught on advancing from the rejection
of their confusion into the envy of their awe. I watched Linda on the
back row suffering as I had once suffered. One student asked me if I had
written the poem.

"No, but I wish I had."
Linda slightly brightened at this.
"Then Elton must have written it.- Flton, usually our best poet, echoed

my response. Linda looked like she would possibly survive, now. Mrs.
Moos() said, "I know who wrote it. Linda did. She's the only one who
hasn't said anything.- At this Linda. though she ought to have been beam-
ing, sheepishly confessed.

I decided that even if the class can't identify the author, the instructor
the only one whose judgment eventually is recorded on the transcript
knows. So the author suffers and the students condition their criticism,
knowing that the teacher may attach some personal significance to every-
thing said. If an author should try to defend or clarify his work when he
feels he is misunderstood, he ;ill the tune must wonder how his teacher
is reacting to such overt egotism.

Three rears ago I asked my creative writing students to turn in every-
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thing anonymously so that not even I would know who wrote what. I
would ditto the best for class discussion. Our comments were a bit re-
served and self-conscious at first until we discovered how anonymity gave
us a chance to criticize ithout fear of personal offense. %Ac could
demolish a defective phrase without destroying a delicate ego. In short,
we could be honest without pain. 'Then We discovered that even if there
was pain, the value Of honest comment more than compensated for any
disappointment we might feel in underlichievement. We could speculate
symbols, misunderstand accidently or deliberately, question the author's
sanity, laugh at or admire, wonder what must possess a person who wrote
such things, and still not risk any personal offense. I have never had a
class %vho became so interested in each other's work or who seemed to
respect each other's opinions so much. Students could change their pen
names as often as they pleased, especially when they felt their cloak of
anonymity slipping. This gave the writer not only an audience and access
to its honest criticism, but also a challenge to he "published." I became an
editora calling much more exciting than pointing out a comma splice or
dangling participleinstead of proofreader. the role most English teach-
ers feel professionally compelled to assume.

For midterm gradesthat administrative evil which, like the poor,
seems always to be with uswe had -confession day," and later in private
conference each of the Young writers and I arrived at a mutually accept-
able temporary grade. For a final grade each author resubmitted his ten
best items after revising however much he wished. The author was graded
by his ability at the end of the course instead of his average ability
throughout the course. I brought a few of my own anonymous efforts to
elatiti; some fared worse than what some students were %%Tiring. i think
it's a gOd experience for ;1 student to find out he can sometimes outdo his
teacher and that his teacher takes writing seriously enough himself to he
looking fur criticism.

.Apparently the class was successful. At least the students seemed to
enjoy it. I know I enjoyed it. If I don't enjoy a class I can be certain my
students don't.

As I reflected on the good experience of that class and Made plans for
next fall I wondered why I couldn't do the same thing in freshman com-
position. After all, wasn't all writing basically -creative; We all start

ith the same blank page. But my conscience, through long adherence to
the ethic that unless we are suffering sufficiently we aren't earning our
pay, almost got the better of me. Aly reflexes had been so long condi-
tioned to red-inking. that I wasn't sure I could comfortably ignore
mechanical and spelling errors. There is no) point marking an anonymous
paper when it can't he returned for revision anyway.
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Next summer in a night class I began my revolt. With about the same
reluctance of our initial discussions in creative writing I got basically the
same enthusiastic results at the end. Our approach to grammar and me-
chanics was not systematicI couldn't predict just what problems would
turn up in a given batch of papersbut I covered just as much material
as I had before, and whatever was lost in orderliness of presentation was
made up for by the relevance of illustrations coining from what real stu-
dents actually wanted to write. Again the anonymity gave enough ego
protection to stimulate honest, relevant criticism. We used a prose an-
thology for a supplementary text, but it got in the way more than it
helped. Students prefer to spend more time with their peers than with
professionals. During the next two semesters I added'a few embellishments
to my method. Now publish a little "magazine," Voices, "a weekly jour-
nal of limited and exclusive circulation to four selected sections of fresh-
man composition." I have used Ken Macrorie's Telling Writing as a text
for illustrating and suggesting writing topics. I encourage students to buy
a handbook and a dictionary for supplementary reference, but most of
our study comes from current issues of Voices.

I still read as many papers as I read before, some of them several times,
but I read with a different enthusiasm. The time I save by not marking
papers mar he lost in the preparation of Voices, but now my efforts
seem inure meaningful. I work less because I enjoy more. I schedule each
student for an individual conference to handle midterm grading and give
specific suggestions. At the end of the semester he resubmits his best five
papers under his own name, after making whatever revisions he feels ap-
propriate after a semester's study of composition.

Follow-up studies are inconclusive. Vhen I examine the grades of my
students who transfer to other teachers for their second semester, I find
their grade point average about normal. Their responses to teacher evalua-
tion forms are generally favorable. A colleague once asked me how I
could grade such "creativity." Well, I don't think you can teach such a
thing. let alone grade it. Just give the student a chance to discover the
source of his own creativity it's there somewherethen provide the
soil of an honest audience for it to flourish in, and stay out of its way
while it grows. It will produce some good results.



Paul E. Jackson argues that
composition instruction might be

improved by the utilization of
'Imre substantial subiect matter
than that Ivhich is currently in

use, Ile is a member of the
English Department of South

Dakota State. University.

COMPOSITION

AND CULTURAL

HISTORY

Paul E. Jackson

As with most experiments and innvatibns in composition, this one was
born out of despair and frustration with the small return for the gargantu-
an effort put into teaching my college composition course. The rhetorical
methodology of the traditional cut-and-paste readers was of doubtful
value in improving the level of writing proficiency I normally encoun-
tered. I did not find that analysis of the various prose styles in the read-
ers had any effect on my students' writing; even worse, the subject mat-
ter of the essays was for the most part not very stimulating. The course
was an attempt to combine cultural history and composition, but most
of Inv students Were unsophisticated and poorly informed about the sub-
ject matter areas. This meant that in order for them to understand the
material, I had to teach current (ATMs, sociology, n and other
areas in which I had no special training. The alternatives to the use of the
readers Were to combine onlposition ith introduction to literatures or
to attempt to teach the course with no subject Matter text at all. The
former was unattractive because of the problems many students have in
dealing with literature, the latter because similar experiments reported in
College English, and practiced by sonic of nay colleagues. showed only
marginally successful results.

It seemed to me that a change in subject Matto:r might be one way to
approach the problem. \Iv own' experience showed me that students
wrote best when the writing was based on concrete subject matter. Self-
expression, in the form of personal self-discovery or opinions regarding
important current issues, was perfunctory, and worse, without purpose.
Sclf-discovery flirt:Rene.] to turn the class into a therapy group but
showed no promise of improving student writing. Essays on their opinions
abowt the issues of the day led to fruitless arguments oVer subjects which
none of us Were competent to handle and raised complaints from students
that they were being graded on their opinions. Except in the cases of a
few talented students, the most subjective writing was the worst. I de-
cided that a semester would be well spent in a sustained examination Of
some kind of subject Matter that would expand their limited horizons and
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at the same time give me a chance to put my own professional training
to good use.

I decided to use the test of Civilisation, tlx successful television series
by Kenneth Clark. I sere was something dte students could use; it was
the kind of background they needed in the first place to deal properly
with the essays found in their readers. I decided to use audiovisual lids
as extensively as possible in order to try to duplicge and expand on
Clark's approach.

I was allowed to conduct the experiment in my composition sections
the following vear. \Iv sections were not distinguished from the others
in the course bulletin, thus guaranteeing a representative cross-section of
students from different major fields. :.1 1 ts was necessary, since the experi-
ment was based on the premise that cultural history could be made
estmg to agriculture students as well as English majors.

From the beginning I stressed that the writing would center on avk's
approach to cultural history in order to apply it to discovering a definition
of contemporary society and our place in it. The course would in large
part be an exercise in what Women's Liberation calls consciousness-
raising, and not art appreciation. The art, architecture, music, and litera-
ture we studied would be used as data upon which we could build our
generalizations about the nature of society. This would relieve them from
having to simulate an appreciation for something that many of them re-
garded as useless, and in some cases, contemptible.

The ideal audiovisual aid would have been the I Omm films of Clark's
entire thirteen week series. Unfortunatelv, this series, distributed by
Time-Life Films, costs around S5000, and there were no funds available
for its purchase. flow ever, Time-Life also produces a $225 filmstrip set
based on Clark's series. It includes a recorded narration, a useful teacher's
guide, and good color reproductions of the visual materials used in Civili-
sation. The narrations arc condensations of Clark's chapters, running
twelve to fifteen minutes in length, with three segments added which
extensively survey contemporary art, science, technology, and their rela-
tionships to our society. The set is a satisfactory classroom substitute for
the films, although in terms of esthetic and emotional impact, it is much
less effective. Each filmstrip contains about fifty pictures and therefore
goes past very quickly; but since they can be shown manually, 1 found
it effective to play them through once with narration, then return to
selected examples for lecture and discussion. Outside reading was limited
to a few duplicated short poems which I brought in as examples of some
point or idea.

The biggest disadvantage was that the students and I did not share a
common body of literature to which I could refer. It is difficult for a
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humanist to communicate with supposedly educated people who have
never read Shakespeare, Melville, or Hemingway, never listened to Hach
or Stravinsky, and are unfamiliar with Rembrandt and Monet. The music
and literature which I brought in, as well as the films, were a step toward
establishing this vocabulary for them, and I think it was beneficial. At
least for a brief time during their sixteen years of education they were
being made aware of the existence of an accumulation of usable cultural
data.

What kind of subjects did they write about? The following topics are
some of those that they responded to best: the nature and appeal of
barbarism; contrasts between specific past ages and our own; the relation-
ship between art and religion; the uses of the arts; civilizing and deciviliz-
ing aspects of technology; pop culture; and their individual responses to
selected works of art,

The final paper, usually close to a thousand words, was a hypothetical
last chapter to Clark's book, an evaluation of contemporary American
culture, using Clark's method of analysis. These last papers always seemed
to me to justify the course, They showed that many students were realiz-
ing for the first rime the nature of modern institutions and were becoming
aware of the lines along which our culture has evolved.

Another indication of the success of the course was the anonymous
course evaluation that each student wrote on the last day of the semester.
The majority said that they preferred Civilisation to our standard text,
The Borzoi Reader. Most said that they had dreaded taking composition
again, but had come to look forward to this particular class. Many said
that they appreciated art more and understood their culture better. A
few have come to see me during a later semester to report that they now
visit our campus art center (most of them had not been inside it until we
visited it as a class), or that they had purchased some recorded classical
music. Perhaps these seem to be small gains, but how can we measure
the enrichment given our lives by knowing one symphony or one good
painting?

Their writing improved overall from the beginning of the semester to
the end, although the improvement was probably no greater than it had
been when I used the reader approach. The greatest improvement was in
the quality of the content of their papers; the students were thinking
less in the manner of undergraduates, more in the manner of critical and
objective observers of society.
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Students who were required to
respond to their instructor's

continents an their writing
showed trends toward improve-

Ment in their writing skills.
k. ward R. Fagan is coordinator

of the Division of Academic
Curriculum and lwtruction,

Pennsylvania State Cniversity.

MARGINALIA

AND OTHER

FEEDBACK

Edward R. Fagan

That marginalia help our students to improve their writing is an act of
faith. But when our students ignoreor even destroytheir returned
compositions without so much as a glance at marginal comments, our
faith must be shaken. Students' negative behavior toward marginalia has
cause: English teachers' uses of the inflammatory red pencil, the caustic
insults, the vapid generalizations during the Years of required Englishall
these condition students to ignore our comments.

It was the vision of my freshmen ignoring my suggestions for the im-
provement of their college compositions which forced me toward a "re-
vision' of my teaching strategies. My first step in this revision was to
review professional publications to discover what techniques were being
discussed for the teaching of "writing," "composition,- "themes," and
"essays." Quotes around the words mean that the words were descriptors
(that is, toFics) to be used in my library search.

Sources used in my search ranged from publications of the National
Council of Teachers of English through the latest (4th) edition of the
Encyclopedia of Educational Research (R. Ebel. ed.) and covered a ten-
year tune span, 1962-1972. From the Council's Research in Written Com-
position (authored by R. Braddock and L. Scheer) through articles found
in College English, College Composition and Communication, English
Journal. Clearing House, and similar publications, clusters of ideas for
teaching student writing surfaced and forced me to reexamine my faith
in the effectiveness of marginalia as an aid to writing.

Besides marginalia. other suggestions for the improvement of student
writing As gathered from my search included model comparisons, evalua-
tive techniqu,s, tutorial relationships, and graphic logs.

1. Model comparisons, as the w orris imply, are compositions judged
to be -excellent," or A grade. or 1 the best) on a scale ranging
from I to as in the Scholastic Test of Education Progress
'STEP) Essay test. Given such models, our students compare their
writing to the exemplars provided, noting such differences as
organitational structures, transitions, diction, and similar matters
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and, presumably, discovering how to improve their writing.
2. Evaluative teehniqtp.,s employ key questions in a marginalia format

(similar to that used by M. B. l'erst::r in Programmed (:'omposi-
tion). Students' answers to NI1C/1 key questions presumably give
them insights about techniques for the improvement a their
writing.

3. Tutorial relationships pair students and or students and instructors
for critique sessions focused on writing. Presumably, the one-to-
one relationship provides each student with individual attention
so that his or her unique writing problem is solved.

4. Graphic logs require students to record in a notebook their re-
sponse% to instructors' marginalia. Presumably, requiring students
to react to instructors' marginalia insures :heir attention to in-
structors' comments. from such student attention the inference
is that instructors' marginalia will have a salutary effect on stu-
dents' writ'

Common to these techniques and marginalia was the process known as
feedback, that is, the systematic process of informing students about the
effectiveness of their writimr.

File revision of teachini .ratetries for my English 3 (l he \\.riting of
Idea,) classes centered oil t'.c process of iCedhaCk as an integral part of
composition. critique, 10 see whether there was an observable improve-
ment in students' w riling; as a result of the feedback process, two other
English ; instructors agreed to evaluate my students' compositions in a
pretcst-posttest design. t alum; going into statistical details (although
these arc available for interested readers) the essence of the revision was as
follow s: English ; students were randomly assigned to eyerimental and
control groups after pretesting with Forms IA and IC of the STEP Essay
test i posttests w ere alternate forms of the same test, namely, Forms lti
and ID). The experimental group had feedback through sound-taped
c(onments, the control grinip had feedback through the typical marginalia
(defined as written comments instructors use to guide students' logic,
rhetoric. st le. etc. I. Later in the study, both groups were also required
to keep a graphic log. a side concern of the study was the effect of the
difference in time spent by the instructors sound -taped critique versus
graphic marginalia - -on the quality of students' writing.

he audiotaped critique used the following procedures: ( ) each stu-
dent as assigned a random number w Inch was his identification for both
his compositions and his sections of the tape; t 2 instead of marginal com-
ments on the student's paper. sequenced numbers, indicating the order of
the comments. and brackets ( where suitable) w ere used; for e\ample,
with a bra..keted paragraph or sentence would signal to the student that
tilt: first taped continents to his or her section of the tape would deal with
that particular paragraph or sentence; 1 3 ) the instructor would make his
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or her comments on the tape. noting all the w bile the dial numbers used
for the comments; fur example, the numbers 100-145 listed at the top of
a student's papa w mild inform the student u here to find his critique on
the reel of tape with numbers front 000-999 run at 314 speed; (4) the
student was given the following ten inches of tape space (145-155) to
make his rebuttal; if a student needed more time for detailed discussion,
he could request some; (5) when students used graphic logs in addition
to their audiotaped critiques, materials from their section of the tape be-
came the substance fur their lugged continents.

As anyone familiar u ith the I law thorne effect ( the effect which leads
to unproved performance by subjects simply because they know that
they are in an experiment) might guess, the experimental group with
their taped feedback significantly outperformed their control counter-
parts. who w ere responding to typical marginalia. Vhen, however, both
groups were required to keep graphic logs (checked by the instructor)
in addition to their taped or marginalia feedback, there was no significant
difference in writing skills between the two groups. Hut both groups
show ed trends toward improvement in their writing skills as a result of the
required log technique, which necessitated students' involvement with
the instructors' suggestions.

attitudinally t as determined by .1 questionnaire distributed to English
students) tl..e audiotaped feedback technique was preferred by students

bee muse, they said, it made critiques of their writing private and personal
and allinx ed them to react to instructors' observations. A correlated find-
ing of this study w as that instructors spent approximately one-third less
time doing taped critiques than they did with the typical marginalia
critique.

If I w ere to repeat the experiment next y ear. I w mild give serious con-
sideration to having each student use his or her own cassette. Cassettes
would be even more effective in insuring students' privacy and individ-
Hall/anon than w ere their coded identification numbers and their seg-
mented sections used ith the reel tapes.

R. Baird Shuman, GETTING TO KNOW YOU:
Duke niversity FIRST WEEK ACTIVITIES

The first teal need of the teacler is to get to know something about
his students. "I cc o exercises w Inch I have commended to my teaching in-

terns have w (irked quite cu ell as silistitutes for the beginning theme and
as means for getting- students u reveal a hit alnuit themselves, their inter-
ests. and their Asp:NTH:11s,
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The first exercise, which works particularly well if the students in the
class do not know many of their fellow students, is in the form of a
questionnaire. Each teacher can devise his own.list of between fifteen and
twenty-five questions, making them appropriate to the situation in which
he is teaching. Among the questions that my interns have used are the
following: (1) What would you like to be doing five Years from now
(2) What would you like to be doing twenty years from now? (3) If
you were not legally bound to be in school, would you be here now?
Why or why not? (4) t'hat would you most hate to lose? Why? (5)
What would you most like to own? Why? (6) Who in public life do you
most admire? (7) Vhat would you most like to change about school?
NIan of the questions used should encourage extended written answers
r .ther than yo/no answers. Some of the questions should be controversial
so that they can provide a basis for future classroom discussions and
compositions.

In situations where students know each other fairly well, it can be
profitable to have students complete two or more personal .7haracteristic
sheets, one concerning themselves and one or more about other people
in class. These sheets would list two polarities, and the student would be
invited to mark where on the scale he or the person whom he is rating
stands. The sheets might look something like this:

Stro Weakng
Neat Sloppy
Loud Quiet
Generous Selfish

Probably ten or twelve sets of polar qualities would make a good begin-
ning. Or the sheets have been filled out and each person has his own
ratings and those that others have done about him, he might be asked
to write a statement explaining why he rated himself differently in some
categories than his classmate(s) rated hint

Students just back from a summer break, finding themselves in an
unaccustomed situation. possibly with a new teacher, will find the assign-
ments suggested here easier to complete than a theme assignment, and
the nercises suggested can lead directly to written assignments which
will capitalize on the students actual interests.

This idea has been used %en; erfeetkely by one of my interns, Thomas Richardson,
Pineerest High School. Southern Pines, North Carolina, who has drawn up a most
engaging sheet on %% hich the show is modeled.
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Learning experieneeS have a
better chance of being on

target" and successful if they
begin with the students' ideas.
Richard R. Adler, director of

teacher training at the
University of Montana, outlines

a plan fur involving students
in their own questions about

literature.

ANSWERING THE

UNANSWERED

QUESTIONS

Richard R. Adler

A recent trend in the teaching of English is an emphasis in the class-
room upon exploring literature with students rather than teaching about
literature. If that is our goal, we must attempt to answer an important
question: I low can we bring to the surface the student's most natural and
honest responses to a literary work?

For too long we have tended to ask students questions, byliassing their
questions. Their responses become responses to our questions, not to the
work. If we structure the focus for discussion, role playing, or writing,
we gamble that their questions and concerns are the same as ours. Not
always true! The maturity and sophistication of the teacher as reader is
quite different from that of the student as reader. Students must feel that
their responses are valid and worthy of exploration. I-low then do we go
about this process?

One strategy which sets the focus while allowing for individual re-
sponse is a process-oriented method I call "identifying the unanswered
question."

As readers, all of us have found gaps in stories wherein we wish the
author had supplied us with more information. For example, if we read
in a story that a character did something after discussing a situation with
a friend, we wonder what the dialogue between them might have in-
cluded, or how the two persons conducted that dialogue.

Another example might be a story in which the author mentions a
childhood experience which affects a character. If the author never tells
us what that experience was, we arc left to our imaginations fill in the
gap. Consequently, an activity which interests students includes identify-
ing their unanswered questions in a work of literature. Vkile:i allow
this to happen. we are taking advantage of the uniqueness ,1* L:h-11 per-
son's reading experiences which guide his responses to the ':tors Ea
reader brings to literature a past life of experiences unequaled h anyone
else. Flik past experience is roponsible for his view of e world. lie
sees human experiences in literature and interprets the impit,ations of
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these experiences through his personal view of the world. One of our re-
sponsibilities as teachers of English is to help the student clarify as well
as shape this new experience for assimilation into his collection of ex-
periences in life. Consequently, by encouraging a personal response from
the student, we facilitate this process.

The questions or concerns which students bring out are many and
varied. Each student may, if he desires, pursue his own question or com-
bine his question with those of others. Not only does the student sense
his individuality in a secure atmosphere, he soon develops a tolerance and
understanding for his fellow students, their opinions, and their responses.

An example of this process will show the varied kinds of questions
which arise wren students arc given the freedom to express their indi-
vidual responses fur exploration ia the classroom. The following story
lends itself to this strategy.

"Read the story and identify the unanswered question which naturally
surfaces. Keep in mind the fact that you will be allowed to explore
further a possible answer to your unanswered question. If you wish, place
a caret (A) in tl:c text of the story to indicate where you would insert
the answer you wish to develop.**

Echo and \arcissus' 1)1 Katharine Pyle

Hera became very suspicious w henever Zeus hit Mount Olympus
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A recent YY orkshop Nv ith teachers of English included an experience

with this story. The following list of questions came from the readers:

I. Why didn't Zeus protect Fell° from the wrath of Hera?
2. %Vhat did Zeus do in the past to make Hera jealous?
3. Why didn't Zeus include Ilera in his trips to earth?
4. What activities by the mortals amuse Zeus?
5. How is it that Zeus and Hera are able to roam the world?
6. How come there is only one pool which reflects Narcissus'

image? Or is this the first time he looked into a pool of water?
7. What are the reasons that cause Narcissus to lore himself when

there are so many beautiful nymphs around?
s. What pressures did Zeus use to convince Echo to detain Hera?
U. What was the story Echo told Hera to detain her?

in. I low did the gods ascend and descend from on high?
1. What explains the limited powers of the various gods?
12. Why was Narcissus turned into a flower rather than another

object?
IL Flow do you explain the makeup of the tears which could melt

a body?
14. Can the concept of an echo be explained any other way than

through this store?

These questions serve as options for further exploration, whether for
immediate learning experiences or for long-range goals to be spread
throughout a unit on mythology. If we are patient with the process we
w ill find that the specific goals we have for students concerning literary
terminology. history, authors, and literary concepts can he better achieved
hx students after they have had a chance to explore their personal re-
sponses to literature. For example, if we allowed students to pursue the
ninth question. What story did Echo tell Hera to detain her? we would
find that students would be better able to cope with such goals as style
or the literary term myth. If they wrote the story which they thought
Echo told. they would more than likely try to put that story into the
style of the existing story. The actual story they produced would be an
experience in creating their own literature and would further support a
foundation for their understanding the characteristics which define the
term myth. in one group which explored this question, members actually
wrote the story they thought Echo told. After they had finished, they
read the story to the group. The first comment which surfaced from the
group was another unanswered question in that story. And the process
began again from w here it originally started.

If yy e look carefully at all of the questions asked within this story, we
can see innumerable possibilities for studying mythology. Several of the
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questions contain possibilities for exploring the personalities and powers
of the gods. Other questions include implications for fantasy and reader
imagination. The structure of the w odd of the gods is inherent in other
questions. the concepts of the echo and the mirror in our society reveal
themselves in two of the questions, Study of the meanings and connota-
tions f words is also possible. lit- taking advantage of all the possibilities
available within the students' questions, we could structure an entire unit
on nwtnologv.

Following the questions, students can %%Tire individually or coopera-
tively. Fhey can discuss w ith another student, or in small groups. Im-
provisation or role playing can be used, Puppetry, painting, or collages
might come into play, The work itself might suggest other forms or
structures to be used. Each of the structures allows students to deal with
their concern and remain with the text of the story for guidance and
assistance in their efforts,

As teachers of English, w e very often find ourselves in the position of
determining the goals for student learning. We need at our fingertips
methods of determining the goal which will afford us the best chance
fur student involvement and commitment. What better way to begin than
with student responses which tell us where they are, what they're think-
ing, and how far we can expand or extend their learning:' Designing and
structuring these learning experiences for students somewhat parallels
the attitude w hich Wpodx Ha\ es, football coach at Ohio State, has
toward the forward pass. three things can happen: the pass goes incom-
plete, the pass is intercepted, or the pass is completed; two of the three
possibilities are unsuccsful. .1s teachers, we gamble in a similar way
when we structure a learning experience for students. Three things,
possibly inure, can happen: the experience can bore them; the experience
can be too difficult and frustrate them; or the experience can be right On
target and be successful, Our odds in this gamble are better if we can find
some way to begin with the students' ideas. And the fact that the ideas
come from the students makes all the difference. They are more willing
to explore their nleernti Vven when the teacher decides the classroom
organization through hich the ideas are to be explored.
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ANOTHER

DIRECTION:

LITERATURE

IN REVERSE

Albert C. Yoder

Despite the manifold schools of literary criticism, in the classroom most
instructors approach most works in much the same way. They follow, or
have their students follow, a customary series of activities:

I. The students are told to read the work.
2. The class summarizes the plot or outlines the significant action to

make certain everyone understands what happens in the work.
3. The class isolates and discusses the central event, the crisis.
4. The class discusses the theme of the work, usually implicit in the

central event or crisis.
5. The discussion then concludes with some evaluation of the theme

or technique.

.NIthough an instructor may investigate other matters than those listed
above. thc still provide the general proceeding or modlls operand/ that
most instructors will follow. But why should we aNzays begin with the
s ork and then move toward comments on the general experience or judg-
ment embodied in the work= Why could we not begin by discussing a
general experience or a judgment on experience and then approach the
work as exemplifying IC:

I would like to suggest a procedure which reorders the steps a class
usually follows. Except for the concluding comments which serve to
evaluate the story, this procedure completely reverses the usual qrder:

1. The instructor provide!, the class with a general judgment or in-
terpretation of experience. which can then be discussed or written
about.
The instructor provides the class with a situation, event, or ob-
servation which exemplifies the judgment.

3. The instructor provides the class with an outline of a story. as
vet unread bv the class, w hich has as its theme the judgment
previously discussed. The class is then asked to "create" a short
story around the judgment and the outline.

4. :\t this point the class is provided with the professionally written
story from w hich the outline and judgment were drawn,
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5. Finally, the class is asked to respond to the story, to respond to it
both in terms of the theme they have previously discussed and in
terms of technique by comparing their version of the story with
the professional product.

The following example could serve as a handout for the study of Sher-
wood Anderson's "I Want Know %Vim"

I. General interpretive judgment. The process of growing up in-
variably involves disillusionment. Adolescents inevitably become
disillusioned about a number of things: parents, the church, per-
sonal heroes, girlfriends, boyfriends. Two obvious results of this
are (1) that adolescents begin to raise serious questions about why
people or institutions are not always what they should be, and
(2) that adolescents begin to see reality "as it is"; they lose their
illusions and learn to confront the world about them; they learn
that appearance and reality are not always identical.

2. Example or situation, When adolescents are . growing up they
often attach themselves emotionally to a personal idol or hero and
inevitably, at some point, they discover that noir model is only
human, not all that different from themselves. The moment at
which the adolescent discovers this can be, for him, quite tragic.

ANSIGNMENT ONE. Compose a response to the judgment or example.
Your response may be a narrative in which you simply offer a
more specific example or examples of the judgment or it may be an
expository analysis in which you express agreement or disagree-
ment and defend your position. Your response may bp either
personal or impersonal,

3. General outline:
a. The narrator is describing an event that was important in his

adolescence.
b. The narrator was very enthusiastic about horses and the world

of horseracing.
c. Although the narrator and his friends were accustomed to

seeing races in Kentucky, they decided to run away from home
and go to the big eastern track at Saratoga.

d. NVhen they arrived, the narrator was impressed, especially
with the qualities of one of the horses.

e. Ile was further impressed with the horse's trainer, who repre-
sented all that he would like to become.

f. The narrator's favorite horse finished first in the big race; the
narrator wanted to share the victory with the trainer, whom he
admired.

g. The narrator followed the trainer, only to discover that he
had gone to a house of ill repute.

h. the narrator was disillusioned. felt betrayed, and wanted to
know why his idol would be lave in this way.
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AssiusimENT 1vo. Vrite a short story following the outline provided
above. You may develop the setting, incidental details, characters,
and dialogue in any wa% you hike so long as you do nor contradict
the general outline.

4. Read Sherwood Anderson's "I Want to Know Why."

ASsiuS.N1 IA I TORFE. Compose a response to the story. You may re-
late your general comments or observations in assignment one
to the story and or compare your version of the story with An-
derson's.

This order of events is the reverse of that typically followed by a class
and provides insights into a story not gained with the other. 11 rudent
approaches the story in much the same way as did the author author
typically begins with an observation and a judgment on experience and
attempts to express these in a narrative. The students are asked to do this
as well, even before they confront the professionally witten story. As a
result, they are better prepared to understand and evaluate the story and
are less likely to relate to it passively or be tyrannized either by the au-
thor's judgment or by his technique. Students will have actively consid-
ered the theme and expressed it narratively themselves and are thus
disposed to question the author's treatment of both theme and expression.

Obviously this technique has its limitations. Since the class is, in es-
sence, provided with the theme before they confront the story and thus
may not learn to discover and formulate themes for themselves, it would
be ti- ;e for an instructor to rely exclusively on this method. lie would
do I . to alternate the usual technique with the one described here; or
he illigot have half the class follow one technique, half the other, and
then have them compare their conclusions.
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SWIFT AND

OLDENBURG:

SATIRE OF THE

COLOSSAL

Lavonne Mueller

I am always looking for the chance to integrate literature with art. For
one reason, the adolescent lives in a' visual world. Secondly, I want to ex-
pose the students to as many artistic expressions as possible. One method
I found successful is the teaching of Jonathan Swift's "A Voyage to
Brobdingnag" in Gal kw's Travels in tandem with the works of the
artist Clacs Oldenburg.

Brobdingnag, of course, is a land of giants. I believe that students
better understand and enjoy the satire of the colossal after they have been
exposed to the works of Oldenburg.

On the first day of the unit, I put on the overhead a transparency of
Oldenburg's giant icebag, I offer no explanation but simply let the stu-
dents look at it. Invariably there is laughter (which is the right response).
Then the inevitable question: "Is that supposed to be art?"

"Yes," I say. "it's art. Swift uses verbal description to set a scene that
literally magnifies a human situation. Oldenburg does the same thing
with a paintbrush."

I then write on the blackboard Swift's comment on Brobdingnag: "Un-
doubtedly philosophers arc in the right when they tell us that nothing is
great or little otherw ise than by comparison." What, I propose to the
students, do Swift and Oldenburg accomplish by their giants?

Then I display a transparency of Oldenburg's enormous ice cream cone.
Again, there is laughter. It's all right to laugh. I tell them. But why is
it funny?

Oldenburg, like many other contemporary artists, is preoccupied with
objects. If one rakes an object out of the environment and thereby isolates
it, that object acquires a special meaning. Oldenburg not only isolates th-
object but enlarges it so that one can interpret the object from an original
perspective.

One can see an ice cream cone any time, I tell students. Yet do we rea-
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Chic, Oldenburg, Giant kebag. Orange vinyl and silver fiberglass, Sketch by Sandy
1.0thsun. tenth grade, Del:alb I iigh

lire how much if an etisrence that cnt. has? I luw much ;iuthritv and
influence it ha. our life style?

I then put on :mother transparent \ this time of Oldenhurg's oversized
electric fan. Remember, I tell students, the artist is asking us to view
his object from a ne\% vantage point. Oldenbuil,E wants to attract more
attention to the commonplace by magnik ink* the dimensions Of these
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taxes .noenourg, (lion lee Cream Cone. Nine feet long; canvas stuffed with foam
rubber. Sketch by sandy hith,,,n, School.

ordinary objects. "I v.int to make something so big," Oldenburg says,
-that 'lobo& can possess it."

Is a CullIparitiOn, I show a transparency with a few of Swift's dimen-
sions in Brobdingnag:

Grayv twenty feet vi gb!
Corn forty feet bigli!
A bed 4igbt yards from tbe
A table tl.'ree bundred feet square.'

Swift, i eplain, also e\amined objects by isolating and magnifying them,
\Ve are asked to ponder on the "twenty foot high grass" and the "three
hundred foot square table" as something somehow different and powerful.

ndot ilacki I v the most dramatic magnification conies from Swift's treat-
ment of people. There is a horrifying vet telling moment when Gulliver
sees the skin of the lovely Maids of I fonor "Their skins appelr:d so
coarse ;111(1 une,.en, so variously coloured, when I saw them near, with a
mole here and there as broad as a trencher, and hairs hanging from it
thicker than paekthreads." Swift reminds us again that something or
someole is neither beautiful nor ugly ewer by comparison.
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Although Oldenburg is inclined toward objects, he does like to render
his interpretations of people through the designing of 111011t11111211M The

"monumental hero" is supposed to be bigger than life, and that is why
Oldenburg is continually drawing sketches for proposed monuments. I us
monunient to Marilyn Monroe, for c\ample, is a giant lipstick with lip-
-stick stroke attached--shaped like a huge, menacing, red scythe,

Swift and Oldenburg are much alike in their massive parodies of human
oistellee, Both artists are intent on letting us know that interpretation of
site and scale are basically limited by perceptions of our own and

shape. The satire of the colossal takes on a greater significance for students

when they can actually see the magnification as well as read about it.
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THE COURT

OF INQUIRY

Harvey Starkman

Like so many of our best experiences in the classroom, the following
project was born phoenix-like from the ashes of an unsuccessful attempt
to treat the same material through a different format. I laving previously
taught a novel in a rather conventional Socratic manner, I had definite
pedagogical anus when I turned to the second novel on our course of
study, 'William (it,Iding's Lord of tbe Hies. First. I was most anxious to
employ a technique which would make greater demands on student par-
ticipation. cutting down on an LACesSiVe An MUM' of -teacher talk.- Sec-
oncil\ , I was determined to find an approach hich would, elleuurage ly
more silent students to play an active rule in the learning process. To
these ends I turned almost automatically to the small group seminar.

We do. I hope. learn from our errors. .after several seminars it be-
came painfullt obvious to me that students do not necessarily feel a high
device of commitment to a project w inch they themselves have not
initiated. \Ithough some of the presentations were perceptive in their
anal% sis. and although some of the students who had been known chiefly
for their silence did finally break the sound harrier. the seminars on the
Yhole tended to move mechanicalk and safely tiver the tr.-atilt-1(mA ground
of rheumatic ..nd N stld Il the end of the presentations both the
students and I heaved the kind of sigh of relief that dues not bode w ell
for et,gnitive gain.

Our movement. towards a dramatic approach actualk grew out of an
attempt by one of the seminar groups ro liiithhati/C plot through role
playing rather than through verbal recount. l'nough student ellrMsnk
was aroused to suggest that an extended dramatic exploration of the novel
might be successful if two stumbling blocks Cri removed: the Amuck
that onh students enrolled in the dramatic arts program could adapt
themselves NUCCC\Nt.till to a dramatic c\ploration, and the feeling of ill-
seeurit r:iat alwa s accompanies .1 ;novena...
around. File first Nod: was removed k tliy bull-headed insistence that

er.uld e\ pion.. the dramatic met him creating a role for lum-
sel. th,t he felt he could idequamel% handle. 'Elie second block was re-
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YHE CC URT OF INQUIRY

moved when we chose a SUppOrthlif structure to serve as the vehicle for
our exploration, a structure which we called the Court of inquiry.

The Court of Inquiry was more than a fortuitous choice At present a
very popular course in law is taught at our high school. and course
work coupled with field trips and a speakers program have created a real
interest in legal procedure. Basically, then, my students were working on
somewhat familiar ground. Golding's novel, like such other secondary
school standards as To Kill a Mockingbird. Mess the Beasts and (:hildren,
and A Separate Peace. presents violent death and leaves the reader strug-
gling for explanation, The Court of Inquir% a court "mandated" to
determine the underlying causes for the deaths and social collapse that
the reader has encountered allows the most important titiestionsthe
-whv questionsto he posed. pondered. and argued in dialectic form.

in establishing our special court, all rules of juridical procedure were
adapted to our special needs. Our court consisted of a panel of justices
who outlined a frame of reference, ruled on the admissibility of evidence.

and instructed the jury; three advocates for the prosecution who read a
charge based on individual responsibility for the crimes committed and
who called and cross-examined witnesses; and three advocates for the
defense who argued that in conditions of anxiety and deprivation the
irrational aspects of man's personality must perforce emerge. thus denying
the eulleept of individual responsibilits.

l'he selection of role,: was a fascinating example of student creativity.
There were of course the obvious roles--the survivors, the living pro-
tagonists and antagonists of the novel. Rut how is one to retrieve the
vital testimony of those w ho have mil: survived The answer is simple:
s ou call their ghosts. ( We decided that unlike other w itnesses. ghosts
did not have to be sworn in as presumably a Higher (:liurt had or w (Mid

pass ) Ill the %Mlle a%. parents. relatives. and psychiatrists were

creat..d to provide insight inn) character's behavior. (;iven a high degree
of fleshing% students were able to choose for themselves the limit to
k hieh they felt thus N% cry reasonably and responsibly able to coining
themselves to the project. During the course of a four-da% program some
witnesses appeared on the stand once ' bile others w ere recalled on several

occasions either the prsecution or the defense. For those Who for

reasons of their ow n did in actively seek a roles the jury provided a
position of security. [he jur% eighed all the evidence and returned an
oral and a written verdict explaining its decisPin and recommendations.

The pedagogical gains derived from a dramatic arts apnroadt to novel
stmt\ are flUillerulls. I he Court of Inquiry demands a careful and critical

ruading of the te\t to determine viable characterization and Mt aiVati011

for .let1( Oh File presentation tit w ritten statements b% the tribunal. the
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jury. and the tw a advocating bodies involves the students in the erttleal
evaluation, selection, and organization of materials and exposes the stu-
dents to that form ut st riting commonly called arpittent. The courtroom
presentation itself is an enjoyable espetience hieh provides ail excellent
OpportlinitV to bad on the oral and listening arts aspec t. of an English
program. As the project progressed, both advocates and witnesses were
able to recognize and utilize rhetorical technique to lend impact to their
statements. Through exposure and experimentation the students became
increasingly aware of the impact of those elements of style and pr,:senta-
tion which we commonly call "dramatic" on the processes of COMMUOI-
Cation and Opinion ModiliCatiOO.

The COUrt Of Inquiry project provides opportunity for learning in
both large and small group settings. In preparing arguments and in chal-
lenging witnesses. both advocating bodies employed the talents of other
staff members to help build their cases. One side consulted a physics reach-
er on the nature of light and the degree of illumination that would be
thrown off lit a camp fire in order to prove culpability. When a class
demonstration %t as challenged On technical grounds by the other side,
the experimenters returned to the physics teacher for fresh ammunition.

Success in any dramatic arts project hinges on flexibility. Rules are
made up on the spot MAIM:Oil both pace and dramatic moVelilent. In
a relaxi:d atmosphere t here exploration and concentration on the process
of the activity rather than on a finished product is stressed, student inter-
action increases as Nei f-conscluusness vanishes. In fact, it Was not long
before int students began to talk about audiences. I did my best to argue
at an audience .as I did not Vish to create a performer-receiver di-
cnot..-ni% in %t hat I revard as an essentially participatory mode of learning.
On the other hand. I w as not unaware that the students' request was in
part a sign of their own pride and commitment to a project that they
themselves had shaped and seen thrtuigh to an end.
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'THE TURN OF

THE SCREW'

Ron Smith

Fur t. 101 ears I periodically taught I fem. James's The Turn of
the tic re-,;: with (Ink the must frustrating of results, both for me and for
my students. Regardless how I guided or, as was toil often the case. in-
former them, most student; staggered under the twin burdens of
imilvs's convoluted prose and stn-, rho. seemed unable to read well
enough to wake it throuQh the stor\ at all, let alone with enough care to
I)rcclllccte 111ine iintki.htaildini,r. The frustrations came to an abrupt halt,
lvwever. %% hen I placed the novel squarely at the center of my ccntr,:e.
"Introduction to the Novel." making it the bastion that when properly
st,,rnied by r it: entire clan; \1ntild told hoth iMMediate satisfactions and
the longer range benetits of generalk closer and more informed reading

students.
lit the time students are scheduled to read TN. Turn of the SCYCZZ' in

the novels course, they have read three novels bv other authors and have
come to understand that there are definite advantages to approaching
novels 11 ith know leige of 1141w point of view can work, of how a novel's
shape And ci \ pus. can he detected early for better perception of
the author's pi.rpose. of 11 hat SVI1IIIS luck like and how they can be
emplo\ ed. and so on. In addition, rho have .d ready encountered henry
James through .1 quotation which I've used in our discussions of the
previous novels; "The :Jen- question as tic a poet or novelist is, flow dices
he feel about life: 11 hat. in the last anal sis, is his philosoph This
is the most interk.stinu thing their orks (der us. Details are interesting in
proportion as thk Y contribute to make it clear."

I herefre, the stu,lents are butter prepared than the\ otherwise would
he w hen I read ro theill. before the have begun their reading of The'
Turn the .Sr..c, ., \% hat .iiiiC1 said .11ii Ilit it in his later preface: "It is a
peek. (if ingoithr., pure and simple. .1 cold artistic CA1(111,16)11, an amusette
to catch those not easth cau.21it (the 'tun' of the capture of the merely
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witless hying ever so small), the jaded, the %lisilltkioned, the fastikflus,"
till, 11101 the students hear that, the groan in unison, Et'ally to give up
before (young the blot(.,

At this ntneture, I II Ite.. the students that then will have help in their
ruminations over thy novel, and I quiclik ask them to count from one to
ten. around the room. each student thus having a 11111111er. Then the this
is rearranged in gruups. t lhe siie of the class is nu special factor; I have
worked with ten groups of front three to five each and sec 110 reason W111'
even sip in a 1.p.oup w ill not succeed.)

I \111,611 to the class that each group will have something concerning
the novel to defend or reject \\ ith evidence. Then I distriute dittIK'd
SIICCN CUntallinT the fulImving list:

I, File ghosts the governesssees are nor real. lust hallucinations,
She is neurotic. -repressed." and the ghosts she sees are quite

s\ !upturns of her Mental condition.
2. iitm, if the governess is Merck seeing things and the ghosts are

not real. dues she manage to describe Si) well a man who is dead
and honi she'd never seenPeter (..)tiint;

;. I he governess is a IMP c, seared. HaMpshire (,arson's daughter
"I"' slut t battle spirits to "`e the children. "ho are cl)r-
ruined,

4. Just hit the gm erne', thinking and actions are to he inter-
preted is left up to the reader bv J(hes.
James made some interesting changes from earlier drafts of Tbe
Preto r,t t1.,. Screw fur the final version. Ile changed things that
the governcs, said. such as "I observed'. to felt," sa\C to
"I sensed.- "I pereeivvd- to "I feel.- and on,

r,. Mile,' death \\ as brought about by the governess's tulentk emo-
tional beha tor.
It is not unlikely that I )(maks is Miles and that James \yaws us to

e the matter thought. It is therefore possible that it is \Ides
himself k ho reads the stor to us (*as can he determined in the
unnumbered first section of the no\ell. If \tiles did not in fact
die. our basis for belie\ ing hat the governess says throulrhout
the story is it.'1 )1%11'W/ed.

X, re Wh" 101(M ilnICS'S ritings \\ ell \\ uuld kiitm of a
itl nu% ul of his in luch he dues nut Make some seritius

t), 41 and L.11 all tier again. I hats ' hat Tly Tan/ of tbe Screz::
Is all about.
1 he I I-k.ar.oless of mural t.111- is eshibitud w ell in this novel.

I 11e 11%r Cull.i.ts of paraphrases of acrial comments made and positions
taken in craws of the novel, Fach of the ten Llroups is charved \ith de-
fendiniz or rejectinif, nth evidence, the numbered item that corresponds
to its izroup number. It Is important, though, once students have read the
list, that the\ he told nut tit be cuntined L"the In their numliered item
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or by an other on the sheet. The buttli ink;' of heads w ithin groups could
well result in another interpretation altogether, perhaps one that is better
than any of the ten; after all, the fact that there are some contradictions

ithin t tc numbered items indicates that not even liter.iry critics are
fully in tgreement over James's put/ler,

Before dismissing the class 1 tell the students, as follows, what we will
be doinit in the three class meetings ahead. They are to have read through
Section X k rcoqhh lull of the novel) before the next meeting and will
be aiveit aboui- halt of that meeting to irtn out group positions and amass
evidence in defense of them. Everyone should, however, be familiar
enough with the reading assignment and all the numbered items to be
aware how evidence might be used for or against any one item. It is

pm issibl2. in other words, that defense of a point can also be achieved by
being prepared to defeat some other point. One group will be chosen to
present its case and supportive evidence at the beginning of the third
meeting. The group will be given the floor for no more than eight or
ten minutes, after w hich questions, challenges, of further evidence can be
presented by other groups. Since there will not be time for every group
to have the floor formally, all groups are encouraged to respond from
their seats. Each group will receive a grade based on its performance; the
nu Ire participation, whether while having the floor or as audience respon-
dents, the better. Fite grade awarded will be in the nature of extra credit,
all group grades finally going into the record book as extra credit grades
awarded to group members themselves.

. \t the start of the second meeting. I pass around a sheet which all
students sign. by group number, for my use in awarding the extra credit
grades. As the third and fourth class meetings in the sequence begin, I
pass tni, sheet around for initialing. With credit to be awarded to indi-
viduals on the basis of their group's perf(it stance, this is essential.) Before
the groups begin their preparatory discussions as groups, I talk some to
the class alftnit the obvious frame device it. the novel ( hopefully without
divulging any clues of importance). the when and where of the story's

And jlines's prose t pointiwz out, to make students feel better about
their reading labors, some of the humorous remarks about his style that
have been made by people like I I. (;. Wells). Then 1 tell the students to
get to work establisinng their group positions and evidence, letting them
know I'm available for :111\ consultation they think might be legitimate
under the circumstance,. They will have until fifteen minutes before the
class peribd ends to discuss with their grouptuates, at which point a
spokesman from each group must announce briefly to the rest of the

V\ ich some indleatiiin of !-\-pes of evidence, what the group's position
N. l'his '.0 ill be helpful to all snoops since they will be able to pick up
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antlICS thcy'd riot thought. di i,utter prepAted ',viten the tem

storming of the bAstion heNt Ince-Ana. iIhiIl 'lust before dolsi is
dismissed. I tell the NBILLMS there 1% in be no time to discuss within
gromps at the start of the net meeting, so the% should, before leaving.
make arrangements to meet ,md prepare as groups outside of class after
the% have completed reading the novel.

At the start of the third meeting, I choose one group from among those
numbered one thrlough three to malic their case before the class, remind-
ing the othery; in the class that they are encouraged to participate with
relevant comments and evidence as soon as the group On the floor has
finished. That group %%ill remain there to field all questions, challenges, or
additional evidence that other groups llircct at them, \lost of the time
that means that onlv moo groups have the floor during this third meeting,
for the audience's reaction to presentations is seldom less than exuberant,
often heatedas might be expected with all the blind alleys James built
into The Turn of tbc Sert'%'.

I have Inund that Inv participation as audience respondent has much
to do %% ith whether the discussions go) well and, in particular, with ex-
citement. rye found it best to overcome anv impatient tendencies I might
have to steer until there is no other way; ordinarily a word from in at
the proper time cmicerning evidence nr a point missed will s V things
straight. Five minutes at the end of the third meeting for summariiing
k% hat has been acentliplished and pointing out what lies ahead, r ye dis-
covered, is the best way to assure that students will rethink any weak
positions, perhaps even meet again in groups outside of class, and be ready
in our fourth meeting to) uncover %% hat is important in James's little
"ammet

By the conclusion of the fourth and last meeting devoited to) The Turn
of the Serc-,;% students have discovered that there .ire rink's 1 hen, to turn
Jouhert's words around. "The pain of dispute- tines not "greg . out-

eigh its uses.- I stunning James's nuvel collectively and by disputing
the evidence V. ithm and among ;mums, students have gotten as eh itie to
a !nivel h they ever have. In essence, they have becnme invulved, through
independent and group appraisal of %% hat the have read, and have come
Vii reali/e the merit oil close reading. Perhaps !he soundest proof of that
comes in limy the perform on a later test. hut I prefer to) think there's
another and better \Va.% I'd rather believe that proof conies inure inean-
inetill when the 12Tu impatient ith ine when. In tkell \`,1110: tine of
the :lover, k1e read after The 'Turn iii t f'' l're tried to "inform"
them oof V hat the novel is all all out. That's something like an insult, I

.tuess to veteran stoormers ut bastiuns.
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FROM SCRIPT

TO ACTION:

SUPPLYING THE

MISSING ELEMENTS

Robert C. Small, Jr.

Despite the usual success of a -theater" approach to drama in the class-
room, mane teachers have found that the relative harries . the typical
script. even of the annotated versions found in tembooks, presents stu-

lents ith re it problems of understanding and interpretation. Because
few plays contain inure than rudimentary physical descriptions of the
characters, students frequently have difficulty deciding the age. size. dress,

etc. of the individuals they are portraying and of the people with \vhom
their characters interact. Settings arc also nude given inure than the
slightest of descriptions in the typica: script. The general setting is usually
stated in the simplest terms. Mentioning only the most major props and
their locations on the stage. Students, consequently, often have little idea
of the sumiundinp:s of the action and frequently demonstrate very inap-

propriate ideas about the setting.
Equallv confusing to many students are the physical actions and rela-

tionships esisting among the characters during a play. Where are the
people as rho talk to each other= Are they standing. leaning, sitting;
What is each doing with his arms, hands, face= 0..rtain answers to such
questions may he obvioils from the dialogue of the play, and some stage
directions are usually included. Yet, even in a play like Our o;:i, with
its abnormally long directions, students are often confused about the rela-
tive positiims of the eharaetcrs and w hat the\ are doing as they speak.

For many students, a pia\ consists of something akin to a collection of
vhostly voices.

lit order to deal with these problems, one high school English depart-
ment developed the following fire- stage procedure. First, the students
Ilse a comic hook as the script for a play and earry out a production in
class, There are many comic books available which tell stories of a length
not In different from oneact play. [oohed ,lt friun a dramatic perspec-
tive, such comic hooks are actually pia\ s with sketches of characters,
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Eyeriment at the graduate level; Abandon research papers in favor of
creative activities; "Well, %Ow note" I argued with mvself. Each semester,
students in Middle English a demanding Subject at its easiest--seetned

Icss "n"g t" exert the discipline necessary to "taster the early dialevts,
less able to relate to the medieval w titers, and consequently, less capable
of producing a w (vim Idle final paper. I as determined to Lind a 1ay to
motivate the students, to make Nliddle English come to life for them so
that the\ Would remember the language, the pe4iple of the period, and
their customs long after closing the textbook for a final time,

But how omit! one wave the wand of modernity over such an academic
curse:: I In% doe from a very ditraent type of class which

been teaching with great success for several years. Basically a methods
course. it had developed to the point where it was almost entirely student
directed. with a major assignment that WAN nut a research paper but 3
student activity or group project. I had grave concerns about employing
such an approach with :Middle English but, after pondering the possibili-
ties. I decided that it 11,1s worth the attempt.

aklitnt to feeling somewhat ill at ease when I first walked into the
classroom prepared to hand out the syllabus fur the revised course. Would
he students he scornful of my suggestions and complain that I was insult -

iii their' InteiligiMCC!' Perhaps worse, would they be passive and accepting
in class but gleefully pass the word that a (Mee ditlicult course had gone
".1lickee Nlouse- Well. I \% Quail have to risk making a fool of myself.

l'he result; ;student reaction was such that I Lonsidered myself a fool
mit to have madc :he change earlier. Witlpiut exception, the students.
youthful and mature ,alike were enthusiastic bout the activities which
replaced the rvsearch paper. Consequently. they were /ohms in their
\\oil; and the presentations ut tlw finished prciduets to the class were often
hoth entertaining and instructive. 1 was proud of the entire group, And

hen the seine .ter as over, 1 was happy to receive little notes of fate-
well and thanks from members of the group: 11;s class has opened up
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1104 worlds for tne- I am indeed closer to a world its ancient time."
`Thanks very Lima. I truly learned a lot and enjoyed myself doing it."
A year later, one of the students spoke to me again about the pleasure
she had derived from the opportunity to use her hands as well as her
mind in an academie course,

krcwitil is a list of sample activities, with a few comments about the
first three in order to give the "feel" of the class.

1. Design and stitch a gonfalon representing some person, institution,
or incident in medieval literature or history,

I was amazed to learn that three of my best graduate students were
tackling this assignment with gusto. They expressed delight in being able
to en)plos. their creative skills in work which was meaningful to them. 1
Was toM that when the course %e as completed, two intended to hang the
gnfaliais in their homes and one planned to give her banner to a close
friend. 1 kno% then that this project would nut soon be forgotten. All
three students did a thorough job of researching their subject matter
(and with more ardor than they would have felt fur a traditional paper),
as e ms made clear when they explained their motifs, symbolism, and use

e dors and fabrics to their fascinated classmates.

2, Research, cool:, and serve a medieval meal.

project was popular with everyone in my classes! On one occasion,
the assIgnincin led to an off-campus party, complete with medieval cos-
tumes, music, orig:nal poetry. and large menus crafted in the manner of
oluminated manusci'pts. One of the cooks prepared a chicken aspic dish
front a fifteenth century recipe. producing the homemade gelatin base
during cs eek-long ritual of alternately cooking and cooling pigs' feer.
Hie trotters had to he specially ordered from a bemused butcher, and the
cook's Irisliand and children assisted in cleaning them and watching the
gelat ;n brew.

Invent a somilatilin game based on the Ion Years l'ar, the Peasants'
Revt alt. or the Black I 1.

I his is 1 s one of the most successful suggestions, causing students to
eunsider the material in a variety of new ways. In one class, it provided
the unique stimulus net...ded by a student who was at first totally apathetic,
frequently absent, and apparently incapable of doing acceptable work. I
feared that he w ould drop out. Suddenly, however, he began visiting my
office to discuss the game he was creating about the effects of the Plague.
I wasn't sure what to e\pect on the day he nude his presentation, but it
was ,ippitela that he had become "much' knuwiedgeabk

("1 all
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aspects of the Black Death. After giving a spirited talk on the subject, he
explained the w orkings of his game. Quickly his classmates responded,
clearing a spac'.. in the center of the room and becoming immersed in
"Plague,- At the end of" the session, several people asked for copies of
the game directions so that they might play it with friends or family, and
all encouraged the author; some suggested that his creation was suitable
for commercial production. Immediately after this successful experience,
the student began to appear regularly in class, was obviously prepared,
and entered forcefully into discussions; he completed the course in a
highly satisfactory manner.

Sinie other activities:

4. Add a chapter to \landeville's Travels.
5. Produce a kinestatic film running four to five minutes on the his-

torical period 1066-1500 (See Charles Braverman's description of
how he made "American Time Capsule'' in Film: The Creative

c, by David Sohn, pp. 101-103.)
6. "Discover an "authentic" manuscript of Middle English lyrics.
7. Prepare a multimedia presentation reflecting some aspect of medi-

eval English literature.
s. Complete the untioished Fitt IIi of "Wynncre and Wastoure."
9. Research the Morris Dance or Mummers performances and re-

create for the class, complete with music, costumes, and dittoed
explanatory script.
Write a Middle English playlet in which the situations (misunder-
standings, humor, etc. arise from the fact that the characters speak
different dialects.

1. Write a fictional biography of the Pearl poet. based on infer-
ences draw n from his writings. (This suggestion led to the produc-
tion of two disarmingly poignant yet humor-laden .pieces of crea-
tive writing viiien totally captivated the classroom audience.)

As a result of such assignments, Inv classes in medieval literature have
become nn meaningful and memorable for the students . . . and more
pleasant and rewarding for their teacher.



Many students have difficulty
reading fiction which does not

conform to popular conventions
in its treatment of plot,
narrator, time-frame. or

subjective reality. Richard C.
Gebbardt, associate professor of

English at Findlay College,
Findlay, Ohio, describes how be

met this challenge.

SOPHISTICATED

FICTION AND

UNSOPHISTICATED

STUDENTS

Richard C. Gebhardt

At all but a few selective institutions, literature teachers find in their
classes students who, by their reading abilities, pragmatic orientations, or
general lack of cultural sophistication, are ill-prepared to respond to much
modern fictionstudents whose motivations and prior experiences with
literature require that teachers modify their approaches to literary study
in order to help the students understand and appreciate modern fiction
more fully. These students may resemble the freshman economics major
who stated that he had been so confused by the switches from the shot-up
B-25 to the naked nurse to the schemes of Milo .\linderhinder in the film
of Catch-22 that he literally could not discriminate between flashback,
fantasy, and ongoing action. Or they may be more like the senior English
major who reacted this way to one of Reckett's novels:

Reading Molloy vas a complete waste. The story is as \folioy says
of his life: "a joke vhich still goes on . . . and is there any tense for
that?" Substitute sense for tense and you have an apt continent on the
book. Beckett has innovated so much that You cannot see anv meaning
behind his techniques.

The students of whom I MI speaking often have the attitude that a
story is an interesting progassion of events related by a strong narrator
and organiied along clear chronological lines; that the inner thoughts of
characters must he indicateJ by such clear marks of reportage as "he
thought"; that the external ,etting of a story is so much more important
than its psychic landscape nat descriptions of objects simply are assumed
to be real rather than parts of a character's fantasies. Innovative twentieth
century fiction, however. does not conform to these assumptions about
plot, narrator, time-frame, or distinctions between inner and outer
"reality." Obvious in \Voo!f and Joyce, this statement is even clearer to-
day, when many authors scent to share Ronald Sukenick's esthetic: "now
no one knows the plot and . . . there's no guarantee as to the authenticity
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of the received version. Time is reduced to . . . the content of a series of
discontinuous moments. . . . Reality is, simply, our experience. lind ob-
jectivity is of course, an illusion."'

Students who want to relax as they read a diverting story are likely to
be disappointed and irritated as they confront literature that follows this
esthetic. The difficult and troublesome form of much contemporary fic-
tion requires a commitment-to-understand, and at the same time it sub-
jects readers to intellectual and emotional assaults which call the wisdom
of such commitment into doubt. And since, in addition, such fiction is so
alien to the students' assumptions about literature, teachers face real chal-
lenges when they attempt to teach sophisticated modern fiction to stu-
dents I have described as "unsophisticated."

Recently, I attempted to meet these challenges in an upper-level modern
fiction course of twenty -five students, almost equally divided between
those who were English majors and those who were not. fly prior ex-
perience told me that I would need to provide an extensive introduction
to fictional techniques for sonic students, and that some of the fiction I
planned to teach Beckett's Molloy, Cooyer's "The Babysitter,"
Sukenick's -.Momentum," Ilaraka's "The Alternative") could puzzle and
alienate nearly all of the students. And so I decided to organize the course
around a themeModern Fiction: Lenses on Lifethat would let me
review fictional methods, not as abstract terms but as meaningful parts of
the course's main content, and that would help students cope with the
Intellectual and emotional challenges posed by the innovative use of
techniques. Eur instance, in in% syllabus, I told the students:

This course % ill focus on the descriptions and comments that a
number of twentieth century authors have made on life in this cen-
tury, and it % ill study %.1. that these authors use fictional techniques
as lenses through %%hid. to project. their images of life.

And one of iny publicly announced objectives fur the course w as this:

R the end of the course. the student % ill he able to write speak
about Ill different authors manipulate plot, setting, character, point

It:%% . Ia. gunge, and time to ield different "views" of life.

Resides my public objectives, I had sonic private ones for the course: to
bring unsophisticated students to a point \% here they could see how de-
liberate technical alienation and the artistic attempt to reflect absurdity
work in fiction; and to get unsophisticated readers to ehibit tolerance, if
not actual sympathy and understanding, for deliberately chaotic and
nhenating conteniporan fiction.

*7 1)I .111.1 (Pl.cr Storie Nt)rk: Dial Press. Iwo/. p. 41.
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To accomplish in public and private objectives. I adopted a general
course organi/ation which would let me emphasi/e several fictional tech-
niques and w luch would let the Class 1114 IVL.' grad11.111% toward more inno-
vative and difficult works. The start of each unit brought appropriate
background materials and detailed assignments. but. AN it was outlined in
the syllabui, Lensex oit Lite looked like this:

0.y. Weeks 1-2. Overview: Lenses on Life. Plot, Setting, Char-
aeter, Point of View, Language. The -photograph- is composed of
these elements which we will study later in more detail. But look
for them n m in .4 Clockwork Orange.

1 t' tltii 1Vcchs 2-;. Not and Setting: .S.electing the Content. By the
materials he selects. the photographer presents an angled vision of
life. Short storks in Contine4tal Short Stories. and Innotutive ie-
ti,ot: "Bitter I fonevniomm," "The Metamorphosis," "The \Vali."
"Flu. ( 'guest." "The I Iyannis Port Story." Optional Reading: The

1..\11 "Dint S'ie and raeter: The Figures
rrt t16. l: tore, Special tenses allow close-up and even interior studies
of tl characters tt h i oectqw the center of the photograph. The
lnuitorali,t,77,,. licit far. shun. ork,: "Brainy."
-.M% Melancholy ! ace." "runes the Memoious.- "Robert Kennedy
Saved from Dro%.ning." "Nlvrhology: Wonder Woman." Optional
Reading: Not.; from Underground.

rot H. Weeks --M. Full /um/vat/ern: Special Processing. "Special
effects" handling of plot, character. point of view, language, and
time %ield some of the most innovative and distinctive images. Th
Floating Opera, Slaughterhouse-Five. Short vkorks. "The Baby-
sitter." 1.1w Alturnam e," "Fwept for the Sickness I'm Quite

lealth% IStm 6" \lomentuni." "Views of Al\ Father Weeping."
optional Reading: To the Lighthouse. .ttollo,,

'I his brief outline reveals several important features of the course. First,
to help students cm ineeptualwe the was fletInll is created, I used a phi
uraphic analoo in \t hick plot and setting formed the background; char -
ac teri/ation plaril figures against this background; point of view allowed
various kinds of portrait studs and innovative handhm; of point of view,
language, and time were the special effects created during processing.
While simplistic, this structure did provide a way for students to relate
fictional techniques to each other and to their previous experiences with
tilni and television.

Within this framework. I t as able to provide necessary information
about technique for the students %1 Ill/ most needed it without boring the
others, most hom actuall% need SIMIC review w (irk, And the concep-
tual framework also helped all of the students understand that. besides
being a finished product to be enio ed. fiction is the result of a deliberate
creative process. Individualk , several students admitted that the tech-
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nique..as-lens approach helped them understand definitions they had
memorized in an e.rlier introductory course, And all of the students, in an
anonymous course appraisal. reported that the organization of the course
around technique and innovation made clear contributions to their
learning.

A second feature that the outline reveals is the fact that the course re-
quired a lot ,of reading. \iv Approach w as to read more works, to spend
les:i time on each one, and to use rather specific reading report forms to
guide student reading and prepare students for inure productive discus-
skim. I fere. for e.ample, are two of four questions on Vonnegut's "The
ilvannis Port Stor": ( 1) Locate the major events of this story. Look for
switches in location. time. and characters as keys to when one event ends
and anothe.i. begins. (2) Now pick one major event and break it down
into the sm. ller events that make it up.

Such gUidanee guaranteed close, detailed reading, and it facilitated dis-
cussion that was spirited, thorough, and quite analytic. But having pro-
vided the guid ince to generate such discussion, I did nut try to force
every nuance of meaning from each work, our did I seek to analyze
each w in]; from every possible angle of attack. Students appreciated the
approach. according to conversations and anonymous course evaluations.
While Ni me. commented on the quantity of reading, others were glad to
have read the works and generdlly were unable to suggest items that they
%\ mild have omitted.

A third characteristic suggested by the outline is that sonic students
chose to get broader eyerience reading a number of challenging

orl, in addition to the basic reading. Nlotivated by individual inter-
ests. the class divided itself almost equally into two subgroups (and not
simph along lines of their majors)--a neat division that allowed us to
use the middle uf each week for smaller discussion groups while reserving
tacit \bifida\ and each Frith\ for backgrimnd presentations and general
discussions. Withinit u\ception. students responded on the Course ap-
praisal that haying the small ;groups and the charce to choose whether or
not to read four optional novels had contributed positively toward their
learninv: in the course.

The fourth and most important feature suggested by the ()Udine is the
wa the course emphasi/ed sequence: from the more traditional handling
of pint, character. and point of view in A Clockwork Orange and stories
b\ Limns and Sartre; through the greater nperunentation of Kafka,
Woolf. Ilia and Barth; and into the highly untraditional fiction of Mol-
1H1, Hie Hal sitter.'' and "Momentum.- This sequencing effected a
transition from the kind of fiction with w Inch the students initially felt
cinufortahle to the challenging. disturbing 11 riting characteristic of much
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innovative contemporary fiction. Students' response late in the course to
su'. thoroughl% difficult works as those by Beckett, Cover, Sukenick,

tab nude it clear that the transition had worked successfully.
. vas rather wide agreement. for instance, that the last work, Vonne-

gut s .),augbterbouse-Fivc, was a pretty easy b001: 0)111p:ire(' with "The
habysitter" or "The Alternative.- And, reporting anonymously, all but
one student indicated greater capacity to read and understand such fiction
by the end of the term.

Paul A. Esebbo lz THE LIVELINESS
and Alfred F. Rosa, OF LANGUAGE HISTORY

L'in;:ersitt of I ermont

Students should know that humans arc symbol-making creatures and
that their use of s% mbols is one of their greatest achievements. It is iMpor-
taut for students to realize that their language is like the air they breathe;
it is necessary and inescapable, and when it changes so do they. Students
must realize that language and culture are inextricably intertwined and
that they influence and shape one another. It is also important for stu-
dents to appreciate that language is dynamic and that it changes because
people change. Although w e continue to do basically the same things we
have always done, we do not do them in quite the same ways with quite
the same objects. Not only do new things need new names but the names
of old things arc constantly changing. The changes that have occurred in
1:nglish since the days of Beowulf have been a function of the very
progress of mankind, Language is continually at play with the forces
which operate upon it. It reaches out and attaches itself to these new
forces; it reflects and feeds upon itself, reconstructs, and reaches our
anew; and these clung.... are more cleark obvious over a number of
years or even centuries. What the study of language can do for students is
to make this play, this organicism, visible and representative of the liveli-
ness of the language as a whole.
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Joseph 0. Milner

In the past three years I have taught courses in contemporary literature
and in art and literature of the twentieth century. Both courses were in
their initial year rather successful, but I sensed that in each course the
radical departures of twentieth century thought were for students essen-
tially just matters of discussion rather than insights which penetrated deep
into their psyches. We had rather fuly entertained the notions of entropy
and indeterminacy, the chaos and uncertainty which had replaced the
more con;fortable absolutes of the past, but a total confrontation (mind,
body, emotion) with that troubled world which the twentieth century
artist perceived was never really achieved. I knew then that I needed to
jar the cusses loose from some of their basic assumptions about their
world. Almost immediately it became clear to me that it would take a
less verbal. less "intellectual" approach to do that unleashing. So, I began
to develop a more experiential approach to the same goals: a learning
structure designed to allow students to have chaos brought to their order
and then order etched onto their chaos.

The first stage in this encounter with entropy involved the presentation
of a rather direct statement about the chaotic nature 4.1 our world. Al-
most any physicist of the Copenhagen school could have been chosen as
a spokesman, but I particularly liked the statement of P. W. Bridgman:

. . . The revolution that now confronts us arises from the recent
discovery of new facts. the only interpretation of which is that our
conviction that nature is undyrstandable and subject to law arose from
the narrowntss of our horizons, and that if we sufficiently extend our
range we shall find that nature is intrinsically and in its elements
neither understandable nor subject to law. . . . The physicist thus
finds himself in a world from which the bottom has dropped dean
out; as he penetrates deeper and deeper it eludes him and fades away
by the highly unsportsmanlike device of just becoming meaningless.

Each menther of the class was given a copy of Bridgman's statement so
that he could take part in the creation of chance by randomly select;ng
any live words from the passage and reading each of them aloud at the

02
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appropriate time during niy rather liturgical reading of Bridge an's wnrds.
Bridgman's message was somewhat startling in itself, and the ritualistic
and random dimensions of its reading clearly reiterated the notion of
chaos. In order to make Bridgman's message sink deeper and to gain
further student involvement in these ideas, i asked each student to try
to capture very succinctly in writing his reaction to this kind of world.
These reactions were then discussed briefly, but they could have just
been left to boil, for their importance was in encouraging individual re-
sponses to the ideas.

I laving gained some reaction, then, and having presented a statement
directly confronting the notion of an nrclery world, we entered the
second stage of our encounter with entropy. At this point students were
asked to read Andre Dubus's short story -The Doctor" with these new
insights at the forefront of their minds ( other literature which shows man
confronted by a world which no Innger has tile order he once supposed
could have been used) . After they finished reading the story ( about ten
minutes) we nuived into the story in an inductive manner by asking why
the central character. .rt Castagnettn, put the hose in the car trunk, what
kind of promise that solution held. and what that had tc. say about the
worth of his world view. in this step I hoped to get the class to feel that
there is .1 world of chance and random activity in which man operates
and that Dubus sees .-krt's painstaking preparations as dOonle:d to futility.

I laving perhaps shaken sonic of the full certainty of the students' as-
sumptions about an orderly world, I moved quickly to let them under-
stand their roles as "Seers" (as Walker Gibson so aptly put it) in recom-
posing the world. !fere again I used literature, but in this instance the
finely ordered work of Katherine Mansfield's "Miss Brill." This time,
though, they were not asked to read it individually. but were asked to
read rwn- or three-line segments of Nlansfield's whole tale in an entirely
random order. I had literally cut the story into twenty to thirty parts
intelligible in themselves but not Icing enough to develop much contest.
Students drew these (nit of a hat and were led in a randomly directed
reading of their individual parts in a necessarily minsequenrial rendering
of the tale. The class w as then asked what- they could make of it, could
they discover a beginning, middle. and end, did they have a sense of the
w hide story. As they began to feel more confident about the tale (and
they were very quick to do this) I asked what was happening to the tale,
how it was gaining its circler, how they liked their own rendering of the
tale in comparison to the more straightfnrw and means of cninmunicating
it. t that point I went on to tell them that much of contemporary litera-
ture. art. and music is built on this very cnneept of the audience's acting on
the w (irk. participating- rather than just absorbing a prepackaged form.
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Vith this Said ' e MVed to a final experience w Inch allowed individ-
uals to fashion the meaninglessness of random. group activity into an in-
telligible order. In this exercise each member of the class was given a
simple activitx : singing the tirst four bars of I lie Star Spangled Banner";
standing every twelve seconds to shout. -71 . iod, the air is streaming. in
on us"; clapping one's hands over one ears every- six see011dS and saying
in pain. "I'Vt: heard enough about Vatergate-; moving around the room
caressing the left ankle of every person available; writing on a chalkboard

every time vou hear the word 'AVatergate-; assuming ;: fetal
position in the corner of the rooin for the full exercise; erasing the board
ever% time am thing appears. In addition, two students were asked to sit
xx all ears shut and two xx ith eves closed. l'hese activities were designed to
hold little meaning outside an appropriate contet, some to be wholly in-
dependent of other actions in the room, some to be keyed to other ac-
tivities. I he class %1 as tirgk'd to forget their own worlds and to act tillt
their instructions 1% ith as much bravado and elan as they ctuld possibly
arouse in themselves. .fter the exercise had run its course t four or live

Clint'iiiiiiutes h, \\ as called and the class's re.letilins Were solicited, initially
from those w had eves or ears shut. I here, w ith the .Mansfield story,
many students reported that they felt certain activities were solnehOW
related (gained meaning from each other) and that the w hole activity
began to take on an aura of togetherness with xx Inch they became inert:as-
11101 inure in tune and inure comfortable. And. even inure NU than Call
the 1,111Stield tale, there came to be .1 class feeling that their minds had
ordered chaos into something w Inch could almost be seen as order. Such,
they were reminded, is the process of the mind in all t its Liaily activities.
s final reinforcement of the cuntemporarx artists preoccupation with
the problem of order, I read Kurt Vonnegtit's statement from The
Bredklast fif "Let others bring order to chaos. I would bring
:haus to order."

I have tried tilts inure experiential intrductiim to these two courses
li(r the past two 1 ears and was asked to use it in an experimental Milliliter
prugrani fur gifted high schuul students. Iii all of these cases t found it
1.1 OtrUlnel .15 grillinti C1.1. Culture probe

'item\ cyrev,iiiii. I (*mild sense that these student, had a-
,iirbed .1 real sx inpatIn fur this cuntemporarx world view . .\t the same
tinie I could feel the benefit of such a holistic experience in breaking

n barriers between NtlidcntN and in fostering inure comfort. dile rila-
nuns between them earl\ in the CutIrse. III ever\ respect thi, change.
hroindit 1)\ in\ rolection on die earlier classes' lack of btti feeling
and understand:n2, has made the.,e courses far richer and far Inure e\Cit-
tivz; for all of us.
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Norman Nathan

When I began to teach Shakespeare on a quarter instead of a semester
s stem, nix problem w ith term papers became oppressive. No longer
could I give in% students eleven weeks to produce a paper and myself four
weeks for grading and comments ( with some little time for an obviously
bad paper to be rew raten Now I could allow but seven weeks for the
conception, research, and writing of the paper, while I would have only
three eelis for nix- part of the assignment,

Could there be a substitute of at least equal value. Since there is a final
k Caren e.1111 as well as a midterm, my students are given opportunities to
express themselves in writing; and research papers are required in seminar
courses, so there is no shortage of experience in that direction. What the
student in a large class dues Lick, how ever, is contact with the reacher.
Iherefore, I decided to require each student to prepare himself for m
individual oral examination on his outside readings. I {is knowledge of
Shakespeare's plays would be covered by the usual written examination.

At the first meeting id the quarter, I tell nix students that each one krill
have an exam outside of class that will last from fifteen to twenty minutes.
I le is to prepare himself for this by reading any variety of material that is
relevant to an understanding of Shakespeare and his era. No specific book,
chapter. or .irtile is assigned, though I do hand out a SaMple bibliography
to indicate the to pe of diversity that is his to choose. I stress that he need
not read even (me item on nix. list. Ile is expected to make his own choice
based on what he prefers to read. I point out that with hundreds of rele-
vant books and thousands of articles ;wadable in a CulleiZe library, he
should find many items of interest to him. Should he pick up something
and Lind it dull, I suggest that he give himself credit for the few pages
read i this will appear on a 1)11)111+,4731)11v he is to bring with him when he
takes his oral exam i and proceed to another item.

The one thing prohibited is to read a ithin a narrow range. -You are
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not being asked to do research a term piper to lie delivered
tell the class. One student might prefer something on Shakespeare's life, a
chapter or to on 111/aliethan rnitland, a fe articles on two or three
pia s, and parts of a book on w iteheraft in Shakespeare. Another may
consider Shakespeare's use of the Bible, Hi/AK:than dress, chapters on
him the plays were presented, an articl.. on a minor point in halm Caesar,
and a slim hook on Shakespeare's audience, I Mli.tisreSt that the student
choose his readings as if he himself were expected to teach a few plays.
1 le should (brain hatever "4 background knowledge that he feels
he would like to have.

When the student Conics for his oral, he is permitted a carbon eopV of
the liiiiliograph he hands me, but no notes. I lis grade will he determined
largelx on the following factors, the first two being stressed:

I biw well he knows hat 1w has read.
Him much 1w has read.

1. I its reasons for making his particular selection.
4 he quality of his oral presentation.

Types of questions I ask, van mg them so that no one pattern develops,
include: What was the least (most) interesting item you read? \Vhich
writer seems to von to be the most (least) scholarly and hest supports
his statements; Comment on the author's style of writing, lu vou find
li disagreement among the items you've read= Inv overlapping of in
formation; Why did you ( did you not) find this assignment of value
l hick did prefer. the articles or the parts of hooks that you read?
1 low did your reading supplement w hat we're doing in class?

hese arc. of course. general questions, I begin this way to put the
student at case. l le can answer a generality if he has done any work at all.

answers, however, lead me to specifics in areas where he himself
claims know ledge- -and the .Vs, Irsind Cs (and an infrequent I) and It)
cinerge.

Since I am not looking for "right" aiswers, my not having read any
item presents no significant problem. Is the answer reasonable, convincing,
supported: \ fter a little experience is acquired with this type of exam, it
is difficult to make a student believe that you haven't read evert thing on
his list'

Students invariablx inquire as to -how many pages;" While I refuse
to he trapped into a precise number ( placing a premium on large print,
duodecimos, and ell-illustrated books) I mention that few sfilArntS who
read under inn pages are likely to pass. I recall, however, that I gave an
\ to .t student w ho read but pages and showed great knowledge of
her diverse readings, and that a student who "read- I-00 pages reeived a

barely deserved C.
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There are mans- advani:tges to this t of 0,m). Not eaCh

don tte.lted he iLls independetiee tit ChOiec in
his rvadny thin it he were to Chow a topic for 1 let papei Also, the
prnievt ',lees me time, %Vhile I van etirr et. t , reSea papers an

I t,',111 .1%' nip t 11 All hour on an Ortil Ottlii thin is far
inure ple..isant ito me! ) than tea lint] papers, And there are no riAvrites.

Most important is the value to the YtUdelltA, Final 0:ams reveal that the
background reading has helped the student imswer que,:tions tin the plays,
.Also, what he rent embers from the course will be greatly increased by his
having rea,d items of his choice, Former Stlidenti, now tettelieri diet*.
!wires, have told mile that the assignment was of great help to them in
presenting S11.11.espeare in their own classroimis, And while perhaps half
of the students are nervous when they ',wive, most are pleasantly surprised
to rind that tIte have earned ,1 good grade, As it matter of fact, grades

here are somewhat hihei than for w ritten exams, for few dare to face
ou without haying put in a real effort. Apparently they sense that bluf-

fing will be ttuickh revealed in an oral Mini.
he only disadvantage I have found is that working students have diffi-

culty coining for the oral at a convenient time. Hut I can afford to incon-
venience, myselfwhich I would have to do in any event if I marked term
papers. Clearly, secondary school classes would have more trouble arrang-
ing times for the orals than college class.

All in all. I suggest an oral omit on outside readings Of the student's
'mil selection as a pleasant, eivective, more nearly democratic, and more
themrlide type of project.


